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Understanding Nature and Attributes of Early Historical Orissa :
An Archaeological Perspective
Umakanta Mishra1 & Shibanaryan Behari2

The present paper examines the archaeological evidence from early farming and iron age
site sites of Orissa to argue that many sites of early historic (3rd century BC to 3rd century CE)
period had its beginning in the chalcolithic and iron age cultures. The second aspect of the paper
analyses various attributes of the early historical Orissa on the basis of the cultural artefacts from
archaeological sites, such as settlement studies, evidence of intensive resource exploitation,
money economy, fortified sites, trade and communication network and evidence of organised
religion. The third part explores various kinds of settlement, measures their sizes and examines
artefacts from these early historical sites to develop a typology of settlements and nature of
relations among them. The paper, based on exploration and excavations, raises certain questions
regarding the existing the historiographies of early historical and early medieval Odisha in
particular and Indian in general which argue that early historical period in Odisha started due to
Mauryan intervention and the state society which emerged due to such intervention had not
penetrated to the local power structure and such a state-society emerged only due to temple, land
grants, cult integration and spread of brhamanical-Puranic culture in early medieval period.
Historiographical context
Emergence of complex societies has been explained either in neo-evolutionary
formulations, which stress on the internal factors to the exclusion or near exclusion of evidence
of interaction and exchange among other societies at different levels of cultural development or,
as a result of diffusion and acculturation in which there is one directional flow from ‘core’ to
‘peripheral areas’ (Trigger 1984:282-290). Conceptual framework of modern capitalist system in
terms of core and peripheries, when adopted to understand regions of early historical period in
India has structured the discourse and modelled the cultural development of various sub-regions
in a particular way (Stein 1998).
The present paper examines the archaeological evidence from one region – Odisha - in
eastern India – and raises three important issues. The first issue raises questions about the
conventional explanation about the beginning of complex cultures in Odisha in the aftermath of the
Mauryan intervention. The early historic beginning in regions outside of the Gangetic valley,
especially in Odisha, has been regarded more as a result of the Mauryan intervention. In the
context of North India, early historic period had started with the Buddhist period with the second
1
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urbanisation and ended with 2nd century CE. The expansion of state system, spread of brahmanical
varna system, emergence of Buddhism and other heterodoxies, money economy and trade
characterised this urbanisation. Evidence of NBPW, currencies, fortified settlements, expansion of
trade networks, hierarchy of settlements were some of the evidence of the beginning of early
historic period (Chattopadhyaya 1994). These features of early historic Mid Gangetic valley
appeared in other parts only when the Mauryan expanded and became successful in creating an all
India empire. The Mauryan state system was considered to be a catalyst for the development of the
material cultures of various pre-state societies which finally saw state system in the post Mauryan
period (Thapar 1988; Senaviratne 1980-81, pp. 54-69). The centrality of the Mauryan intervention
in the emergence of state society tends to overlook evidence of endogenous development in the
chalcolithic and early historic period in both costal and up land areas as the existence of evidence
of integration of Odisha with wider Buddhist and brahmanical networks. Two recent studies which
have questioned the impact of the Mauryan intervention on the subsequent developments in the
material cultures of their respective regions have come from Decccan and South India. Evidence
from Kodumanal and many sites of Sri Lanka, such as Anuradhapur, Mihihintale reveal much
earlier beginning of trade and contact than the Mauryan rule. Developments such as merchant
guilds, NBPW, brahmi scripts developed much earlier in 5th century BC (Rajan 1990, pp 93-102).
Similarly in the Deccan, sites such as Dharanikota and Amaravati had their origin in the fifth
century BC than in the Mauryan period (Sarma 1988, p. 8).
The second issue concerns with the neat divisions of the regions of Mauryan State into
core and peripheral regions, and how this division has led to a misplaced directionality – a
directionality characterised by not only over sighting the archaeological evidence of complexity
from ‘peripheral zones’ but also the way such characterisation of early historic Odisha has
moulded the explanation of cultural development in early medieval period. Such characterisation
of various regions and sub-regions of early historical period in India has ordered the
historiography in a linear way in which the ‘peripheral’ sub-regions were considered to be mere
‘resource bearing zone with low level of material culture in comparison to the core areas. These
peripheral areas became the site of acculturation in early medieval India under the aegis of the
localised state which used land grants to brahmanas, construction of temples, appropriation and
integration of autochthonous cults and popularisation of tirthas for expansion of a brahmanical
state, society and ideology (Kulke 1977, 104-14). According to Kulke, the Mauryan intervention
and subsequent emergence of state system under Kharavela had led to the development of
material culture in ‘nuclear areas’. These nuclear areas were the ‘bases’ from which the ‘rajas’
expanded to other nuclear areas or surrounding forest and mountainous areas from 5th century
AD to 10th century AD. The early state that emerged in Orissa had not ‘embedded’ into all
regions and was more or less restricted to coastal Orissa (Kulke 1978). Sahu elaborated on this
aspect of early historical period. Basing his argument on the Integrative Polity Model’, he
2
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elaborated further Kulke’s argument that early historic state under Kharavela had not embedded
well beyond the core area of Bhubaneswar and Cuttack and therefore, local power structure of
different regions were not neatly integrated in the state system. Sahu looked at the epigraphical,
archaeological and sculptural narratives of the Khandagiri and Udayagiri to argue that the Early
historical state of Orissa was an ‘inchoate’ or ‘transitional state’ (Classen and Skalnik 1978).
Absence of dynastic coins, continuation of lineage, plundering economy ( Kharavela made
invasion of the south.) were adduced to argue that ‘evidence for a state exercising control over a
precisely delimited territory with the help of a bureaucratic command structures where the
contours of power relations and the jurisdiction of officials are defined is very little’ (Sahu 2000,
p. 436). The early state was a “loosely organised, primarily agrarian society where the basis
distinction between was between the ruling elite and ruled. Beyond this the differences appear to
have been considerably blurred and not hierarchically structured as in later societies.’ (ibid: 438).
On the other hand, the early medieval period starting from the post-Gupta period has been
characterised as period of intensification of state formation around the themes of agrarian
expansion, cult appropriation and expansion of brahmanical-Puranic varṇa caste system.
Further this centrality of Mauryan intervention has also moulded our understanding about
the relation between religion and state. Asoka was credited with the expansion of Buddhism in
regions outside of Mid Gangetic valley. He, according Yuan Chwang constructed 84000 stupas,
one such stupa was in the capital of Odra (ancient Odisha). It is argued that Asoka constructed
stupas and pillars on the trade routes in order to facilitate this imperial mobilisation of resources
from peripheral and core areas to Metropolitan areas. Such a statist approach tends to overlook
evidence of cultural interaction of early historic Odisha with the larger cultural orbit of Mid
Gangetic valley. Tapassu and Bhallika, two merchants of Odisha participated in this network.
The very fact that many early historical Buddhist establishments datable to 2nd- century BC, such
as Langudi, Lalitgiri and Udayagriri came up in zones far away from the political centres of
Early historical Odisha around Bhubaneswar raises questions about the role of Asoka in the
spread of Buddhism. Rather Asoka used the pre-existing cultural communication of Buddhism
when he visited sacred sites of Buddhism (Ray 2012: 85-87).
The present paper argues that many of the early historical sites had their emergence in pre
Mauryan period and continued into early historical period. Many settlements acted as major
nodes interacting with other important ‘nodes’ of early historical Odisha and India in this period
and also with smaller sites. They were heterarchic nodes in different ‘types’ of relations and
therefore, heterarchy rather than hierarchy of settlements is much more a meaningful concept in
understanding the site distributions and their relations in early historical period. The fact that
Buddhist centres of Lalitgiri, Udayagiri came up in 3rd-2nd century BC near the fortified
settlement of Radhanagar and not in the Sisupalgarh-Dhauli, regarded as the capital of Ancient
Odisha, raises the question of the conventional understanding that Buddhist centres came up
3
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either through the state patronage under Asoka or came up along the trade routes. Further, the
material evidence from the forested highlands of the early historical Orissa points out to the fact
that the peripheral zones, far from being merely resource exploitation zones, were complex,
differentiated and mature culture and hence, the centrality of the World System Model in the
development of the ‘regions’ could not be sustained. The evidence from so called ‘peripheral
zones’ of Kalahandi, Baudh and Upper Mahanadi valley reveal a complex societies comparable
to Sisupalgarh and Radhanagar and other sites of the core area.
From food production to early historic Period in Odisha: Archaeological evidence from
early farming and iron age sites of Orissa
The first evidence of the beginning of food production in Orissa in second millennium
before the Christian era came from Baidyapur. Kuchai, also in Mayurbhanj, shows clear
transition from Mesolithic hunting gathering to food production (Basa 1999; Thapar 1978, 1121). This site has been reported to have rice remains and also wild rice impression in ceramics
(Vishnu-Mittre 1976). The emergence and spread of food producing societies in various
archaeological contexts is not worked out in detail in Orissa and as late as 1990s, scholars claim
that food producing material cultures were absent in Odisha (Mohapatra 1990). However, the
excavation of Golbai (Sinha 1993), limited excavation at Gopalpur (Kar et al 1998), excavation
at Khameswaripalli (Behera) and limited excavation of recently excavated site of Harirajpur
(Basa 2013) have also unearthed archeobotanical remains of rice. Excavations at Golbai suggest
a subsistence pattern consisting of rice and pulse (horsegram) agriculture, hunting and fishing
and stockbreeding. Other crops from Golbai include pigeon pea, mung, urud, millet. At
Gopalpur, almost belong to the same time bracket of Golbai have revealed rice, horsegram and
absence of urd and millet. The richest samples were found from the bottom of the mound. Two
Cajanus cajan (Arhad/Tur) cotyledons are present in the Neolithic level from Gopalpur and they
represent perhaps the earliest specimen in India (Harvey et al 2006: 29). At Bajapur near
Pallahara college, Banabasa in Mayurbhanj, Malakhoja near the more known site Sankerjang are
encountered Neolithic and chalcolithic pottery and attributes.
Recent excavations of early historical site of Sisupalgarh (20°13'45.9"N; 85°50'50.6"E)
have highlighted the need for revision of dates of the beginning of early historical Orissa in
Orissa. The earliest phase of Sisupalgarh, Period 1 had started around 600-500 BC rather than
the earlier assigned date of 300-200 BC by Lal. (Lal 1949; Yule 2006 p. 45; Smith & Mohanty
2008). The lowest level yielded BRW, burnished ware and red slip ware with a flaring rim.
Jaugarh (19°31'21.2"N; 84°48'44.1"E) excavation by Debla Mitra had yielded antiquities such as
Neolithic celts, BRW, iron objects, beads of shell, carnelian, agate, crystal, jasper in period I,
indicating early beginning of the site ( IAR 1957-58: 30).

4
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One issue that concerns the archaeological research in Orissa is to identify the cultural
attributes in chalcolithic sites which marked such transition to early historical period. Recent
explorations and excavations have brought to light a number of new sites which have shed new
light about our understanding of food producing cultures in chalcolithic phase and their transition
to the early historical period. On the basis of limited excavations of existing sites and exploration
of new sites, three major clusters have been identified to understand the protohistoric cultures
and transition thereof to early historical period: One cluster is along the Daya valley from
Bhubaneswar to Jaugarh in Rushikulya valley. The second cluster is in the Middle Mahanadi
valley from Choudwar to Sonepur region and the third cluster is in the highlands of western
Orissa.
Suabarei (20°09'20.6"N 85°49'42.2"E) in Pipli block in Puri district is located 20 km from
Bhubaneswar along the Puri road on the bank of river Daya. The excavation by the Bhubaneswar
Excavation Branch of ASI has yielded remains of chalcolithic phase with circular hut, adze and
pottery such as dull red ware, burnished ware and black slip ware with other antiquities.
Banga- Harirajapur (20° 08' 33.82" N; 85° 43
'37.42" E), near Jatani town in Khurda district
was excavated by K.K. Basa of Anthropology
Department of Utkal Univeristy between 201214. Excavations have yielded burnished ware,
BRW without painting, cord impressed pottery
and two human skeletons. From the cultural
assemblage the site belonged to chalcolithic
period (Basa et. al. 2014, p. 67). Exploration of
Banatalakuda (20005'43" N; 850 38' 25" E) in
Analajodi village & GP of Jatani block of Khurda
district brought to light a circular mound divided
Figure 1: knob ware and applique design of early historical in the
into two sections by a road. The explorations
chaloclithic site of Analjodi, Khurda district, Orissa
have revealed dull red ware, knob ware, red slip
ware and unfisnished moss agate and quartz. While the knob ware and red ware with applique
lotus mark decoration indicate early historic nature of the site, the burnished red and black slip
and black slip ware may possibly indicate the earlier orgin of the site. Explorations by the
Department of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology, Utkal Univeristy in 2014 has
yielded dull red ware and burnished ware.
A number of proto-historic & early historic sitess have been claimed to have been found by Dr
Anam Behera of the Department of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology of Utkal
univeristy in Khurda district as well (Behera 2013). Explorations of Padan Huda, Delang block

5
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Khordha (20°03'34.37"N; 85°33'56.80"E) have yielded cord impressed pottery, burnished wares
have been found from a number of places, where as many other sites have yielded dull black and
red ware.
Excavation at Golbai Sasan (20° 01'
45" N 85 33.22" E) by ASI under B. K.
Sinha has yielded a a chalcolithic peiod (
Sinha 1992-3, pp. 48-50). The shape of
ceramics such such as tumbler, dish and
basin as well as types of pottery such as
burnished ware, black and Red ware have
similarities with pottery from other
chalcolithic phase of Odisha. Golbai was
abandoned in the ferrochalcolithic period
Figure 2: cord impressed pottery from Bardhyakuda,
around 900 BC and again reoccupied in the
Chilika region, Odisha
early medieval phase whn lateritic temple
remains and gray ware with groove marks (a a typical early medieval pottery) was found from
Golbai. Just opposite of the Golbai on the other right side of Mandakini river, early historical
fortified site of Talapada came up maround 600-500 BC with pottery similar to the lowest level
pottery of Sisupalgarh. The pottery at the low level of Talapada consists of red burnished and
chocolate (black burnished ) with distrinctive knob ware motif in black polished ware (Mohanty
et al 2014, pp. 53-62).
Further on the east along the coast of
Chilika lagoon explorations have brought to
light many protohistoric sites in and around
early historic port of Palur area (identified
with Paloura of greek account) which
continued up to early historical period.
Three sites which came to fore during
exploration are Gurubai, Bardhayakuda.
and Gourangapatna.
Bardhyakuda (19° 26' 13.58"; 85° 07'
09.53" E) has yielded a habitation deposit
of 60 cm to one metre spreading over
2500 sq m. The ceramic assemblage of
Bardhyakuda constitutes the fine fabric
Burnished Black-and-Red ware, thick

Figure 3: Black burnished ware and Red Slipped
ware from Bardhyakuda and Arunpur

6
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lusterouus Red Po lished Waare, Blackk
Polished ware. Another coastal
establishment is Arunapur near
Bardhyakkuda, with extensive habitationn
deposits and culturaal assemblage of earlyy
medievall period, evven though few sherdss
of early historic peeriod were also foundd
from the site. Spreaad across 40
4 hec, thee
early histtoric remainns include BRW, Redd
Polishedd Ware, B lack burn ished Redd
polishedd Ware. In the Palurr complex,
Figu
ure 4: celts from
m Gurubai, cou
urtesy Jitu Miishra
another notable
n
sitee is Gouraanagapatna,
which haas yielded tw
wo massive natural bouulder alignm
ments whichh served as bbreakwaterss. The site
yielded BRW,
B
dish in black slipped
s
warre, carinated
d flat dish in black sllipped waree (Mishra
2002). Guurubai is annother protoohistoric site, which haas yielded early
e
historic potteries. Thus, the
archaeoloogical evidence attests to the em
mergence of
o Chillikaa region ass a favoureed coastal
establishm
ment linkingg the coastaal hinterlandd with regio
ons of Bay of
o Bengal.
Thuus, betweenn two imporrtant nodes of
o early historical Odissha. i.e. betw
ween Sisup
pagarh and
Jaugarh emerged
e
many chalcollithic sites. Presence of
o burnishedd ware, brw
w, dull red ware and
brw may indicate thhe chalcolithhic beginniing of the site
s while reed slipped ware and knob
k
ware
suggest their
t
early historical character.
c
S
Some
otherr sites mayy have an earlier beg
ginning as
indicatedd by neolithhic phase at
a Golbai, celt
c from Gurubai
G
andd Jaugarh. T
Thus early historical
period in this clusterr was precedded by expaansion of ch
halcolithic farming
fa
com
mmunities in
n this belt.
Chalcolitthic and eaarly iron agge sites in th
he Middle Mahanadi
M
valley
Thee second cluuster whichh was identiffied on the basis of exccavation repports and ex
xploration
by us is the
t Middle Mahanadi section froom Sonepurr to Naraj near
n
the delttaic head att Cuttack.
Mahanaddi has remaiined a majoor artery off communiccation betw
ween coastall and interio
or Odisha
throughouut historicaal period (O
O’ Malley 1909, p. 16
61). The Boudh-Soneppur area em
merged as
th
major areea of attracction for haabitation in around 8 century BC
C. Excavations from, Badamal,
Khamesw
warpalli in Birmaharajp
B
pur block in Subranap
pur and Nuaagarh Asurggarh as welll as from
Manmundda and Kuurum padarr (20°49'444"N; 83°58
8'10"E) andd Kumersiingha reveaal a firm
th
beginningg of iron agge in Orissann context arround 8 cen
ntury BC.
Exccavation of Hikudi on the left bannk of river Mahanadi
M
in Subranpuur district (2
20052' 17"
& 850 044" 15") revealed hand made
m
gritty red pottery
y, adze and axe in dolerrite and rad
dio-carbon
dated to 2400-1700
2
BC (Beheraa 2007, pp. 41-46). The exact trannsition from
m chalcolithiic to early
historic is
i not clearr from excaavation but the upper level stratiggraphies reevealed earlly historic
potteries.
7
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At Manmunda Asurgarh
on the confluence of Tel with
the Mahanadi (20050'00"N;
83056'02" E) excavations by
Sambalpur University revealed
two cultural phases – period I
&II. Period I has two subphases- IA & IB. IA yielded
black polished ware, red-slipped
ware, micacious red ware, iron
objects, copper ring and few
microliths. From period IB
along with above pottery of IA,
silver punch-marked coin (3rd
C.B.C), iron objects such knife,
dagger, spear-head, arrow-head,
axe etc. recovered. The
beginning of Period-I was
tentatively assigned to 4th -3rd
century B.C by the excavators.
Period-II also yielded iron
objects like nails, plates, hinges
of two heads and lumps of
charcoal along with degenerated
ceramic industry (red ware)
Figure 3: Chalcolithic and iron age sites of Middle Mahanadi valley
similar to Sisupalgarh which he
around Sonepur. 1. Khajeriapalli 2. Hikudi 3. Manamunda Asurgarh
4. Khameswaripalli 5. Kumersingha 6. Nuagarh and 7. Kurumpadar
assigned a period from the end
(courtesy: Pradeep Behera)
nd
of 2 century A.D to beginning
of 3rd century A.D (Indian Arcaheology: A review (henceforth IAR) 1989-90, pp 80-86). The
faunal assemblage from the site has been dated to early historic period on the basis of the
fluorine-phosphate dating method and the specimens consist of sheep-goat, cattle and freshwater
carapaces (Tripathy and Joglekar 1997-98, pp 117-120).
In Birmharajapur block of Sonepur district, numerous sites came up in the protohistoric
period which saw transition to iron age and to early historical culture in around 2nd century BC.
Excavation and calibrated carbon dating reveal settlement in chalcolithic phase with transition to
iron age around 800 BC. Khameswarpalli, Badamal and Nuagarh Asurgarh, Kumarsingha and
Kurumpadar are some of the sites which reveal such development. At Khameswaripali
8
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(20°50'14.6"N;84°00'10"E) excavations revealed three periods. Pd-I and pd-II are chalcolithic
culture. Pd-III is marked by presence of iron. It is during this period that the use of iron objects
was noted for the first time suggesting an advance on the technological side and a change in the
subsistence economy of the inhabitants. Two iron objects, viz. small fragment of a rod and nail
along with glass bangles, stone bead in carnelian, shell pendant and shell blade, ivory bangle
pottery include Black and Red Ware (BRW), Re Slipped Ware (RSW), discs, cowry shells
recovered from the excavations. (Behera 2001: 13-34). Near Khameswaripalli, is located the
early iron age site of Kumersingha (200 51' 54" N 840 05’ 00") which also revealed two cultural
sequence; the first belonged to early iron age coterminous with Khameswarpalli Period III and
the second phase belongs to early historic period (Behera 2002-03, pp. 87-113). Kurumpadar
(200 51' 10.1" N; 840 07' 3.9"), situated on the right bank of Mahanadi in Sonepur district, also
revealed three-phase cultural sequence of iron age and early historic period.
Excavations from Badamal (21°06'22.1"N; 84°03'37.6"E) reveal intensification of rice
cultivation as well as beginning of settlement structures along with iron artefacts from lower
level. At Badamal on the basis of studies on the excavated cultural material, exposed stratigraphy
and radiocarbon dates, periods IA, IB and IC have been assigned to the Iron Age phase, while
Period-II to the Early Historic phase to 2nd century BC. The ceramic assemblage, which
demonstrates close affinity in shape, size, colour and fabric with that from other contemporary
Iron Age settlements of the middle Mahanadi valley, is represented by black and red ware
potteries of fine to medium fabric, red slipped ware, black slipped ware and plain red ware
potteries (Behera 2004-05: 118-125).
In Nuagarh-Asurgarh two fold cultural sequences was proposed by the excavator taking
into account the cultural materials and the c14 determination from the layer 5. Period I
represented by layers 4, 5,6 have two sub-phases, Period IA & IB. This period IA belongs to late
Chalcolithic period though layer 6 yielded iron object. In the next sub-phase I-B, whose
beginning is precisely dated to the 6th century B.C as per the c14 determination, the introduction
of iron noticed in a limited scale along with all the material assemblage of earlier period. Iron,
painted pottery, burnished pottery and pottery with a variety of post-fired graffiti marks is the
hallmark of this phase (Pradhan 2006, pp. 63-78).
In the lower part of the Middle Mahanadi, a protohistoric chaloclithic site is Talagarh (200
32' 33" N;85° 41' 50") in Kulailo GP of Athagarh block of Cuttack district. Two mounds on the
western section of the village, named as Deltihuda A and B, are being excavated by the
department of History of Ravenshaw Univeristy and has yielded cultural artefacts such as
burnished ware, cord impressed ware, black and red ware, adze, celt, axes in dolerite and diorite,
carnelian, banded agate beads and remains of human skeleton and pot burial. Three trenches
were taken up for excavations in 2015 to understand the cultural sequence. They reveal 11 layers

9
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of occupation with cord impressed ware reported from layer 8 and downward while human
skeletal remains was exposed from layer 4 of trench 3, named DLT 3. The excavated materials
indicate chacolithic nature of the site. This season, the other mound, DLT B is being excavated
by us (Mishra et al 2015).
The proto-historic sites in forested Highland of Kalahandi and Bolangir Kalahandi district
are Jamugadapadar, Urlupgarh, Bhimkela, Sagada, Mednipur, Junagarh and Dadpur (Mohanty
and Mishra 2001, pp. 17-26). Bhimkela is extensive in nature and has revealed a beautiful
banded agate bowl, whose craftsmanship is quite akin to banded agte bowl found from
Arikamedu and Taxila. These sites have revealed microlithic artefacts, axes, ringstones, copper
objects, potsherds with graffiti marks, painted potsherds and faunal remains. At Jamugadapadar
the sequence starts with Mesolithic and has continued up to early historic (Ibid)
EARLY HISTORIC SETTLEMENTS: SITE DISTRIBUTION AND MATERIAL CULTURE
The previous section analysed evidence of protohistoric Odisha and transition to early
historical. The exploration and limited excavations of some these sites show that many
protohistoric chalcolithic and iron age sites contained evidence of transition to early historical. In
the Middle Mahanadi valley and forest highlands of Kalahandi and Bolangir, all early iron age
sites continued into the early historical period II. Badmal, Manmunda, Taraporegarh and other
saw such transition to early historical. In coastal Orissa, the trajectory of transition from
protohsitoric to early historic cultures is not precisely dated. Suabarei, Banga, Golabai- all these
protohistoric chalcolithic sites did not continue beyond 900 BC whereas early historic sites such
as Talapada, Sisupalgarh with brw, rsw, and burnished ware from lowest level of these sites
appeared around 600/500 BC. However, many other sites such as Jauagarh, Bardhyakuda,
Analajodi continued into the early historic period from early protohsitoric cultures.
Three important developments characterised the early historical period in coastal Orissa.
Firstly many sites, such as Sisupalgarh, Talapada, Jaugarh which emerged in 5tth century BC or
earlier, expanded enormously in the early historical period between 2nd century BC and 3rd century
AD. Secondly, fortified sites emerged in coastal plain at a distance of about 50 files. From
Sisupalgarh in Bhubaneswar towards southeast, fortified settlements emerged at regular distance.
Sisuaplagarh, Talapada, Lathi and Kalinganagar became fortified in early historical period.
Similarly from Bhubaneswar in the northern direction fortified settlement of Radhanagar also came
up. Thirdly, many coastal establishments which had beginning in the early period now became
integrated with the Bay of Bengal network, Evidence from Manikpatna and Palur attest this
process. The Buddhist remains from Bhubaneswar, Asokan inscriptions at Dhauli, archaeological
and epigraphic evidence from Khandagiri-Udaayagiri and the size and planning of Sisupalgarh all
attest to the emergence of a major hub in early historical India. Fourthly, there are few sites which
did not make transition to early historical period. Golbai and Khameswaripalli belonged to this
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category. Fifth, smaller sites came up as possible feeder centres with possible linkage with the big
centres. Narisho in Prachi valley, yielding evidence of bead and iron making, was one such centre
feeding on to Sisuplagarh, which has not yielded any evidence of craft activities. Some sites such
as Badmal, Narla Asurgarh reveal remarkable evidence of craft specialisation, fortification and
money economy.
Most important establishment of the coastal plain was Sisuplagarh (20°13' 34.46"N; 50°
50' 59.35") which saw fortification in period II in around 200 BC. BB Lal in his excavation of
site argued for the beginning of settlement in 3rd century BC on the basis of the finding of the
diagnostic pottery of roulette ware in period IIA, II B, III, ‘megalithic’ BRW in period IIA, a
copper coin of Huviska in period III (Lal 1949: 78). However, given the earlier dates for roulette
ware and later dates for BRW, and given the C14 and other dates available about rouletetd ware
from Tissamaharama amd Arikamedu to date from 250 BCE, Yule and Mohanty and Smith
argue that the beginning of Sisupalgrah can be dated to 500 BC-200 BC), whereas period II A
(layer 11-14) can be dated to 200-100 BC (same as Lal’s date) (Yule 2006, p. 45; Mohanty and
Smith 2008). The site with massive ramparts on all four sides with one gate on each cardinal
direction, its planning and rich assemblage establish it as the most important settlement in early
historic period.
What is striking about Sisupalgarh is not only its town planning alone but also the absence
of evidence of craft production activities. Excavations by Lal in 1948 and recent excavations,
first by Smith and Mohanty (2006-10) and then by ASI have not yielded any evidence of craft
activities, which meant that the capital of Orissa (if Sisupalgarh is identified with Kalinganagara,
the capital of Kharavela’s kingdom) had to depend on steady supply of finished goods from
outside for its sustenance. Sisupalagarh was thus a consumption city, which because of its
political nature, received supply of goods from other areas. A consumption city was one which
received objects of consumption not in lieu of some service but due to its political status.
A number of settlements came up in the second period of early historical period (3rd
century BC on ward) around Sisupalgarh. Explorations around Dhauli (20°11'20.61" N; 85°50'
46.54" E)has yielded evidence of early historic settlements which continued into early medieval
period(Brandtner 1991: 39-4). Exploration has revealed mud brick fortification and early
medieval pottery in Dhauli area. Mahabhoi Sasan (20° 14' 01" N; 85°50' 49"E), a mud fortified
settlement, immediately northwest of the north-western corner of Sisupalgarh, is a rectangular
mud fortified settlement which measures at its perimeter 400x300 m. The nature of settlement is
unknown (Yule 2006, p. 16). A deposit of more than three meters in height has also been found
from the neighbourhood of Bhasakresvara, Brahamesvara and Meghesvara temple. The surface
find include ear ornaments, animal figurines and iron nails of early historic periods (IAR: 198485, p. 59). Similarly the Santarapur burning ghat on the right bank of river Gandhavati (Gangua)
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reveals a deposit of seven meters. The exposed lateritic block wall on the periphery of the mound
revealed a structure from which early historic pottery has been found (ibid). UdayagiriKhandagiri hill also inhabited Jaina monks in its cave. Excavations in the Udayagiri hill have
yielded a silver punchmarked coin and a heavy ear stud of crystal. An apsidal structure is found
near cave 14 ( IAR 1961-62, p. 36; IAR 1958-59, p. 38–40).
The early historic fortified site of Talapada (20° 00 56.76' N; 85° 32' 22.56") was
excavated by Mohanty and for three seasons from 2012-15. The site has its beginning around 5th
century BC. The lowest level pottery remains include burnished ware, red slip and reed
impressed pottery ware. The red slipped ware and burnished ware of Talapada have close
similarility from the lowest level Sisupalgarh. The fortification took place much later in the
period II of Sisuplagarh belonging to early histroic period ( Mohanty & Smith 2014 : 53-63). It is
noteworthy to mention here that fortified site of Talapada emerged on the opposite side of river
Mandakini where the prothistoric site of Golabai was located. Amost 400 years elapsed between
the protohsitoric settlemtn fo Golbai and earliest occupation of Talapada. Talapada, unlike the
fortification of Sisuplagarh, had two gateways.
Along the chillika lake, some of the proto historic sites such as Gourangapatna and Palur
developed into port settlements. Chillika had greater depth in the past than what is at present,
allowing the development of ports. Archaeological excavations and explorations have brought to
light prominent coastal settlements, namely Manikpatna, Gourangapatna, Khallakatapatna,
Paluru. Archaeological excavations, first in 1990s and then in 2010 has brought to light early
historical beginning of Manikpatna even though excavations in 2010 have hardly yielded any
early historical artefacts. Manikpatna (190 41' 23.78'' N; 85031'29.9'' E) is located in the
Brahmagiri tahsil on the mouth of Chilika lake to the sea. A series of mounds with heaps of
sands are encountered from the west. The excavations –two trenches in 1993- revealed a cultural
deposits of two period- Period I belongs to 2nd century BC to 5th -6th century AD. Period II
belonged to medieval period from about 9th to 19th century AD. Period I yielded A sherd of
NBPW, rouletted ware, a sherd with kharosti script of 2nd-3rd century AD, stamped ware and
knobbed ware, period II yielded Chinese celadon, kaolin, Chinese porcelain of Yuan and Ming
period (14th -17th century) and Ceylonese coin with legend Srimad Sahasasamalla. The exact area
of the settlement is not known as the entire mound is covered with sand (Pradhan et. al 2000, pp.
473-494).
The early historical port of Palur, identified with 2nd AD Paloura of Ptolemy, is located
near the modern Palur village in between the south of Rambha harbour and north of Rusikulya
estuary in the Chatrapur subdivision of Ganjam district. The harbour is protected by the arms of
Dumanagiri hill, which rums east-west and Jhinkarradi hill in the northwest and the estuary of
Rushikulya river to the further south. Presently littoral drift and few coastal islands separate the
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ancient harbour from Bay of Bengal.
Explorations by ASI in 1984 led to
discovery
of
medieval
settlements,
including coastal establishment of Potagada
( IAR 1984-85: 57). A small scale
excavation carried by Orissa Institute of
Maritime and Southeast Asian Studies
(hence OIMSEAS) in 1995 brought to light
number of early historic settlements in the
ancient harbour, sherds of NBPW and a
shed with Kharosthi inscription (Mishra
2002). Further south Jaugarh was fortified
in early historical period. Near Ganeshnagar
of Berhempore town is the early historic
fortified settlement of Lathi (19 18 33.77 N;
Figure 4: square fortified settlement of
84 45 31.44’ E). The settlement is square in
Lathi near Berhmepur
plan with one gateway at the middle of each
side. The site is approximately 28 hec in size with a cultural deposit of 5 meters. It has yielded
typical pottery of early historic period such as red polished and red slip ware. Further south in
Srikakulam district the early historic circular fortified site of Kalingapattinam, fortified
settlement of Dantapura also emerged in the early historical period along with the Buddhist site
of Salihundam.
Cluster 2: Northern Delataic region
Many new early sites have come to light in recent years in the north-northwest of
Sisupalgarh in the deltaic plain of undivided Cuttack district. The early historic site of Narisho
(200704; 860304) in the Balipatna block of Khurda district on the right bank of river Prachi.
Oriented east to west, the mound measures one km by 0.5 km (??) (50 hec). Two seasons of
excavations of Narisho by the Department of Ancient Indian history, Culture and Archaeology of
Utkal University has yielded four cultural sequences in six layers (Pradhan 2011). This
unfortified settlement is remarkable for yielding evidence of craft activities, such as iron slags,
iron furnaces, bead debitage and finished beads. Equally important to note is the presence of
smaller settlements around Narisho along the Praci valley. Another early historic site along the
old Jagannath Road in Cuttack-Bhubaneswar section is Korkora (, which lies on the right bank of
river Debi in Cuttack Sadar (Basa personal communication). The site has yielded red slipped
ware, bricks, terracotta ear ornaments, pendants, which are comparable with the Period III of
Sisupalgarh.
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In the northern part of the delta of Mahanadi in
undivided Cuttack district is the early historic fortified
settlement of Radhanagar (20 44 50.4 N; 86 10 39,4 E).
Radhanagar with its fortification, lead seal, rich terracotta
artefacts, roman clay bullae having similarities with
Sisupalgarh period 2B, was a major node in the north of
Mahanadi (Mishra 2000). The earlier explorations and
recent excavations by OIMSES, Bhubaneswar have
revealed a fortified settlement, extensive terracotta and
semiprecious stone beads, terracotta ear ornaments,
lateritic structures, and lead seal with sadabhutisa tissa
inscribed in 2nd century BC brahmi, Roman clay bullaes.
Further 30-40 km north is the sacred centre of Jajpur
which emerged as an important political-religious centre
from 7th century onwards. Namitigiri, near Jajpur, is a
Figure 5: Antiquities from
small settlement which has yielded early historic remains.
Radhangar, Jajpur district
On the other hand, northern part of Mahanadi delta saw the emergence of Buddhist
establishments of Lalitgiri and Udayagiri. The apsidal caitya of both Udayagiri and Lalitgiri had
its beginning in 2nd century BC (Trivedi 2011; Pattnaik 2017 forthcoming)
Cluster 3: Middle Mahanadi valley: From Choudwar to Sonepur
In the erosional plain of the uplands, many of the early iron age settlements expanded in
the early historical period. Taraporegarh, Manmunda and Badmal became fortified period. Like
in Coastal plain one of the distinguishing features of Middle Mahanadi in early historical sites is
the expansion of the existing sites and fortification of few of them. New fortified sites also came
along. Manmunda (20 50'00"N; 83 56'02"E) emerged as a major node and was surrounded by
small and intermediate size settlements. Badamal, Khameswarpalli, Marjakud and Deuli and
Taraporegarh were other smaller settlements around the Manmunda. Deuli, just one and half km
away from Manmunda, is roughly 8000 sq m in size and seems to be a craft site like Badamal as
explorations have revealed iron implements, slags and iron ore nodules, pointing to the iron
smelting activity at the site. Maryakud (20°50'12.6"N; 84°20'18.6"E), a small settlement is
located in an island in the Mahanadi, just a kilometre away from the Boudh town, the district
headquarter has also revealed early historic pottery. Maryakud has also yielded Mesolithic
pottery (Tripathy 2000, p. 392-417). Haldipalli, small settlement of 3.25 hectare has also
revealed early historical ceramics such as black slipped ware and habitation structure (Yule
2006). Other early iron age sites, such as Badmal, Kumersingha, Kurumpadar of Middle
Mahanadi valley continued into early historical period with expansion of sites. Badmal sites in
period II have yielded evidence of fortification and expansion in this period as well as bead adn
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iron making in this period. Gemstones to be
found within this area include beryl, aquamarine,
topaz, garnet, heliodor, ruby, sapphire, tourmaline
and amethyst. For manufacturing beads and
pendants, the Early Historic settlers of Badmal
Asurgarh exploited some of these gemstones, as
well as other semiprecious stones, such as
chalcedony, agate, banded-hematitered-jasper
(BHRJ) and chert. Small trench excavations by
Sambalpur University have revealed circular
fortification
from
Taraporegarh
(Lat.
21°11’38.01” N; Long. 83°33’31.67) which is
located on the right bank of Mahanadi near Binka
(Behera et al 2013). Thus far, circular fortified
settlements have been found from Taraporegarh
and Kalingapattinam on the bank of Vamsadhara
in Srikakulam district of Andhra Pradesh.

Figure 6: Carnelian and quartz bead from
early historical level at Badmal, Sonepur
(courtesy: P. Behera)

Thus the erosional plain of Sonepur-Boudh Cluster reveals the expansion of settlements in
early historic period, the process of which began much earlier. There are major settlements,
which are fortified and surrounded by a moat. The large site was surrounded by smaller sites,
which are either fortified or unfortified. Some sites were centres of craft activities, as are known
from the excavations and explorations of Badamal and Deuli. The cluster saw the emergence of
many small and large ghat sites which were points of disembarkment for coastal Orissa along the
river the Mahanadi.
Cluster 4: Forested Highlands
In the forested highland as well as in the erosional plain of the undivided Kalahandi
and Bolangir district, there are number of early historic sites which had its origin in the
protohistoric period. They are located in the ‘forested area which is very rich in semi
precious stones. Some of these sites are quite large in size and reveal great degree of social
complexity and internal specialisation. Some of the sites discontinued after the 5th century
AD but majority of them continued thereafter up to the early medieval phase. Bhimkela is
extensive in nature and has revealed a beautiful banded agate bowl, whose craftsmanship is
quite akin to banded agate bowl found from Arikamedu and Taxila. These sites have revealed
microlithic artefacts, axes, ringstones, copper objects, potsherds with graffiti marks, painted
potsherds and faunal remains.
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Figure 7: Prottohistoric and
a early historic
h
sitess of foresteed Highland
d of Kalaha
andi
At Jamugadappadar the sequence
s
sttarts with Mesolithic
M
and has coontinued up
p to early
historic ( ibid). Maany of thesse sites werre fortified and show great
g
degreee of develo
opment in
terms of material
m
culltures and social
s
complexity even though exccavations arre very limitted and in
most casees stratigrapphy is very problematic
p
c. The material artefactts and sculpptures from the site of
Narla Assurgarh (19°54'32"N; 83°21'02"E
E) reveal th
hat site began in earlyy historic period and
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continued for more than a millennium up to early medieval period. The fort is almost square in
plan (100 hectare) with south-west corner measures 10 degree more than the right angle. It had
four wide gates in four cardinal directions and each gate was installed with one guardian deity.
The fort is circumscribed by a moat on three sides which is being fed by huge ancient tank still
existing. River Sandul flows by the western side of the fort providing a natural boundary and
meets the river Tel at a distance. Limited excavation in 1973 by Sambalpur University reveals
that the fort was made in such a way that when the fort was surrounded by enemies, a secret
sluice might be opened so that whole area of the fort would be flooded with water. The
excavation revealed paved house floor, iron implements of war and peace, semi-precious stones,
a hoard of 539 punch marked silver and copper coins, terracotta figurines, glass bangles, amulets
and ornaments. Ceramic assemblage includes black slipped ware, also burnished Black and Red
Ware, North Black Polished Ware. The uppermost strata contained sherds of plain Red ware of
early medieval period. Most likely, the niches for placing the deities in four sides of rampart wall
were made in early medieval period as the site reveals image of Ganesa.
The unfortified site of Budhigarh (20°18'29"N; 83°32'09"E) lies 500 meter to the east of
Madanpur Upper primary school in Madanpur village (Mohanty et. al 1998, pp. 120-131). The
mound covers an area of 1000*500 meter (50 hectare) in north-south direction and is situated on
the bank of Puruna Nala and Rahul river which ultimately joins the Tel river. The artifacts from
the site indicates that the site was occupied from the early historic to the late medieval period.
The ceramic assemblage includes burnished black slipped ware with inverted simple rim. Red
ware and dull fabric ware. Notable remains from the site are the number of smoking pipes found
from the site. (McCarthy et. al 2002)
The early historic fortified site of Kharligarh (18 hect. in area) (20°27'37"N; 83°33'38"E) is
situated in Tentulikhunti block in Bolangir on the boarder of Kalahandi district, at the confluence
of the Rahul and the Tel rivers in a densely forested environment. Two more streams, the
Khadang and the Singda, flow on both the sides of the Rahul river at about a distance of 5 km to
meet the Tel river off Kharligarh. This area is occupied by a number of primitive tribal groups
such as the Gonds, Bhuyans, Khonds and Saoras. The ruin of this fortified city lies in loose
lateritic soil, in an extensive area stretching from the Tel to the Rahul river. The fort is almost
square on plan, circumscribed in the north, east and south by the rivers acting as natural defence
and the west by an excavated moat connecting both the rivers. The rampart consists of burnt
bricks of size (40 X 25 X12 cm3). The central part of the fort contains a shrine in ruined form,
probably the presiding goddess of the fort. Although the northern rampart is greatly denuded by
the river exposing the terrace and the basement, the riverworn stone gravels topped by brick wall
of about 15 ft. wide, the major part of the fort lies intact. The site has revealed brick structures, a
large variety of pottery, iron objects of war and peace, beads of various stones, axes, querns,
choppers, microlithic artifacts, smoking pipes, metal bangles, earrings, copper Kushana coins,
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etc. However, the site needs to be thoroughly plotted and excavated in a horizontal manner. The
ceramic assemblage of the site includes dish in Burnished Black Slipped Ware with slight
concave wall, inverted simple rim, flat base, well-fired and of fine fabric, basin in Black Slipped
Ware with internally projecting triangular rim, salt glazed and of medium fabric; the bowls in
Black and Red Ware with inverted simple rim, thin wall, well-fired and fine in fabric and finally
Red Ware with disc base and of course fabric (Mohanty and Mishra 1998-99: 120-131; Dash
1982).
The other early historic site of the region is Dumberbahal which has also yielded painted
pottery with concentric circles, red ware, etc. These sites have yielded a large number of iron
implements from the surface, including 120 cm spearhead from Budhigarh. The objects comprise
knives, daggers, spearheads, sickles, axes, nails, spades and ladles. Many of these iron
implements have similarities with those which have been found from Sisupalgarh. Similarly
these sites have yielded a rich variety of beads and the most common raw materials of the beads
from Kalhandi’s early sites are carnelian, agate ( both plain and banded), crystal, glass, jasper,
sapphire, quartz, ruby, garnet, short and long barrel. The beads, pendants and amulets of
Kalahandi show similarities with the early historic sites of North and east India. A banded agate
bowl has been found from the site of Bhimkela.
Cluster 5: Khiching and Sitabhinji
The early historic remains in Mayirbhanj district are concentrated in Khiching area (21° 58'
43" N; 85° 51' 37" E), which became the capital of Khijjinga mandala in 7th-8th century. The
excavated site of Viratgarh has unearthed bricks of Kushana period along with other antiquities
such as terracotta objects, pieces of gold and seals and also Kushana coins. Viratgarh and
Kichakgarh in Khiching area and the erosional plain of Khairi Bandhan have yielded remains of
a fortified settlement of early historic period, which expanded in early medieval period (Mishra
1996, p. 37). Itamundia, a brick mound situated southeast of Kicakesvari temple, has yielded a
massive Buddha image as well as remains of a monastery of early medieval period. Mayurbhanj
district is part of the Chotanagpur plateau, which is famous for its iron resources. Archaeological
explorations of Chotanagpur plateau have revealed early use of iron and Khiching is, therefore,
located in the strategic resource zone. The district has yielded Roman gold coin and hoards of
Punch marked coins from different places, including the recently discovered punch marked coin
at Ghumal in the iron rich Badamapahar area.
Attributes of early historical cultures of Orissa
The broad outline of the early historical settlements in Odisha reveals several new trends.
Some of the bigger sites were fortified; there is evidence of coin and money economy. Evidence
from sites also indicates different specialised centres of production and consumption. There is
also evidence of organised religious architecture in the period in the form of the growth of the
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Jain and Buddhist sites in Khandagiri-Udayagiri in Bhubaneswar and Lalitgiri & Udayagiri
(undivided Cuttack district) respectively. The archaeological data indicate intensification of
resource use and exploitation as well as evidence of inter-regional trade and contact. Before the
nature of the emergence of these population centers to a variable size with social, economic, and
ritual importance are analysed, these features of early historical Orissa are broadly identified in
the following section.
A. Typology of settlements: Consumption city, production centre, ghat settlements
Plan and size of Sisupalgarh in coastal Orissa suggests that that it was a very important
settlement. Many scholars have identified Tosali of Asokan edict and Kalinganagar, the capital
city of Kharavela’s Hatigumpha inscription with Sisupalgarh (Lal 1949). More importantly,
series of excavations from 1948 onwards in Sisupalgarh have not yet yielded any evidence of
craft activities. This indicates that the population of this settlement were elites who depended on
the steady supply of goods and services from other sites. One important settlement which may
have supplied beads and iron implement was Narisho, about 35 km from Sisupalgarh. The
archaeological excavations by the Archaeology department of the Utkal University have revealed
unfinished and finished beads, iron slags and furnace in large numbers, indicating the possibility
of its supply to Sisupalgarh. One important feature of the Sisupalgarh is that it was surrounded
by another mud fortified site, Mahabhoi Sasan, which is just outside of the perimeter wall of
Sisupalagarh. Siuspalgarh, with it planned gateway, large size, important structures, such as
monolithic pillar, was an important settlement. On the other hand Mahabhoi Sasan with its mudbrick fortification, stupas in Mahabhoi Sasan indicate that ordinary people inhabited this
settlement.
This brings into focus the identification of other types of settlements and their relation with
Sisupalgarh. Coastal settlements such as Manikpatna and Palur on the Chillka connected inland
Odisha with the coastal settlements on the east coast of India from Tamluk to Anuradhapur and
with the bay of Bengal network. The similarities between artefacts of Sisupalgarh – iron
implements, terracotta ornaments, roulette ware, monochrome beads – with that of interior and
coastal Odisha on the one hand and costal settlement of Palur, Manikpatna and Bay of Bengal
indicate interaction of Sisupalgarh with the upland regions through the ghat settlements of
Sonepur –Boudh on the one hand and coastal sites of Palur and Manikpatna on the other. The
presence of rouletted ware and monochrome beads from Mankipatna and Sisupalgarh, evidence
of NBPW, roman coins from Palur, Manikpatna and Sisupalagrh, which are found along with the
coastal sites of India point out to the participation of consumption city, coastal settlements and
hinterland settlements of Odisha with the larger Indian Oceanic network. On the other hand, sites
such as Manmunda, Badamal and others were ghat sites connected upland Odisha with coastal
Odisha.
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This brings to fore the nature and functions of many sites of the upland plains. The fact that
they were note merely centres which came up to exploit the ‘precious stone resources’ is proved
by the fact the sites are anterior to the Pre Mauryas even though fortification and evidence of
interaction with the wider network comes from the Mauryan level. There are a number of
settlements- big and small – in Kalahandi-Bolangir district. The material evidence form
Asurgarh, Budhigarh and other sites indicate that they were not resource collection centres alone.
They were independent centres originated in the pre-Mauryan period, further advanced in the
early historical period and continued into early medieval period. They exploited the resources of
the area, specialised in craft activities (as known from hookas, architecture and finished products
of semi precious stones). Many of these fortified centres are part of socio-economic network that
remained stable in politically fragmented landscapes They participated in the wider networks, as
revealed from the presence of iron tools, NBPW, punch marked coins, semi precious beads and
knob ware. Complex societies “consisted of a set of interactions among the stable points in the
landscape, in which population centres and other fixed locations were basis for both hierarchical
as well as heterachical interaction (Smith 2006).
Understanding the nature of early historic Odisha: Heterarchy versus hierarchy
How does one explain the emergence and expansion of so many fortified settlements in the
post Mauryan period? How are they related to each other? Were their fortification due to the
Mauryan intervention or to the emergence of state system under Kharavela in the post Mauryan
period? What was the nature of relationship between emergence of state system and fortification
and other attributes of the early historical period in Odisha?
When one analyses the settlements of the early historical Orissa, one notices emergence of
fortified sites. Narla Asurgarh, Kharligarh in forested highlands of Kalahandi and Bolangir,
Manmunda in Sonepur belt in Middle Mahanadi valley, Badmal in Sonepur region, Radhanagar
in northern Mahanadi delta, Sisupalgarh in Bhubaneswar Talapada in southern deltaic plain, and
Jaugarh in in Rushikulya valley, Lathi near Berhempore and Kalinganagar in Vamsadhara valley
emerged as major fortified settlements and acted as nodal centres of early historical period. The
second most important feature of the settlement distribution is that these big settlements are
nodal centres, which are bounded by smaller size s0ettlements. For example, Sisupalgarh was
dotted by Dhauli, Santarapur burning ghat, Mahabhoi Sasan, Narisho and Korkora. Talapada is
surrounded by coastal settlements in Chillika. Similarly one encounters smaller settlements
around Manmunda Asurgarh, such as Taraporegarh, Badmal, Kumarsinga, Nuagarh Asurgarh,
Kurumpadar, Maryakud, Baidyeswar and many others, such as and. Radhanagar acted as the
nodal centres for sites such Namitgiri and religious centres such as Lalitgiri and Udayagiri and
habitational site of Namitgiri.
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On the basis of such settlement distribution one can assume that in the early historic
period, Bhubaneswar emerged as capital area and fortified settlements emerged in every 40-50
miles distance in coastal Orissa. The bar diagram below plots the size of various fortified sites.
The size of the Manmunda is problematic as earlier excavation by Sambalpur gives a different
dimension while the GPS based survey of Yule reported much smaller size. The complete list of
sites of early historic period is given in Appendix 1.
Diagram 1: Size of Early historic fortified sites of Orissa (in hec)
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Can these population centres and associated socio-economic attributes be related to
political developments? There is a clear evidence of the emergence of these sites quite early
some in chalcolithic period and the other in iron age. However, fortification, money economy
and larger network of contact developed in the post Mauryan period. Moreover, organised
religion in the form of Buddhist caityas in Lalitgiri or Jaina caves in Khandagiri-Udayagiri
complex emerged in the Mauryan and post Mauryan period. In the chalcolithic phase there is
evidence of exchange between different regions as banded agate and carnelian are found from
Deltihuda mound in Talagarh village whereas geologically Athagarh formation of the area does
not contain carnelian. In the early historic period (3rd century-3rd centuries CE) there is evidence
of increase in craft specialisation in the form of beads, terracotta, iron and other craft activities.
At present level of evidence one can surmise that the Mauryan intervention and subsequent
state under Kharavela led to emergence of fortified settlements, increasing evidence of craft
activity and interaction among sites from within and outside, a money economy and degree of
social complexity. These sites continued upto 3rd century AD irrespective of the political
developments and remained as stable population centres. Hence, these sites had their leives
autonomous of political developments.
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Onee importantt question thhat arises frrom the relaative size off these sites is about theeir mutual
relationshhip. Evidennce of contaact betweenn these fortiified sites iss attested frrom the iron tools of
Gudavellla and Kharligarh on thhe one handd and sisupaalgarh on thhe other. It is also know
wn Roman
clay bullaae and terraacotta ornam
ments from
m Radhanagaar, and Sisuuplagarh. T
The ghat sitees Middle
Mahanaddi valley alsso acted ass communiccatioin link
ks between uplands annd costal Orissa
O
and
beads off semipreciious stoness of Kalahhandi and Middle
M
Maahandi vallley as kno
own from
Budhgarhh, Narla Asuurgarh and Badmal maay have com
me to costal Orissa. How
wever, how
w does one
conceptualise their relationshipp? Does thhe relative size
s
of setttlements indicate a hiierarchical
relation between
b
corre area of Sisupalgarh
S
h with otherrs. Is it a hierarchical political relationship
between Sisuaplagarrh and otherr centres? Or
O the relatiionship can be concepttualised hetterarchical
in whichh there is fluidity
fl
of thhose interactions in ‘aa system inn which eleements are unranked
relative too one anothher or rankeed in a varieety of ways depending on conditioons.’ (Crum
mley 1995,
p. 30). Heterarchy provides an insight on the
t flexibilitty of powerr relationshiips and the dynamics
of interacction amonng competinng groups, showing ‘th
hose placess within a society where social
change caan originatee” (Stein 19998, p. 7). There
T
is evid
dence of inddependent ppolitical auth
horities in
early histtoric periodds in differeent fortifiedd nodes. Rad
dhanagar has yielded hhas yielded
d a seal of
nd
Sadabhu Tissa, possibly a rulerr in 2 centuury brahmi character. Narla
N
Asurggarh has alsso yielded
rd
evidence of a politiccal authorityy at 3 centtury AD lev
vel. Therefoore, there is material ev
vidence of
existencee of politicall authoritiess in other thhan the core area of Bhuubaneswar.
C. Sociaal Complexity:
Onee charactersstics which distingusihhes the comp
plex societiies from froom simple one
o is ‘the
degree too which poliitical activitties are proffessionalised and instittutionally diifferentiated
d from the
generallyy kin based pattern
p
of social interaaction that characterisedd small scalle societies.’ (Trigger
1974, pp 95-106). At
A present leevel of knoowledge it is
i very diffi
ficult to connstruct the process
p
of
rd
differentiiation and complexity
c
i pre-3 ceentury BC period.
in
p
How
wever, the M
Mauryan inttervention
process may
m have further acccelerated the processs of differeentiation annd complexity. The
institutionnalisation of
o political activities under
u
the Mauryas
M
annd subsequeently is kno
own from
inscriptioons from Udayagiri
U
in, Radhannagar.
Radhanaggar yielded lead seal off a ruler in brahmi
b
nd
databale to 2 ce ntury AD.. In additi on to
Asokan edict
e
(Speciial Rock Edict) referriing to
the provinncial capitall of Tosalinnagar and Saamapa
(Jaugarhh), it refer s to provi ncial goveernor,
numerouss mahamataa and hieraarchy of offficials.
Kharavela claimed himself
h
as Kalingadhaatipati
(line 1),, cakradhaara (the holder
h
of wheel
w
Figure 8 : SA
ADABHU TISS
SA in brahmi of
o 2nd
century AD, Radhan
nagar, Jajpur.
of soverreignty (linne 17) in the
t Hatiguumpha
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inscription. References to isntitutionalised kingship, army (line 4,7,17), officials like mahamad,
nagara akhadamas (Jayaswal and Banerjee 1929-30, pp. 71-89). The small inscriptions found in
the Khandagiri and Udayagiri refer to other officials like Kamma, Chulakama and Padamulika.
Seals of political elites emerged little late in 3rd century AD in Asurgarh.
D. Intensiveness of resource exploitation
The chalcolithic and early iron age culture saw craft specialisation in stone & bone tools,
pottery, beadmaking and iron. Beads of carnelian, banded agate, jaspers have been found from
the chalcolithic context from Talagarh. The early historic period (3rd century BC-3rd century CE)
saw greater intensification of resource exploitation and use. Budhigarh’s cultural assemblage
includes semi precious stones, banded agate bowl, NBPW sherds, smoking pipe and fine
levigated early historic potteries attesting the degree of craft specialisation achieved in western
Orissa. Notable to observe that the luxurious and exotic NBPW in different colour nuances,
imported from Gangetic valley, is found from Budhigarh. Other luxury goods found from the site
includes an ivory comb. Banded bowl of agate, seals fashioned from jasper stone ( one of them
bearing the ‘tree in railing motif of Mauryan and post-Mauryan punch marked coin, another
jasper seals with illegible inscription, a jasper earring, half of a double shell mould for casting
metal beads. Apart from these, numerous beads fashioned of semiprecious stones are found from
the site (Mohanty and Mishra 1998-99).
Semi precious stones were found from the excavation and exploration from Kharligarh,
Narla Asurgarh, Manmunda Asurgarh, Khameswarpalli, Kumarsingha, Badmal, Jaugarh,
Sisupalgarh, Radhanagar, and other early historic settlements such Narisho and Korkora.
Gold was found from the excavation of Sisupalgarh and a gold coin was found from the
Buddhist site of Lalitgiri. Gold is known to occur on river basins of the Subarnarekha, Brahamni
and Vaitarani, Id and Mahanadi and in those portions where metamorphic rocks prevail (Beuria
1980: 75). Sambalpur-Hirakud region is famous for diamond mines, even though no evidence of
diamond was found from archaeological context of early historic Orissa. Valentine Ball gives an
account of the way in which diamond was extracted from the Mahamnadi bed (Ball 1881: 18692). Thomas Motte purchased a few diamonds which were found at the junction of Ib and
Mahanadi. Dr Bretton gives details of numbers and weight of the diamonds in the Mahanadi
between 1804-1878 (O’ Malley 1909, p. 9).
Ivory was found from the excavation of Khameswarpalli, Budhigarh and Sisupalgarh.
Orissa was famous for its elephants. The Periplus of Erythrean Sea (Casson 1989) referred to
Dosarne which was famous for ivory products. Dosarne is identified with Orissa. The
Arthasastra referred to Kalinga as one of the regions which produced best types of silk (
Karpasika) and the home of best elephants (Kangle 1998). Ivory was found from
Khameswarpalli, Manmunda, Budhigarh and Sisupalgarh.
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Khameswaripalli
Kharligarh
Khiching

Haldipali
Jaugarh

Dhauli
Ghumal

Iron

Iron
implements

Iron objects,
such as
spear, chisel,
nail from
Period II

Kumersingha

Budhigarh

Iron slag

Iron
implements
in Period III.

Iron

Iron

Kurumpadar

Khameswarpalli

Badamal

Site/
Resources

silver punch
amrked coin

Silver
punchmarked
coin

Silver

Gold

Lead
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Copper

beads of quartz,
agate, carnelian,
jasper,

carnelian beads,
banded agate
bowls, jasper
earring

ivory comb

NBPW

NBPW

knob
ware

shell
Beads of
Knob
Glass
ivory
and NBPW
semiprecious
ware
coral
stones
Carnelian, jasper,
quartz
Unidentified
Barrel shaped
Ivory bangle
carnelian,
Copper
implement in
Period I
Beads
Glass bangle,
biochrome,
monochrome
Carnelian bead

Table 3: Various resources found from the early historic sites of Orissa
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UdayagiriKhandagiri

Talapada

Sisupalgarh

Radhanagar

Narla Asurgarh

Narisho

Manmunda

Narisho

Manikpatna

Lalitgiri

Site/
Resources

Silver ingots

Silver

Silver punch
marked coin

iron tools,
iron ores,
slags
Axes,
Punchmarked
arrowhead, coin in Period I
door hinges,
hooks
Iron
implements
Sickle, hoe,
dagger, axe,
caltrop

Iron objects,
iron furnace
and slag

Iron
implements

Iron
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Coin of
Huviska

Coin of
Kaniska

Gupta
gold coin

Gold
PuriKushana
coin
Puri-kushana
coin

Copper
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lead seal of Puri-kushana
SadabhuTissa
coin
lead coins

Lead

Bead of
chalcedony,
agate, carnelian,
coral/ jasper

Carnelian, jasper,
quartz

Carnelian, jasper,
quartz

Beads of
semiprecious
stones

Bluish
bangles

Glass

bangles,
ivory
spacing
beads with
elaborate
carving

ivory

NBPW

NBPW

NBPW

knob
ware

knob
ware
knob
ware

knob
ware

shell
Knob
and NBPW
ware
coral
knob
ware
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The beginning of iron exploitation, after the dates from Khameswaripalli and Badmal in
Middle Mahanadi valley is firmly now placed around 800-600 BC. Archaeological evidence of
the in Singhbhum of Chotanagpur plateau revealed the use of iron and copper of in 3rd century
BC (Chakrabarti and Chattopadhyaya 1985, pp. 128-50). Talcher in undivided Dhenkanal district
Mayurbhanj dsitricts were famous iron smelting centres in the past and ethnographic works have
brought to light many iron smelting sites (Mahanta 2013). Narisho Excavations have brought to
light iron ores, iron slags. The table below represents various resources found from early
historical sites.
The resources that were found from the early historical context indicate development of
trade and communication networks within Orissa as well with other parts of Orissa. The
monochrome glass beads from Sisupalgarh, Arikamedu near Pondicherry and Southeast Asian
sites such as Sembiran and others indicate the presence of participation of Orissa in Bay of
Bengal network, the presence of NBPW from Manikpatna, Sisupalgarh, Budhigarh and
Radhanagar indicate participation in wider networks of early historical period. Similarly, the
distribution of Punchmarked and Puri-Kushana coins indicate the penetration of money economy
and possible trading routs. Punchmarked coins have been found from Sisupalgarh, Udayagiri,
Jaugarh, Rameswar (Cuttack Dist), Sonepur, Manmunda, Narla Asurgarh, Bahalda, Ghumal in
Mayurbhanj and Lokapada in Bolangir. Similalry Puri-Kushana coins have been found from
many places indicating money circulation in early historical period. The Hatigumpha inscription
of Kharavela also refers to prevalence of money economy (Tripathy 1986)
Conclusion
The paper explored the evidence of chalcolithic and iron age cultures in Odisha to argue
that many of the early historical sites had their beginning not in the Mauryan and post Mauryan
period but had their beginning in the earlier period. Many attributes of early historical, such as
money economy, fortification, more intensive exploitation of resources, emergence of various
centres of craft production, emerged in the post-Mauryan period and therefore state societies
may have accelerated the process of complexity. However, the distribution of chalcolithic and
early iron age culture sites in many parts of Orissa, evidence of craft activities such as bead
making in chacolithic period, evidence of intensification of cultivation in the pre Mauryan
period, all indicate the early foundation of early historical Orissa and therefore, the notion of
secondary state formation can be sustained. Furhet The Buddhist religious establishments came
up in Orissa in not the centres of the Mauryan domain but in the Assia group of Hills in
undivided Cuttack district also raises questions on the role of the Mauryan state in the spread of
Buddhism.
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Appendix 1: early historic sites of Orissa
Site

Dist

Badamal

Sonepur

Budhigarh

Kalahandi

Dhauli

location
42 south of
Sambalpur town;
near Sonepur town

Near Bhubaneswar

nature of settlement

Time frame

Coordinates

Fortified habitation
settlement

early historic

21 06 22.1 N;
84 03 37.6 E

Fortified habitation
settlement

early historic to early
medieval

20°18'29"N;
83°32'09"

fortified habitation
settlement

early historic and early
medieval

20°11'20.61" N;
85°50' 46.54" E

Dumberbahal

Kalahandi

habitation settlement early historic

Ghumal

Mayurbhanj

punch mark hoard

Haldipali

Sonepur

Habitation settlement early historic

20° 49' 17.9N";
83° 53' 23.4"E

Jaugarh

Ganjam

fortified habitation
settlement

early historic

19 31 21.2 N;
84 48 44.1E

Kaima

Jajpur

Buddhist religious
establishment

early historic Buddhist
site

Near Radhanagar

early historic

Khameswaripalli Sonepur

Birmaharajapur block Habitation settlement Chalcolithic to early
site
historic period

20°50'14.6"N;
84°00'10

Kharligarh

Balangir

Tentulikhunti block

20°27'37"N;
83°33'38"E

Khiching

Mayurbhanj

Korkora

CuttackSadr

Kumersingha

Sonepur

Iron age and early
historic habitation
settlement

Kurumpadar

Sonepur

Iron age and early
historic habitation
settlement

iron age and early
historic ghat site

200 51' 10.1" N;
840 07' 3.9"

Lalitgiri

Cuttack

In Mahanga block of
Cuttack distrcit

Buddhist religious
settlement

early historic to early
medieval

200 35' 25" N;
860 15 09"

Lathi

Ganjam

Near Ganeshnagar of Fortified habitation
berhempur town
settlement

early historic

190 18' 34" N;
840 45' 32" E

On the bank of river
Devi, now denuded
by river.

Mahabhoi sasan Bhubaneswar northwest of northwest corner of
Sisupalgarh

Fortified habitation
settlement

Early hsitoric to early
medieval perion

fortified habitation
settlement

early historic to early
medieval

Habitation settlement early historic
site
200 51’ 54" N
840 050 00"

mud Fortified
early historic to early
habitation settlement medieval
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location

nature of settlement
Port site

Time frame

Coordinates

Manikpatna

Chilika region Brahmagiri Block of
Puri Distirct

Manmunda

Boudh

Maryakud

Boudh

Habitation settlement early historic

Namitagiri

Jajpur

small habitation site

Narisho

Cuttack

Niali block

Habitation settlement early historic
site

Narla Asurgarh

Kalahandi

Narla Railway St

Fortified habitation
settlement

Early historic to early
medieval period

Nehna

Nuapada,
Khariar

small habitation site

protohistoric to early
historic

Nuagarh_
asurgarh

Sonepur

Palur

Chilika region Rambha Block of
Ganjam

Radhanagar

Jajpur

Sisupalgarh

Khurda

Sitabhinji

Keonjhar

Talapada

Khurda

fortified habitation
settlement

early historic to early
medieval

20° 00 56.76' N;
85° 32' 22.56"

Taraporegarh

Sonepur

Fortified (circular)

iron age to early historic

Lat. 21°11’38.01” N;
Long. 83°33’31.67”

Udayagiri

Jajpur

Buddhist

early historic to early
medieval

UdayagiriKhandagiri

Bhubaneswar

Jaina

early historic to present

On the confluence of fortified habitation
Tel with Mahanadi
Ghat settlement

Early historic to Medieval 190 41' 23.78'' N;
85031'29.9'' E
Chalcolithic to early
medieval

20 50'00"N;
83 56'02"E
20°50'12.6"N;
84°20'18.6"E

early historic

19°54'32"N;
83°21'02"E

6 kms. South-east of Habitation settlement Late Chalcolithic to early
the tehsil
site
historic
headquarter of
Birmaharajapur

Bhubaneswar

Early historic to early
medieval

19° 26' 13.58";
85° 07' 09.53" E

fortified habitation
settlement

early historic

20 40 50.4 N;
86 10 39.4" E

fortified habitation
settlement

Early historical to early
medieval

20°13'45.9"N;
85°50'50.6"E

late early historic/early
medieval

Badchana block
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RECENTLY DISCOVERED ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SITES OF ODISHA : AN ANALYSIS
Anam Behera1
Before Independence there was no evidence of Chalcolithic site in India. The first site
known as jorwe in Ahamadnagar district of Maharastra was discovered in 1950 by S.A Sali, then
it was excavated by H.D Sankhalia1. So far as archaeological research of Odisha is concerned,
excavation at Maurbhanja conducted in 1948 by Bose and Sen, brought to limelight a series of
eight locality such as Kuliana tank A and B, Kamata Quarry C. Kolabariaa and others.
Excavation of this site yielded adequate litchis assemblage.2 In Coastal Odisha, the early
historical site is only at Sisupalgarh and Jaugarh. Sisupalgarh excavated by B.B.Lal of ASI in
19483 and Jaugarh excavated by Devala Mitra, have is no evidence of chalcolithic settlement.
The first evidence of chalcolithic culture in Odisha comes from the excavation conducted
at Sankerjang in Angul district by Paul Yule of German and B. K. Ratha of Department of State
Archaeology, Odisha and found for the first time the existence of a chalcolithic site. Golabai,
another site on Mandakini valley in Khurda district was excavated in 1991 by B. K. Sinha,
Archaeological Survey of India excavation branch IV, Bhubaneswar 4. The excavators of Golabai
refers that at the present state of research Golabai is the only isolated example of the site of its
kind.5 Subsequently more sites have been excavated by Prof. Sadasiba pradhan and Prof. P. K.
Behera Sambalpur University, sites of Bhejidihi in Sambalpur district and Kurumigudi in Angul,
Khambeswaripalli and Nuagarh of Subarnapur district.6 Were known sites excavation of
Khambaswarpali in middle Mahanadi valley in 1997 reveal white painted pottery as a distinct
feature.7 All these chalcolithic sites and its excavation carried on before 2000 and except Golabai
all other sites are located in Western part of Odisha.
The Neolithic and Chalcolithic materials were found mixing together and there is no clear
cut stratigraphic sequence found between Neolithic and Chalcolithic in these mentioned sites.
Excavation of Chalcolithic site at Banga Harirajpur near Jatani in Khurda district on Daya valley
by Prof. K. K. Basa and Prof. Ravi Mohanty in 2013 jointly in collaboration of Anthropology
Department of Utkal University and Deccan College Pune8 began a new dimension in the
research of Chalcolithic culture of Odisha in form of excavation and exploration. As H. D.
Sankhalia emphasises a gap between Pre-historic and Historic time as a problem in Indian
context, 9 similarly in Odishan context the Protohistoric period is important to fill similar
vacuum. The aim of excavator at Harirajpur was to find out missing link of Iron Age between
Protohistoric and Early Historic Period in Odishan history and archaeology, though Chalcolithic
1

Asst. Prof., P.G. Department of Ancient Indian History, Culture and Archaeology, Utkal University, Vani Vihar,
Bhubaneswar.
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site at Harirajpur situated only 20 km away from well known early historic site of Sisupalgarh.
But they didn’t achieve their targeted goal. However they discover three skeletal remains. Legs
of one skeleton are chopped up below the knee; such type of evidence is found in Deccan
Chalcolithic site. This indicates the similarity of skeleton without legs, the common feature of
Deccan Chalcolithic site and findings of Harirajpur in Odhisha. After Harirajpur, excavations
conducted at several sites such as Deltihuda, Suabarei, and Parvatihuda. Deltihuda near
Athagarah in Cuttack district on Mahanadi valley was excavated by Subrat Acharya of
Revenshawa University in 2015. Then followed by excavation at Suabarei near Pipili in Puri
district on Daya valley by Jiban Pattnaik of Archaeological Survey of India, Excavation Branch
IV, Bhubaneswar, when D. K. Khamari started a trial Trench earlier at Suabarei, he was aiming
at to find some material remains similar to Ganga valley, because of proximity of Suabarei to
Dhauli the site famous for separate Kalingan Rock Edict of Asoka. Then in same year
Parvatihuda Ostapur near Simar on Rana valley in Khurdha district was excavated by Monica
Smith of Costen Institute of Archaeology, University of Californian and Ravi Mohanty of
Deccan College Pune. Archaeological Survey of India, excavation branch IV, excavated
Bharatihuda on Prachi valley near Jalalpur in Cuttack district in December 2018 under Dibisada
Gadnaik. This year in 2019, kankaeikuda a site near Khalikot Railway station on shore of Chilika
coast was excavated by Monica Smith of Costen Institute of Archaeology, University of
Californian and Santanu Baidya of Deccan College Pune, All these sites were discovered by
present writer of this article.
The findings of Suabarei excavation are unique, there was a gap and sterile layer without
any artefact or material remains in stratigraphy layer number 11. The artefact finding below the
layer number 11 up to virgin soil belong to Neolithic period. The remains found from layer 10
upward belong to chalcolithic period. This excavation establishes continuous cultural
development of Odisha that is a distinct separate Neolithic and Chalcolithic culture.10 Previous to
this, all other sites reveal mixed remain of both Neolithic and Chalcolithic. In earlier excavation
of Kuchai in Maurbhanja by B. K. Thapar, had established a Mesolithic- Neolithic culture there.
The combination of result from excavation at Kuchai and Suabarei has provided continuities of
cultural sequence of Odisha in stratigraphicaly from Mesolithic, Neolithic to Chalcolithic
period.11
As earlier stated that excavation at Harirajpur is a path breaking research in Chalcolithic
sites of Odisha, which was reported by present author of the article. Exciting findings at
Harirajpur encouraged tracing new sites that led to findings of several dozen of sites. The present
article is a mere attempt to brought attention of Archaeologist, scholars, researchers and
authorities to do more work on it, protect and preserve it for future generation. Some new aspect
of archaeology of North Odisha come to limelight that include discovery of a four kilometres
circular Fort with mud wall (Rampart) like Sisupalgarh, Chalcolithia fortification at Kainfulia
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near Balesore Town and several chalcolithic sites between Balesore and Chandipur area and
Asuragarh chalcolithic site on the Kapali River valley Village Ramapurkhilar Sahi Bant,
Bhadrak near Kapali Railway Station.
TABLE
Sl.
No.
1.

Kabatakili
Badamundia
Selpur
Mundia

Geo
Coordinate
20010'49.17'' N
85043'49.72''E
20012'46.16'' N
85045’00.74”E

Dakshin munda
suhaga mundia
Gangapada
Mundia(mound)
Pitapali
Mundia(mound)

20012'31.91'' N
85042'54.70''E
20012'29.23'' N
85040'59.70''E
20011'44.64'' N
85040'00.65''E

6.

Niranjanpur-A

7.

Niranjanpur –B

8.

Banta Dhipa

9.

Baj Siahuda

10.

Asura Dhiha

11.

Padan Huda

12.

Delangadhipa

13.

Naharahuda

20010'06.95'' N
85045'23.74''E
20010'26.43'' N
85045'38.54''E
20003'77.36'' N
85036'53.25''E
20002'52.33'' N
85035'15.05''E
20002'44.75''
N85033'55.71''E
20003'34.37'' N
85033'56.80''E
20007'20.66'' N
85039'40.87''E
20005'17.85''
N85039'31.78''E

14.

Bantal Mundia

15.

Delanga Dhipa - A

2.

3.
4.
5.

Name of the Site

20005'37.84'' N
85038'29.54''E
20003'59.76'' N
85040'18.55''E

Place
Panchayat Chanaghar, Block
Jatani,District Khordha
Village pandiapada,panchayata
Niput, District Khordha

Period/
Culture
Chalcolithic
chalcolithic

Village Janla,Block Jatani,
District Khordha
Village Ganagapada,Block
jatani District Khordha
pitapali panchayata
Ganapada,BlockJatani,District
Khordha
village niranjanapur, Block
jatani, District Khordha
village niranjanapur, Block
jatani, District Khordha
Khordha

Chalcolithic

Khordha

Chalcolithic

village Kanchil, panchayat
Narangarh,District Khordha
village Panichatar, panchayata
Malipada, District Khordha
panchayat Haripur,Block
Jatani, District Khordha,
near Narunai Thakurani,
village Tirimal,panchayata
Benapanjuri,Block Jatani,
district khordha
village Anlajodi Tirimal Block
Kanasa, District Puri
village Delang charipida, Block
Kanas Dist Puri

Chalcolithic
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Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
Historic
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16.

Name of the Site
Delanga Dhipa –
B
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Geo
Coordinate
20003'41.32'' N
85040'24.30''E

Badalpur mauja, Block Kanas,
District Puri

20003'55.06'' N
85041'59.82''E
19027'52.18'' N
85006'09.46''E
19028'18.71'' N
85008'00.89''E
19028'18.22'' N
85008'28.76''E

village \panchayata, Gordia,
Block Delanga District Puri
village Gjdadi Block|Distric
Ganjam
villege Duburakud, Panchayata
Pallur,Block /District Ganjam
Panchayata Pallura, Blok|
District Ganjam

19026'13.53'' N
85007'09.53''E

village Podagada,panchayata
Early Historic
Pallura,
,Block /District
Ganjam
village Khatua Kuda,
Chalcolithic
panchayata Blibandha, Block
/District Ganjam
village Khatua Kuda,
Chalcolithic
panchayata Blibandha, Block
/District Ganjam
village Khatua Kuda,
Chalcolithic
panchayata Blibandha, Block
/District Ganjam
village Khatua Kuda,
Chalcolithic
panchayata Blibandha, Block
/District Ganjam
panchayata Huma panchayata
Chalcolithic
Blibandha, Block /District
Ganjam
panchyata Huma, Block
Chalcolithic
/District Ganjam
panchyata Huma, Block
Chalcolithic
/District Ganjam
village|panchayata Huma Block Chalcolithic
/District Ganjam
(narth to Phulabari)
Chalcolithic
village|panchayata Huma Block
/District Ganjam

17.

Mound Ghoradia

18.

Odanapadar

19.

DuburaKuda-A

20.

21.

Duburakuda-B
(Tast of the
cannal)
Bardhukuda

22.

Baladiakuda

19025'25.06'' N
85005'56.02''E

23.

Baakuda

19025'34.87'' N
85005'50.33''E

24.

TentuliaKuda

19025'39.00'' N
85005'45.93''E

25.

Ahanikuda

19025'47.85'' N
85005'40.93''E

26.

Diakuda

19025'36.95'' N
85005'01.48''E

27.

Dolaparikuda

28.

khajuriBandha

29.

Phulbarikuda

30.

Jodikuda-A

19025'55.46'' N
85004'46.98''E
19025'42.89'' N
85004'50.43''E
19026'00.08' N
85005'05.05''E
19026'08.06'' N
85005'05.86''E
-

Place
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Period/
Culture
Chalcolithic

Historic
Early Historic
Early Historic
Historic
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Sl.
No.
31.

Jodikuda-II

32.

Gaudakuda

19026'14.84'' N
85005'12.16''E

33.

Badakuda

45'N85003'29.03
''E

34.

Mandiakuda,

19025'04.56' N
85003'30.88''E

35.

Parikuda(south
Railway line)

19024'42.83'' N
85003'40.35''E

36.

Mahanakuda(south 19024'45.13'' N
Railway line)
85003'42.16''E

37.

Masanikuda(south
Railway line)

19024'48.55'' N
85003'46.03''E

38.

Brahamankuda
(west to village
Jhadukuda)
Bharati Huda (in
thePrachivalley)
Asuri Dhipa
Latitude

19023'58.10'' N
85003'33.34''E

41.

Parbatihuda

20°14'35.60''N
85°29'35.83''E

42.

Diankahuda

20°14'16.40''N
85°29'18.39''E

39.
40.

Name of the Site

Geo
Coordinate
19026'07.86'' N
85005'00.93''E

20006'50.26'' N
86005'01.84''E
20°18'02.15''N
85°31'48.07''E

Place
(within paddy field
village|panchayata Huma,
Block /District Ganjam
(northern most mound from
huma) pallur Block /District
Ganjam
(having tower near to Railway
line) village
Jhadukuda,panchayataKaincha
pali, Block /District Ganjam
village
Jhadukuda,panchayataKaincha
pali, Block /District Ganjam
village
Jhadukuda,panchayataKaincha
pali, Block /District Ganjam
village
Jhadukuda,panchayataKaincha
pali, Block /District Ganjam
village
Jhadukuda,panchayataKaincha
pali, Block /District Ganjam
village
Jhadukuda,panchayataKaincha
pali, Block /District Ganjam
village\panchayata Jalalpur,
Block Niali, Distric Cuttack
left bank of River Rana village.
Tulasipur, Podadiha
Panchayata Begunia block in
Khurda district
situated West bank of river
Rana village Ostapur, Podadihi
Panchayata, Begunia block in
Khurda district
situated in the village Kanta
Malima Malisahi, Simar
panchyat Begunia block of
Khurda district

38

Period/
Culture
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
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Sl.
No.
43.

Masha padia

44.

Gahirbhagai Padia

20°13'33.23''N
85°31'36.54''E

45.

Hansua Huda

20°12'45.51''N
85°29'56.48''E

46.

Pahani Kuda Yogi
Bandha

20°10'44.89''N
85°30'05.71''E

47.

Mound on
Bengitangi

48.

Basanta Huda

20°08'58. 85''N
and Longitude
58°33'08.93''E
20°07'53.20''N
85°36'28.17''E

49.

Maulibandha

20°15'03.01''N
85°33'27.75''E

50.

Gudumanika

20°15'40.92''N
85°32'51.89''E

51.

Dian Parabati

20°14'44.45''N
85°36'41.01''E

52.

Asura dhipa

53.

Bantala Dhipa

54.

Suabarai

20°11'18.60''N
85°38'01.73''E
200 09' 44.94'' N mound in Indus Engineering
85047'04.83'' E
College situated in the village
Barakuda of Jatani Block of
Puri district
village Pachalapur Panchayat
20°09'13.41''N
Poparanga Block Pipil district
85°48'33.30''E
Puri

Name of the Site

Geo
Coordinate
20°13'30.56''N
85°31'26.77''E

Place
situated on the right bank of
river Rana village and
Panchayat Sarua Block of
Begunia in Khurda district
village and Panchayat Sarua of
Begunia Block of Khurda
district
situated in the village Atri of
Baghamari Grampanchayat of
Begunia Block Khurda district
situated on village Godi,
Panchayat Kunjuri of Begunia
Block of Khurda district
in the village and Panchayat
Bangida, Block and district
Khurda
in the middle of the paddy field
near Anda Bajapur, Khurda
district
situated on a water channel
known as Jora in the village
Keranga near Baurisahi,
Keranga Panchayat of Block
and district Khurda
village Basanta of Haladia
Panchayat Block and district
Khurda
village Podaputa, Panchayat
Malipur of Block and district
Khurda
village Makunda Prasad of
block and district Khurda
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Period/
Culture
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Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
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Sl.
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55.

Name of the Site
Asurahuda
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Geo
Coordinate
20007'55.36''N
85042'44.99''E

56.

Subaran Bari
mound

20007'17.83''N
85043'10.74''E

57.

Basantapada

19058'21.55''N
85041'34.15''E

58.

Badadiha,

19057'19.69''N
85042'24.24''E

59.

Dahaneswar Kuda

19058'01.30''N
85043'33.97''E

60.

Asuradhipa

20002'30.26''N
85029'39.43'' E

61.

Asuradhipa

20006'57.83'' N
58026'20.66'' E

62.

Asuradhipa

20011'34.75'' N
85020'32.97'' E

63.

Asuradhipa

20014'10.94''N
85020'51.73'' E

64.

Jagati

20013'40.47'' N
85019'55.73'' E

65.

Asuradhipa(near
electric office)
Asuradhipa(Satasa
nga temple)
Parabatia (near
Church)

20010'27.76''N
85015'54.43'' E
19042'58.89'' N
85002'33.34’’ E
20033’34.22''N
85049'51.10'' E

66.
67.

Place
situated on the village Godisahi
in Godiput Malipada panchayat
of Delanga block Puri district
on the foot of Aragada hill
from where Buddhist image
were discovered in the Godiput
panchayat of Delang Block of
Puri district
village Basantapada,
Abhayamulkhi panchayat,
block Delanga of Puri district
Prachandeswar village
Nadakhanda, Panchayat
Abhayamukhi block Delanga
Puri district
village Kubharapada,
Panchayat Madhuban of
Sakhigopal block of Puri
district
village Chhanagiri,Jankia,
Block Tangichandapur, District
Khurdha
village Barabati, panchayata,
Narayanipada, Block Begunia,
District Khurdha
village Kantailo, Panchayata
Bankoi,Block Bolgarh, District
Khurda
Village Arikhama, Panchayata
Pichukali,, Block Bolgarh,
District Khurda
Village Haladipada, panchayata
Baradani, Block Bolgarh,
District Khurda
block Bolgarh,
District Khurda
village Sankuda, Block
Begunia, District Ganjam
village Chagoan,Block
Athagar,District Cuttack
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Period/
Culture
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
and Buddhist

Historical

Historical

Historical

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
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Sl.
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68.

Name of the Site
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Geo
Coordinate
20033'46.05'' N
85056'36.65''E
19025'45.74'' N
85004' 05.19'' E
19025'38.17'' N
85003'45.31'' E
19025'37.99''N
85003'48.00'' E
90025'32.74'' N
85003'30.94'' E
19025'26.63''N
85003'46.87'' E
20000'22.91''N
86015'16.35'' E
20001'27.62'' N
85005'13.55'' E

69.

Mthabadi (twin
mound)
Bhatahandi

70.

Baunsakuda

71.

Dipakuda

72.

Badakuda

73.

Hatarikuda

74.

Huda (mound)

75.

Asuradhipa

76.

Mound (right bank
of the river Kusumi
near pump house)

20001'32.56''N
85003'33.28'' E

77.

Dihahuda

20015'48.31'' N
85016'51.57'' E

78.
79.

Asuradhih on
Kapali river bank
Boita Huda

80.

Kainphulia

20002'45.74''N
86025'41.16'' E
19045'52.01''N
85011'55.95''E
20027'19.34''N
86056'54.75'' E

81.

Dhipa

20023'21.46''N
86055'02.47''E

82.

Bantahuda

20002'45.74''N
86025'41.16''E

83.

Kichakahuda

20033'24.55''N
85059'46.15''E

Place
village Nkhara, Block Tangi,
District cuttack
village, kalaJamu Huma, Block
and district Ganjam
kalaJamu Huma, Block and
district Ganjam
kalaJamu Huma, Block and
district Ganjam
kalaJamu Huma, Block and
district Ganjam
kalaJamu Huma, Block and
district Ganjam
village Naigoan, Block
Astarang, District Puri
village Asuradhipa Saranakul
district Nayagarh
In village Badaputa, Block
Odagaon, District Nayagar
Village Baliapat(Biliputa),
Panchayata Badasahara, Block
Bhapur, District Nayagarh
Village Ramapurkhilar Sahi
Bant, Bhadrak
Village Gopinathapur, Block
Banapur, District khurdha
village Ranashi,Panchayata
Sahada Block Remuna, District
Balasor
Village Majhikiapahi,
Panchayata Padampur, Black
Remuna, District Baleswar
Village Gokulipur,Ppanchayata
Gobindapur Block Tangi,
District Cuttack
Village Kairapari, Panchayata
Kothasahi,Block Tangi,
District Cuttack
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Early Historic
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
Early Historic
Early Historic
Early Historic
Chalcolithic
Mesolithic/
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic

Early Historic

Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic
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Sl.
No.
84.

Mahagada

85.

Asuradhipa

20004'03.64''N
86003'30.35''E

86.

Mound

20002'36.61''N
86004'21.07''E

87.

Mound

88.

Jaihunka

89.

Durgadevi

19059'18.43''N
86006'53.81''E
19059'16.52''N
86007'09.38''E
20036'10.48''N
86049' 19.24''E

90.

Masaghai
Gumpha,

Khandapda Nayagarh

91.

Khandapda Nayagarh,

92.

1.
Sarandateser
i forest range,
Tikar

93.

Badabadiapada

21023'15.17''N
86056'18.57''E

94.

Kankeikuda

19037'14.17''N
85008'49.80''E

95.

Thorogadiha

19053'27.30''N8
5054'22.41''E

96.

Mound on Bank of
Nuanai

19053'01.35''N8
5054'14.22''E

97

Circular Fort

20020’07.47’’N
86006’’44.95’’E

Name of the Site

Geo
Coordinate
20016'34.80'N
85058'20.57''E

21026'47.62''N
86057'48.98''E

Place
Village/Panchayata
Bagalpur,Block Kantapada,
District Cuttack
Village
Asuradhipa,Charichaka,Nimap
ada,Puri,
Village Barapada Harijana
Sahi, Charichaka, Nimapada,
puri
Village Barimunda,Panchayata
Baula Block Gop, District Puri
Village Barimunda,Panchayata
Baula Block Gop, District Puri
Remuna, Baleswar

Village Jainagar, panchayata
Ranashahi, Block Sadara,
District Baleswar
Village Bardhanapur,Block
Jayadebapasapa,Block
sadara,District Baleswar
near Keshapur village, Block
Khalikot, District Ganjam
Village Nalihana, Panchayata
Gadavengura, Block Gopa,
Puri
Village Nalihana, Panchayata
Gadavengura, Block Gopa,
Puri
Village Adangagada,Block
Biridi,DistrictJagatasinghapu
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Chalcolithic

Early Historic

Early Historic
Early Historic
Circular Fort
with big
Rampart wall
Neolithic site
and Rock
Painting
Microlithic
site.
Chalcolithic

Chalcolithic

Port site on
Coast of
Chilika
Buddhist Site

Early Historic

Circular Fort
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All these findings are the outcome of the exploration conducted from 2013 to 2019 and
brought to light more than ninety sites belonging to different cultures most of which are
Neolithic and Chalcolithic by nature. Some are Early Historic Sites these findings have added
new information to the existing knowledge and have brought new facets in Odishan
Archaeology. The areas of exploration cover from Rusikulya valley 19024’30.51’’ N
8500137.34’’E in Ganjam district to Subarnarekha valley 21041’34.29’’N 87014’48.52 E in
Balasor District. The exploration revealed surface collection of several objects and antiquities.
Among them potteries are most important like cord impress, red burnished, chocolate coloured,
Red slipped, painted potteries. Along with potteries other materials are also found such as bone
tool, ring stone, mash head, bar Celt, stone axe,quarin and crucible. When we assume about the
culture of the site based on surface findings.
A second fort after Raibania is Discovered at
Durgadevi in Remuna Block of Balaswar district of
Odisha. The fort found at Durgadevi is circular one
and well planned, it has huge rampart wall is about
more than thirty feet height in some place and one
hundred fifty feet wide and originally surrounded by
moat all around it. The remains of the moat are still
Figure 9 Circular Rampart Durgadevi
visible at its west side near village Badasahi and
people use it as pond similarly in east side near the village Udayapur some part of the moat is
visible. The fort spread over an area about four k.m circumferences. Same part of the fort lie in
Vimada panchayata of Badasahi Block in Maurbhanj and most part is in Durgadevi panchayata
of Remuna Block of Balaswar district. Local people use term addi for the earthen wall and
believed that it was built by king Harichandan a village still exist in same name there, other
thought that it is built by king of Nilagiri.
In northern side a river name as Gangahar from Mayurbhanj District flow at the side of
huge earthen wall of the fort. Similarly in the south side near Kudia village, a river known as
Prashan flow in to a channel serve as moat from Baleswar District. It is an original plan of the
builder of the fort that, Gangahar River in North and
Prashan River in south channelized into the moat and made
provision to flow water throughout year and protect the
people of the fort from wild animal and enemy, the rampart
save the residence from flood. Interestingly many pottery
having characteristic of chalcolithic feature, such as Black
ware, Red ware and Black slipped and Red slipped ware
and early historic antiquity are found at the side of
Figure 10 Image in Durgadevi temple
Badasahi village at the base of the earthen wall, where the
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wall expose because a road lead to the village by cutting
it. however pottery found from other part of the fort are
belong to later period. Murom is used on the upper part
of the rampart. this place is located three hundred meters
from the Durgadevi temple. Three interesting image
found in front of the Durgadevi temple in the side of the
door of the Temple. First one is standing image of Jaina
Figure 11CHALCOLITHIC CIRCULAR
DEFENCE WALL AT KAINFULIA
parsavanatha in Kayasthaswarga pose with a snake
hood over his head; it is dated to early A.D.10th century. Second one is six armed rear female
figure and a lion figure, taking account all the findings it can be assumed that this a earliest fort
of Balaswar in north Odisha and one of the earliest fort of odisha,like Sisupalgarh in
Bhubaneswar, Jaugarha and lathi in Ganjam, Talapada near Nirakarpur in Khurdha district,
Radhanagar kankia in Jajapur District, Narala Asurgarha in Kalahandi District and Barapali
Asuragarh in Baragada District. The fort of Durgadevi and Barapali Asuragarh have similarity
both are circular in Plan but Barapali Asuragarh have three earthen wall whereas fort at
Durgadevi have one circular wall. All other fort are either rectangular or square all belongs to
early date probable Mauryan period. Previously there is a well known fort in Balaswar District
situated near the border area of West Bengal that is Raibania.The Raibania fort is belong to
Ganga period it is dated to A.D. 12th century. And it is not so well planned as fort near
Durgadevi and some findings of fort near Durgadevi is very old in comparison to the Raibania.
An earthen mound is located in the centre of the
Durgadevi now a school named Saraswati Sisu mandir
built on it. The exploration and findings of the fort open
of a new chapters in the history of ancient Odisha and its
defence system. Besides Durgadevi many chalcolithic
sites are discovered in the sub-rub of the Balaswar
city and Chandipur area site like Kainphulia,
Badapadiapadapada, Tikira, Jainagar, Dhipa, Medhaand,
Babandiha, Asurapada and Amanagarapada found both
Figure 12 Artefacts found from chalcolithic
in Sadara and Remuna Block one at Asuradhipa near
sites of costal Balesore
Kapali station,Baont block of Bhadrak.
So far as Archaeological sites are concerned, Asuradhipa near Kapali station on the valley
of Kapali river in the villagr Ramapur Khilarsahi, Baont block of Bhadrak District, is one of the
important chalcolithic site in this region. It is a huge well preserved mound a new Tarini Temple
recently built on it. This site revealed beautiful stone axe measuring 6 c.m long, along with
findings of usual Chalcolithic pottery discovered different Part of Odisha. Engraved pottery
found from Asuradhipa have a series of pattern of diamond and triangle shape. Which is
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different from the discovery f the engraved pottery near
chandipur, a pottery with lid another important finding from
the site. This site and its contain have potential to be an
important site of this region need an extensive Excavation,
which can able to reconstruct the real nature of Chalcolithic
site of this part of Odisha and can be a comparison made by
Chalcolithic of this part or other parts of Odisha. As it is
believe that prehistoric people habited in upland during later
period migrated towards coastal region for search of fertile
soilwhich suitable for agriculture. The site Asuradhip on the
Figure 13 pottry with led from
near Kapali station
Asuradhipa
bank of Kapali river located in a middle place between
upland and coastal region. It is again prove with material evidence that prehistoric peoples were
migrated upland to coastal belt.Again some of the site belonging to later period also found on the
lower part of Kapali river,name of the sites are Bayangadiha, kamardiha in Krushnadasnagar of
Dhamnagar block of same district.Thesec sites are located on flood plain region.This situation
also provide a similar picture for the so many Archaeological sites located near the coast region
od Baleswar and Chandipur area where as Fort at Durgadevi situated in the upland of the region,
so interaction of the inhabitant of the sites there route of migration can be ascertain on the basic
of the material remains and shape of the fort. For example Durgadevi fort have a circular rampart
similarly site at Kainfulia near the suburb of the Balasor city have a circular defensive rampart.
(Earthen wall). I am very much thankful to my students who provided information whereabouts
the location of the sites and accompanying with me whenever necessary.
(The author acknowledges the help of following students during the time of exploration of the
above mentioned spots. Hemant Nayak, Ranjan Behera, Arun kumar Rout, Nilamani Behara,
Ramakanta Pradhan, Dhakhineswar Jena, Minaketan Sundaray, Kaibalya charana Pati, Dhiren
Kumar Patra and Rajesh Sethi)
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“LAXMINARAYAN MISHRA :
AN EMINENT FREED0M FIGHTER OF SAMBALPUR”
Dr. Soraja Kumar Panda1
The British rule in India remained oppressive and painstacking for almost all the sections
of the Indian subject. During the rule of the Britishers people felt a sense of inequality in social,
political, cultural as well as economic spheres. Even the culture and tradition of India gradually
stated to decline. The economic exploitation, social persecution and political strategies of the
Britishers crippled the back bone of Indian people. While the Indians were exploited for a long
time there were consciousness seen among them in the last part of ninen-teenth century. As an
outcome an all India organization was established under the title Indian National Congress.
Similarly under the aegis of Mahatma Gandhi and some other leaders the national movement
continued.

During the time of freedom movement men and women from different parts of India were
jumped into the call drum of national struggle. They were highly inspired by the ideals and
selfless dedication of Mahatma Gandhi. They supported and actively participated in the nonviolent movement. At that time the spark of the freedom movement was seen the different parts
of Odisha and Sambalpur was no exception. The undivided district of Sambalpur occupied a
prime centre of non-violent movement. Not only the people of Sambalpur but the young students
in large number joined the main stream of freedom movement and create an example for the rest
of India.
1

Dr. Saroja Kumar Panda, Lect.in History, Parbati Giri Jr. College Mahulpali, Dist.Sambalpur -768105,
sarojakumarpandab@gmail.com
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The persons who have played important role in the district of Sambaplur were Nrusingha
Guru, Laxminarayan Mishra, Dayananda Satapathy, Chandra Sekhar Behera and Ghanashyam
Panigrahi. Among them Laxminarayan Mishra is one of the notable person as well as a active
nationalist of western Odisha. A great freedom fighter, good literaturist, linguists, fearless person
and a worshipper of non-violence, he became popular as a leader on account of his concern for
the depressed class people in the society. so I want to discuss and highlight about the
contributions of Laxminarayan Mishra. (1)
The early life of Laxminarayan Mishra was full of trials and tribulations. Born on 11th
April 1904, he was the third son of late Krupasindhu Mishra and late Rebati Devi, a middle class
Brahmin Family of Sambalpur. (2) As a child he began his school carrier from Gurupada
Primary School and continued his high school carrier in C.S.B Zilla School of Sambalpur.
During his early life as a student he was brilliant, hard working and truthful. Deeply impressed
by his knowledge and vision, many of his teachers could foresee the existence of an eminent
Individual in his character.
Laxminarayan Mishra was strongly opposed to the different activities of the British
Government. His life history was a burning example of his velour and charminism. From his
school carrier he starts his protest against the oppressive rule and injustice of the British
Government.
NON-CORPORATION MOVEMENT AND LAXMINARAYAN MISHRA
Laxminarayan Mishra participate in the non-cooperation movement in the year 1921,
When he was a student of zilla school of sambalpur. He was impressed by the ideology of
Mahatma Gandhi and joined the national movement. Laxminarayan Mishra, a student of class X
was the pioneer of non-cooperation movement in Sambalpur. He organized a meeting at the
foothill of Budharaja, on 2nd January 1921.(4) Bhabani Shankar Mishra, Abdul Mazid, Arun Das,
Md.Hussain, Nrusingha Guru, Bemimadhav Supkar and Jagannath Mishra encouraged the
student. The students were started their journey from Budharaja hill and moved around the town
of Sambalpur. This was the first incident of Non- cooperation movement in Odisha. The daring
steps taken by the student of Zilla school certainly create a sensation among the veteran leaders
of Odisha. They were heartily praised to the work of Laxminarayan Mishra. Further this incident
was published in Amrit Bazar Patrika. (5) The meeting of the student at Budharaja hill came to
an end with a firm decision to boycott the classes.(6) According to the decision most of the
student did not attend their classes. Laxminarayan Mishra with a group of students went round
the town and called for a “ Hartal”. The walls of the school were filled with posters bearing the
slogan like “Do not go to school”. In the evening a meeting was organized infront of the
Somnath Temple in the Balibandha.(8) where the leaders of the town called on the students to
join the cause of national movement.(9) This matter was intimated to the leaders of Odisha. It is
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to be noted that the student of Zilla school were first to adopt the non-cooperation movement
before it could spread anywhere else.
The strike of Sambalpur spread to other parts of the district like wild fire. It was spread to
Bargarh, Jharsuguda, Attabira, Kuchinda, Bheden and Padampur.(11) The leaders like
Laxminarayan Mishra, Chandra Sekhar Panigrahi and Arun Das were deputed to the rural areas
for the purpose. They made intensive tour in Tukura, Nuapali, Govindpur, Bhatli, Kusunpur,
Kanakbira, Sareipali, Ruchida, Ambhabhona etc. and enrolled as many as two thousand eight
hundred for the national movement.(12) During these day of non-cooperation movement
Laxminarayan Mishra was preaching to the people about spinning, giving up liquor, withdrawing
of students from schools and colleges, dissociating from law courts, establishing panchayat for
amicable settlement of disputes. Laxminarayan Mishra arranged a meeting at Gandhi Ghat of
Sambalpur on 16th November1921 on the occasion of the visit of crown prince of England to
India. On 17th December 1921 the congress committee called for complete hartal.(14) In
response to its call the congress workers of Sambalpur arranged for a hartal. This was quite
success. Subsequently the Ahmedabad session of Indian National Congress was attended by
Laxminarayan Mishra along with other delegates.(15)
Laxminarayan Mishra was noted for his fearlessness, Self-Sacrifice and self respect. He
organized the “National Week” from 6th to 13th April 1922.(16) On 6th April Gandhiji started
satyagraha against Rowalat Act and the 13th April was the day of Jaliwanawalabag. The people
of Sambalpur had full cooperation for the national week. A complete hartal was observed on the
13th April 1922.(17) All the crowded localities of Sambalpur were completely deserted on that
day. Laxminarayan Mishra was arrested on 31st march 1922. His cases was considered at
Bargarh. He was fined Rs.50/- on his refusal. He was jailed for one month.(18) But on the 15th
April, before the expiry of the term he was related.
DRIVE AGAINST UNTOUCHABILITY
The campaign against the eradication of untouchability is one of the notable ventures of
Laxminarayan Mishra. As he was a true follower of Mahatma Gandhi. Laxminarayan Mishra
fought for the down trodden people in the society. In the year 1922, Bhagirathi Pattnaik,
Chintamani Pujari, Ghanashyam Panigrahi and Laxminarayan Mishra were started propagation
against untouchability. Even he was tried for the spread of education among the backward class
people in the society. He put more stressed for the uplift Society. He put more stressed for the
upliftment of backward class people. So he convened a meeting of untouchables. The people
took oath to give up liquor and beef. They were accepted the preaching of Laxminarayan Mishra.
Meetings were held at Melchhamunda, Sambalpur and other places. Many people were attended
the meeting. Even the illiterate Harijans like Sukharam Tanti, Kastaram Tanti and Kanharam
Tanti joined the Indian National Congress and suffered imprisonment.(19)
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THE NAGPUR FLAG MARCH
The Nagpur Flag Satyagraha was another important events during the time of noncooperation movement. Most of the leaders of Odisha were arrested and put in prison by the end
of 1922. A lethargy had naturally overtaken the general public. The remaining workers were also
not practically doing much for the national uplift. But the spirit of national movement was
maintained in Sambalpur when Laxminarayan Mishra joined the Nagpur Satyagraha Movement.
In the movement of Nagpur the police objected to a procession, carrying the National Flag,
proceeding in the direction of the Civil lines of the city. The Nationalists were baffled by the
promulgation of 144 on the 1st may 1923. The volunteers insisted on their right to carry the flag
according to their will. They were arrested and sentenced. This developed soon into a movement.
The All India Congress Committee resolved to give assistance to Nagpur Satyagraha Committee
in carrying the campaign to a successful conclusion.(21)
Volunteers from several parts of India were send to Nagpur Flag Satyagraha. A group of
delegates from Sambalpur - Laxminarayan Mishra, Kunjabihari Meher, Kastaram Tanti, Govind
Bahamin, Raghubir Gaud and Sivagovinda Gaud joined the movement. They were arrested and
sentenced.(21) Laxminarayan Mishra had been frequently jailed after 1921. Panchapada became
the centre of his activities. Chintamani Pujari and Bhagirathi Pattnaik became his staunch
supporters. Kastaram Tanti, Sukharam Tanti and Kaidram Tanti, will all spirit helped him. Their
heroic sacrifieces and sufferings upheld the honour of the district.
Laxminarayan Mishra, Bhagirathi Pattanaik, Chintamani Pujari and Ghanashyam Panigrahi
launched their campaign against untouchability. In addition to this they encouraged the people to
go for Khadi dress and Charkha Movement. He hoisted the swaraj flag at the old place of
Sambalpur in the year 1927 and was arrested during the time of Mahatma Gandhi’s visit to
Sambalpur in the year 1928. Laxminarayan Mishra become more active and came to
prominence. In connection with the freedom struggle, Laxminarayan Mishra played a dominant
role for a duration of 26 (twenty six) years, of which he had spent 14(fourteen) years in jail. He
spent his prison life in various places including Patna of Bihar, Hajaribag, Ara, Tarakeswar jail
of Bengal, Nagpur of M.P. Bramhapur, Cuttack, Angul, Jharsuguda and Sambalpur
MOVE AGAINST THE PARTIAL EXCLUSION OF THE DISTRICT OF SAMBALPUR :
On the 16th September, 1935 Sambalpur was declared to the a partially excluded area
because of the existence of aboriginals in the district. The proposal of the Simon Commission
was strongly resented by the people. A meeting was held at Balibandha of Sambalpur on 18th
March, 1936 which was addressed by Laxminarayan Mishra and Nrusingha Guru. (22) The
speakers advised to the audience not to hold any illumination on 1st April, 1936 the day for a
separate province of Orissa.
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At the instance of Laxminarayan Mishra a ‘Youth Conference’ was organised at
Sambalpur and it was sponsored by local Congress supporters. The object of the Conference was
to lay grievance of the district before the Goverenment in a constitutional manner and convince
the Government that Sambalpur was fit enough to take its place in the ordinary administration of
the rest of the provience. On the 17th April, 1936 the ‘Youth Conference’ met at the Victoria Hall
of Sambalpur with Laxminarayan Mishra as the president. The resolutions aiming at social, and
administrative welfare of Sambalpur were passed. The outcome of this ‘Youth Conference’ was
a weekly newspaper ‘Jagarana’ which started during the third week of june, 1936.(23) It was an
outlet for the grievance of the people of the district against the administration of the government.
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST THE ZAMINDARS AND THE STATE RULERS :
The attention of the public of Sambalpur was attracted towards the critical turn in
the movement going on in the feudatory states against the tyrannical rule of the chiefs.
News reached Sambalpur that subjects of Talcher state have left the state and taken shelter
in villages like Kosala, Kampasala and Paniola on the border of Angul. Laxminarayan
Mishra along with others volunteered his services in the cause of oppressed people and
made plan to offer ‘ Satyagrah ’ in these places. The people of the district heartily
sympathized the movement of satyagrah and agreed to people with contribution.
A vigorous agitation was carried on in Padampur under the leadership of Laxminarayan
Mishra against the tyranny of Zamindar of the estate. He encouraged the people of the estate to
fight against the injustice suffered by them and consoled them by saying that their taxes would
undergo a considerable reduction.(24)
The agitation against the mal-administration of Zamindar of khariar was carried on with
relentless vigour by the congressites of the state with Laxminarayan Mishra as the leader. The
people under his guidance resolved not to offer any ‘ Bagari ’ or supply of ‘ Rasad ’ to the
officers. The chaukidars were instructed not to act according to their direction. Under the
inspiration of Laxminarayan Mishra the public of khariar adopted an attitude of non co-operation
with the government officials and refrained from rendering any assistance to them. Ultimately
the Zamindar came to agree able term with the tenants and an amicable settlement was made
between the parties.
The Bargarh political conference was held on 2nd april, 1939 at a village Palsada in
Paikmal Police Station under the presidentship of Laxminarayan Mishra. The situation of unrest
in different states were discussed and the people were advised to unite against the british
government. The public congratulated Laxminarayan Mishra and B. M. Joshi for their active
participation in Satyagraha Campaign in Dhenkanal and Rajkot respectively. Resolutions
condemning the inhuman repression were passed. Ultimately a volunteer Training Camp was
opened.(25)
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THE QUIT INDIA MOVEMENT :
The Sambalpur district did not lag behind in the ‘ Quit India Movement ’ of 1942. There
was a wide spread protest against the British Raj not only in big towns like Sambalpur, Bargarh,
Jharsuguda etc. but also in remote villages. Laxminarayan Mishra who had been to Bombay to
attend the meetings of the all congress committee was arrested on his way back to
Sambalpur.(26) Hartals were organised at Sambalpur and Jharsuguda in protest against the arrest
of the leader. The students as usual took active part in the Movement and organized strike and
mass demonstration.(27) Large number of Congress workers were arrested in the different parts
of the district. Nrusing Guru; Ram Raksya Sukla, Durgaprasad Guru, Dayanand Satpathy were
arrested by india Defence Act but the people could not establish the charges. They were released
but detained at Sambalpur.(28) There was wide spread unrest in Barpali, Remanda, Panimura,
Bodasambar, Padampur,and the people in large number courted arrest,
During his jail life he neglected his personal life and family. On one occasion he had
finished the funeral ceremony of his eldest son and went to Delanga of Puri district to attend an
urgent congress meeting. Similarly another incident says he left home to attend another meeting
of the congress workers at a time when his daughter had been seriously ill. However, by the
time, he returned home his daughter had already died and he could see her no more.
In the eyes of Laxminarayan Mishra dedication and sacrifice for the cause of motherland
was greater than his material life. He was always fighting against the Britishers to save his
motherland and from the yoke of brutal rulers. He considered patriotism alone everything else
and worked for the same even at the cost of ignoring his personal life. By and large, we may say
that he was a true patriot of India and rightly deserves a singular place in the history of freedom
struggle.
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BUDDHIST REMAINS AT CHOUDWAR
Bhagyashree Mohanty1

Abstract
Odisha, the cradle land of Tantric Buddhism flourish in branches including Vajrayana,
Manipadmayana, Kalachakrayana, Choudwar the main city center of Medieval Odisha,
Situated in bank of river Virupa.(named after the famous Buddhist scholar
Viruhapada).Nurturing every faith of time all branches flourishes and declined with the
Islamic Invasion in 13th century. After all choudwar left its own mark in field of Buddhist
and other religions. All Buddhist school Converted and accepted in Panchasakha School of
thought as voidism in later part of declaiming phase in Odisha.
INTRODUCTIONChoudwar is a one type of multi religious place.Choudwar and Cuttack the twin cities, are
bifurcates by the river Mahanadi and its branch Virupa. In fact, these two Cities were One in the
medieval period.That place played a major role in the rise of Buddhism in Odisha.During the
visit of the Xuan Xang Odisha The spread of Buddhist, Buddhism had gained momentum in
different parts of Odisha.Later on during the days of the BhaumaKaras, the Daimond Tringle
(Ratnagiri,Lalitagiri and Udayagiri) of the present Jajpur district was the center of Buddhism.
Many fine specimens of Buddhist Sculptures have been found in and around choudwar also
witnessed the flourishing trends of Buddhism.Although many Buddhist images are being
worshipped by the Local people as siva,parvati and other brahmincal Gods and Goddess. Here in
this article attempts have been made to locate these images and give them their proper
identification.
The spread of Buddhism in Odisha started in right earnest from the third century B.C. We
have already seen that asoka conqured kalinga after devasting this country in a terrible war and
then incorporated it into his empire.The slaughter and the miseries of thousands of people of
kalinga in this war greatly changed the mind of the great emperor and he became a Buddhist and
started propagating Buddhism throughout India and Outside.
Tapassu and Bhalika name of two merchants of utkal were his first disciple just after his
enlightment.Buddha out of compassion offered them a handful of his hair and nails,which they
enshrined in their homeland.This seems to be first propagation of Budhism in the then
odisha.261B.C after kalinga war Buddhist ideology prevalent in kalinga was able to convert the
indomitable Ashok from “Chandasoka” to ”Dharmasoka”Asoka abandoned Warfare and began
1

Choudwar, Mob. 9861040164
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to patronize,Buddhism so that Buddhism become a state religion and wide spread throughout the
pan Indian context including kalinga.
In 7th century During the reign of Harshavardhan of Pusyavuti dynasty the Mahayana
school of Buddhism spread in Ancient Odisha. During this phase the anti Buddhist king of
Karnasubarna Sasanka attacked Odisha and destroyed all the Buddhist monuments.After Sasanka
the Bhaumakaras reigned over odisha. The Bhaumakaras were devotee and patroniser of
Buddhism during their time many Buddhist monuments were being erected in different parts of
Odisha.Periodically Mahayana Buddhist school were devided in to Kalachakrajana, Vajrayana,
sahajayana accepting magical Tantric school in their fold reciprocating this Hindu Brahmin
pantheon also accepting Tantra in their system. The confusion create in society with the
acceptance of Tantra and lost of patron leading towards decline of Buddhism. Due to this till 17th
century there was a hint of Buddhist survival but after there is no information about it.
Remaining monuments of decaying Buddhism are found in many areas of odisha.
Undevided cuttack dirstict were very famous for their Buddhists monuments including
Lalitagiri,Ratnagiri,udayagiri, Languli mountain, Jalauka mountain, Choudwar and Naraj.
Rai bahadur Ramprasad Chanda (Exploration in odisha ),Padmashree paramananda
Acharya (Odishara Pratnatatwa and Anannya Prabandha),Dr Hare Krushna Mahatab (Odisha
Itihasa)Dr krushana Chandra Panigrahi (History of odisha), Sri Ramesh Prasad Mohanpatra
(Archaeology in Odisha) Famous Historians discussed about Archeological remains of
choudwar.
The monuments at choudwar known as baddhi or paravadi which is excavated by A.S.I
previousla represents a round and raised pillard hall with seven pillars of laterite still in
situ,appears to have been a Buddhist shrine as its name baddhi. Baddhi Seems to be a Corruption
of boddhi.Some others think it to be the site of royal residence.
Numerous Buddhist Sculptures are found
Among the prominent Buddhist sculptures
Prajnaparamita, vajrabarahi, khadiravani Tara,
displayed in Indian museum,-Kolkata,British
Germany, Odisha state museum - Bhubaneswar.

missing and only photographs are preserved.
of choudwar, mention may be made of
Avolokitaswara. The images are now found
museum-london, Ritberg museum - Jurich,

In the discussed text there is a brief description about Buddhism in choudwar. The
Biratagadi of choudwar is a decaying Buddhist sculpture. There are some mound near Biratagadi
under which the foundation of a Buddhist empire is covered. It is assumed that monastery were
built here in recent past. Last two centuries many idols and Broken images and sculptures made
of stone are found under the choudwar soil, Though many idols are worshipped as village
goddess of many villages in choudwar. For example, Bauddhatara as Mahalaxmi at Birupa river
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vally,Bauddha mariachi in the place of parvati at Chateswara siva temple and Avolokiteswara as
village Goddess are worshipped in choudwar sabara sahi.Some Buddhist idols are safe in
custody of Krishna Chandra Mangaraj in the Mattha sahi. Some Budha monuments and
Sculptures, idols are preserved in choudwar Hind Sevaka Sangha Province because of Padmasree
Laxmi Narayana Sahoo.
Besides Buddhism and Jainism have also found their place in choudwar. These religious
were seen before the growth and development of Brahnmism in Odisha.Buddhism spreaded in
different parts of Odisha during the life time of Buddha.The impact of the Kalinga war also
added to the Popularity of Buddhism on this soil.It is considered as a patronized religion of kings
of Odisha. The early Bhaumakara kings of Odisha were the believers of Buddhism.It was during
this stage that a new form of Buddhism in the name of Bajrajana found its place in Odisha.In the
recent years, some Bajrajana icons were discovered from choudwar.
Earlier Scholars like R.P.chanda and P.Acharya noticed several Buddhist sculptures at this
place. Some of them are now missing and others adorned galleries of leading museums of the
country.The Bronze Masks of Buddha which were reported from this place by p.Acharya are no
more found except.One removed to the place mention may be made of Prajana Paramita image,
which is now missing but the Photograph of it is fortunately published by N.K.Sahu,in his
monumental work ‘Buddhism in Odisha’. The Godesess is four- armed, but possesses one face
and sits in full Prayankasana on the lotus throne. The upper two hands display the Vakhyana
pose and the Lotusthrone.The upper the Prajna-Paramita Manuscripts is unfortunately
damaged.On both sides of the deity lotus stalks rise up to her head and close to the flowers small
Buddhistava figures are seen, while a little below near her knees,two images of Tara are
represented.The Lotus pedestal in its front part is carved with the popular seven Buddhist
ratnas,a series of devotees and offerings meant for the deity.
In the modern Vaisnavite temple of the place too,remarkable images of are no more
available.The photographs reveal that Vajravarahi is represented in nude and amorous form
dancing with disheveled hair on two fierce looking corposes in the alidha attitude.she is armed
and one faced,and displays vajra and tarjani mudra in her right and holds a human skull in her
left thigh,bust and shouiders.The image of Tara stands in captivating tribhanga pose holding the
long stalk of lotus in the left hand and bestowing boon by the righthand.In the background a
torana with trifoiled arch is depicted and heavenly musicians are seen hovering playful in the
sky.
The Avolokiteswara image of this place now preserved in the Indian museum Calcutta is a
two-armed figure of chlorite schist.It sits in lalita pose on a double petalled Lotus pedestal
represented by seven ratnas in the manner of the Prajna-Paramita image referred to above.In the
background,the torana with trefoiled arch can be seen.The top portion is decorated with
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landscape containing five Dhyani Buddha figures with in arched niches.The private collection of
the Late Laxmi narayana sahu contains two colossal headless images of Buddha of which one
represents “Dharma chakra Parvatana Mudra” and the other “ Bhumisparsa mudra”.The other
image of his collection is identified with Heruka holding vajra in his uplifted right hand. The
image is carved out of red sand stone with artistic core and looks lively and vigorous like its
prototypes found at ratnagiri.
The Buddhist mask as described above is represented in a conventional form. However, it
tooks life like and beautiful.A votive inscription”Ye Dharma Hetu Prabhava”is found in the
lower portion of the head.Paleographical the inscription may be ascribed to the 11th-12th century
A.D.Choudwar other Buddhist images have been discussed below-;
Image of MarichiIn the Madan Mohan Matha, on image of Asokanta mariachi is found.She is prominent by
her third face which represents the mouth of a pig.She stands with a slightly bent pose displaying
Varada mudra in her right hand and holds on Asoka Bow with her raised left hand.This six
armed image of mariachi with three heads were quite popular in odisha and its finding at
choudwar speaks its popularity.
Vajra TaraA broken images of Vajra Tara is Found inside the matha of Tofani Baba near Vadhi.She
holds a Vajra on her left hand. The goddess has three heads having tall crowns.This is a rare a
specimen of Buddhist icon found from choudwar. It may be assigned to 10th centuryA.D..
Vajra VarahiImages of khadiravani Tara and vajra varahi noticed by R.PChanda were also missing but
now the researcher has located these two images well preserved in the madan mohan matha. The
Vajra Varahi is represented with her ferrosity. She is two armed and one faced. She stands in
pratyalidha pose trampling on bhairava and kalachuri. She displays Vajra-Tarjani in her right
hand while the left hand also a kapala and Khatavanga placed along the left Shoulder.
Broken mariachiAnother figure of broken mariachi is found from the samuka well inside the Premises of
Chateswara temple of choudwar on 2.6.2008.Alougth the chariot driven by pigs is not found but
its three faces and standing posture in the form of surya clearly projects it as a Buddhist
mariachi. It can be assigned to 9th-10th century A.D. It bears the brunt of Hindu vandalism on
Buddhism.
Conclusion
Choudwar has been undoubtly the seat of some of the Buddhist worship. Sculptural
remains of choudwar depict all the religious faiths of medieval odisha, A number of fragmentary
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sculptures of choudwar includes the statues of Buddha, Tara, Marichi, Vajravarahi, Buddha
Muhunda, khadira vani Tara etc. The large number of Buddhist sculptures discovered in
choudwar. This stands a unique comparison in the Indian context.
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Early Buddhist Rock-cut Monuments of Kalingan Coast
(c. 3rd BCE to 3rd CE)
G C Pradhan1
Odisha was known variously as Kalinga, Utkala and Odra in different periods of her
history. The ancient Kalingan territories once extended from the river Ganges/Tamralipti in the
north to the river Godavari in the south1. But the major activity was concentrated in-between
Tamralipti on Rupnarayana River (Hoogly) in the present East Midnapore district of West
Bengal and Kalingapatanam on the Vamsadhara River mouth or the North-East region of Andhra
Pradesh. The Historic Kalinga war is one of the remarkable events in the annals of Indian
History. After the Kalinga war, Emperor Asoka had provided his energetic support for the
propagation and spread of Buddhism. Ashokan Rock Edicts at Dhauli2 and Jaugada3 stand to
witness it. There is a general predisposition among the scholars that in Eastern India or Kalinga
Buddhism was not as prosperous as compare to the Northern India during the early historical
period as the material culture was not discovered till 1985. However, during the recent years
adequate archaeological discoveries of early Buddhism were traced, but no such widespread
micro research has been done on Buddhist remains prior to Mauryan period, found in this region.
But earlier literary, epigraphical and travel accounts indicate that prior to Mauryan period
Buddhism prevailed in this region. Tapassu – Bhallika, the first lay desciples of Buddha,
Emperor Asoka’s support for the spread of Buddhism, reference of Kesa and Danta Dathu and
Huen Tsang’s account mention about the Buddhist monuments of Kalinga and Odra, which
indicates that prior to Mauryan supremacy over Kalinga, Buddhism was prevalent in Kalingan
region. Over the last decade of the 20th Century a new era of historical research was opened with
the discovery of many huge Buddhist establishments like Lalitagiri, Langudi, Udayagiri,
Radhanagar-Kankia which have been excavated. A number of early standing monuments,
inscriptions, seals and sealings, tablets etc. have been unearthed. These are the basic resources
for our historical research.
The recent excavations in Odisha proved to be unearthed some massive Buddhist sites like
Lalitagiri4, Udayagiri5, Langudi, Kayama, Deuli, Tarapur6 within a radius of 20 kms in the Jajpur
and Cuttack districts and Aragarh7 in Puri district, all the above sites belong to the early phase of
the Christian Era. Simultaneously in North-east Andhra Pradesh, Buddhist sites like
Bhavikonda8, Thotalkonda9 and Pavuralkonda10 have been excavated during the recent years.
Other important Buddhist sites like Kalingapatnam11, Salihundam12, Dantapur13, Kottur14 and
Sankaram15 provided enough source materials for the early Buddhism of this region.
1
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The fortified Buddhist settlement of Radhanagar-Kankia16 excavated by the OIMSEAS, further
excavations at Sisupalgarh17, Talapada18 by Deccan College, Pune, Jaugarh19, Asurgarh by ASI
and Dantapur20 by Department of Archaeology and Museums, Andhra Pradesh have provided
stratigraphically some rare antiquities, which will help the scholars to rewrite the early history of
India in general and ancient Kalinga in particular. Sisupalgarh, the fortified early historic urban
center proves to be the discovery of a pre-Asokan Buddhist Stupa outside the fortification21.
Odisha State Museum also preserved some rare Buddhist antiquities of the early Christian Era,
i.e both plain and decorative railing pillars and lion capital, probably part of an Asokan pillar.
However the recent discoveries during the last two decades has been published in different
journals, highlighting the early phase of Buddhism in coastal Odisha and North East, Andhra
Pradesh, this paper aims at compiling all these evidences in a single platform. This paper deals
with the rock-cut monuments discovered from Buddhist sites, so far in Odisha and north East
Andhra Pradesh to discuss about its growth and emergence during c. 3rd BCE to c. 3rd CE. The
recent discoveries, particularly from excavated and explored sites shed new light on the early
history, particularly on early phase of Buddhism as compared to Magadha and North India.
Earlier scholars like B. N. Mukharjee, I. K. Sharma, A. Rea, V Krishna Sastry, B.
Subramaniyam, G. C. Chauley, D. R. Pradhan, J. K. Patnaik, S. K. Patnaik, R. K. Mohanty,
Monica L. Smith, Lars Fogelin, M. K. Chauley, P. K. Dixit have dealt some aspects. But an
overview with new interpretation is given here from the excavated sites for wider use of the
scholars.
The present paper is concentrated on the development of early Buddhist rock-cut
monuments of Vamsadhara-Nagavali valley of North-East Andhra Pradesh vis-a-vis BrahmaniMahanadi valley of Odisha, besides emphasis is made to discuss the monuments discovered,
from important Buddhist sites like Langudi, Tarapur, Kayama, Neulpur, Dhauli, Aragarh of
Odisha in the Brahmani-Mahanadi valley, taking together with the monuments of North-East
Andhra Pradesh like Sankaram (Lingankonda-Bhojjanikonda), Kotturu, Bhavikonda,
Thotlakonda, Pavuralkonda. Prior to discussing about the rock-cut monuments of the above area
it is necessary to discuss about the early phase of Buddhism developed in this region.
Brahmani – Mahanadi Valley of Coastal Odisha
The geographical region of Brahmani-Mahanadi valley starts from Chandbali in the north
and extended up to the Chilka Lake in the south. The important early Buddhist settlements
developed mainly in and around the early historic fortified Buddhist site Radhanagar in the
Dharmasala Tahasil of Jajpur district and Sisupalgarh on the Daya river valley. The region of
Dharmasala is dotted with a number of Buddhist sites like Langudi, Kayama, Tarapur, Deuli,
Vajragiri etc., which were excavated during the year 1997 to 200722. The cultural sequences of
all these Buddhist sites are from early historical to early medieval period of Indian history.
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The above Buddhist sites are located on the hillocks and contain stupas, monasteries, epigraphs,
sculptures etc. Although the interesting discoveries of rock-cut monumental remains of the above
sites are caves, votive stupas, sculptures etc, which are exceptional source materials for research
on early Buddhist remains of this region. On the midst of all these Buddhist sites RadhanagarKankia a fortified early historical urban center is located. The site Radhanagar-Kankia was taken
for large scale horizontal excavation during the years 2010-201323. On the basis of the excavated
material Radhanagar-Kankia, culturally dates back to 3rd c. BCE. The important findings related
to Buddhism discovered here are inscribed stone pendant in the early Brahmi Characters of 1st c.
B.C. which reads as Sadabhu Tisa24. Asoka’s younger brother Tissa had come to Kalinga and
stayed back here. Ashok built a monastery named Bhojakagiri25 for the Theravadin monk Tissa.
Another inscribed terracotta tablet also in the early Brahmi characters of 2nd c. CE reads as
Devaya nagara. The inscription refers the name of Tisa and the second one recorded devaya
which again speaks more about Buddhism and the research is underway to obtain the context in
historical perspective. Lalitgiri is one of the major centers of Buddhism, excavated by the ASI is
situated in the Mahanga Tahsil of Cuttack district. The site flourished in between 2nd century
BCE to 14-15th century CE26. Lalitagiri is the only early Buddhist site of Odisha, where probably
the relic of Lord Buddha is found. During the excavation of the apsidal Chaitya griha at
Lalitagiri, one Brahmi inscription datable to c. 2nd CE has been unearthed. The inscription
records the completion of the seat (asana) of Adatadamana by Vinaya, a resident of
Vardhamana and his disciple Buddhitini, a resident of Aggotisila27. All these evidences show
that during the early part of the Christian Era Buddhism grew up at Lalitagiri. Another Buddhist
site excavated by ASI is Udayagiri situated in Jajpur district of Odisha, near the renowned
Ratnagiri Buddhist site. The excavation of Udayagiri-1 (Madhavapura Mahavihara) was
established the site as a Mahayanic centre with the dominance of Vajrayanic antiquities.
However the recent excavations of Udayagiri – 2 (Simhaprastha Mahavihara) 28 Chaitya
complex, one inscribed Khandolite stone in early Bhrahmi character of 1st c. BCE has been
unearthed29. The inscription reads as Kohakonasa, bearing the name of a donor. The above
inscription clearly indicates that the Simhaprastha Mahavihara of Udayagiri-2 might have
commenced during the 1st century BCE, like that of Salihundam on the left bank of the river
Vamsadhara.
The well known Dhauli hill is famous for a set of Major Rock Edicts (MRE) 30 of Emperor
Asoka engraved on the boulder containing a colossal figure of the forepart of an elephant, carved
on the top of the edicts at Dhauli. Here the separate RE is found instead of MRE XI, XII and
XIII. While in the MRE there is no reference about Buddhism, but the forepart of the elephant is
well acclaimed by the scholars as a Buddhist sculpture. The elephant is considered to be the most
sacred in the Buddhist pantheon and according to Jataka stories the White elephant in
Mayadevi’s dream, is Lord Buddha himself. Asoka expounded the main principles of dandaniti
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here and gave a special status to this acquired Kingdom including the stupa at Dhauli, for quite
some time even after Asoka, which is attested by Madharipeta inscription of 3rd century CE31. To
make Dhauli a center of Buddhist culture, several stupas, Chaityas and pillars were excavated for
the abode of recluses. Rajendralal Mitra could trace the foundations of many structures. He
mentioned that one in particular immediately above the Asokan Edicts was probably a Chaitya or
a Stupa32. The other early Buddhist sites close to Dhauli on the Daya valley are Aragarh,
Labanagiri and Kurkimundia33. The ongoing excavations of Aragarh Buddhist site by the
OIMSEAS reveals stupa remains belonging to the early Christian Era. All these sites are situated
very close to Sisupalgarh, where during further excavations by the Deccan College, Pune, the
discovery of pre Asokan Buddhist Stupa outside the fortification proves that during the pre
Asokan Era a flourished culture might have developed in this region34. It is evident that the
fortified Sisupalgarh like Radhanagar-Kankia was also surrounded by early Buddhist sites like
Dhauli, Aragarh, Labanagiri, Kurkimundia etc. The Buddhism was spreading throughout Odisha
in the early centuries of Christian era is evident in various inscriptions and monumental remains,
including the Bhadrak stone inscription of Maharaja Gana35 which has been assigned to c. 2nd –
c. 3rd CE.
The basic aim of this paper is to discuss about the rock-cut monuments of BrahmaniMahanadi valley of Odisha vis-à-vis the North-east Andhra Pradesh. The Buddhist sites of
Brahmani – Mahanadi Valley contain rock-cut monuments of early phase of Buddhsim. The
major Buddhist sites contain rock-cut Buddhist monuments include Langudi, Kayama, Tarapur,
Deuli-Deulipala, Neulpur, Aragarh etc. Langudi Buddhist site is situated in the Dharmasala
Tahasil of Jajpur district. Excavations proved to be discovered a Maha stupa, rock-cut votive
stupas and one inscribed image, probably of Emperor Asoka36. The inscribed image was
deciphered as chhikarena Rajna Asokhena, sanskritised as Sri Karena Rajna Asokena in Brahmi
script. Palaeographically it belongs to 1st c. B. C. – 1st c. A.D37. This image with the inscription
definitely shed new light as it is the only evidence that proved the major activities undertaken in
early Odisha in post 3rd century BCE and propagation of Buddhism. From Salihundam also
another inscription was discovered referring “dhamma ranjo Asokasisino”38 and an inscribed
image of Emperor Asoka, reported from Sannati (Kanganhalli)39 in Karnataka. It indicates that
the name of Emperor Asoka was carried by the Kalingan territory even after the downfall of the
Mauryan Empire. Here, it may be surmised that two separate Rock Edicts have been found at
Dhauli, Jaugarh (Odisha) and Sannati (Karnataka)40. So it may not be ruled out that the Asoakn
image along with the inscriptions might also be the part of the later Mauryan activities. The other
notable findings of early Christian Era of Langudi are the terracotta votive stupas and rock-cut
votive stupas belonging to 2nd century CE41. The early phase rock-cut monuments of Langudi
Buddhist site are votive stupas numbering 54, dancing panel, architecturally similar to
Khandagiri- Udayagiri panel, symbolic representation of lotus and lotus-bud as Buddha and
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Maitraya and rock-cut caves. The rock-cut votive stupas are very much similar with the rock-cut
votive stupas of Sankaram (Lingankonda). These terracotta architectural pieces and images may
belong the Sunga-Kushana period. It is to be mentioned here that one terracotta image mould
was found from the Radhanagar-Kankia excavations. Below the main votive stupa in the centre
of the votive stupa panel one stupa vahaka/carrier is very well projected, similar stupa vahaka
image found in a stone pillar at Thotalkonda Buddhist site.
Another Buddhist site near Langudi is Kayama, situated in the outskirt of Radhanagar. A
huge shell inscription is discovered from Kayama on the polished boulder towards 500 meters
north of the Radhanagar-Kankia fortified site. B. N. Mukharjee deciphered the inscription which
reads as Sri Sri Buddha, Gogula Raba Purugaditya, Betala Chaitya. The language of the
inscription is Sanskrit and the script is shell character Brahmi42. The appearance of Sri Sri
Buddha in the inscription clearly indicates that the place might be an important Buddhist
establishment during the early phase of Buddhism. The present name of the hill is Gogula
Pahada, which indicates the hill carries its name at least from the early part of Christian Era. A
rock-cut monolithic elephant and the associated rock-cut benches are found near the inscription.
The rock-cut cave area is situated on the road side facing towards south. There are total 14 rockcut caves noticed in the southern side of the Kayama hill. The main cave of Kayama hill
measures 14 x 13 x 4.5 ft in size. Two hearths are found in front of the cave. Channels are also
dug out for sewerage of rain water in some of the caves. In one of the small cave inscriptions are
also noticed. These caves are facing towards the wide opening of the Radhanagar fortification.
The purpose of use of these caves may be for watch and ward of Radhanagar or shelter for the
monks during rainy season. These caves are devoid of any decoration. Another twin hill facing
each other in the north of Kayama are Deuli and Deuli Pala43, situated just on the right bank of
river Brahmani. In these twin hills, large numbers of rock-cut caves are hewn, may be to
accommodate the Buddhist monks during their varsavasha. All the caves are facing towards east
except one which faces towards south. These caves are also devoid of cult images or sculptures
and can be compared with the rock-cut caves found at Dhauli. Similar caves are also found at
Sankaram (Lingankonda) in Andhra Pradesh. On the top of the Deuli hill the remains of a huge
Stupa along with large numbers of laterite blocks and remains of ancient staircases have been
noticed. The measurement of the stupa is 120ft. x 120ft. in dimension. Huge quantities of dressed
laterite blocks were employed for the construction of the stupa. In the eastern side of the stupa, a
huge sandstone monolithic pillar, measuring 5 ft in length, was discovered. Such types of pillars
are also noticed at Thotalkonda. There is no remnant of any cult objects or sculptural
representation at the site. Other important Buddhist site of Dharmasala area yielded rock-cut
monuments at Tarapur44, situated near National Highway No. 16 at Fatehpur, near Jaraka in
Jajpur district. Most probably, the name Tarapur may be derived from goddess Tara of Buddhist
pantheon. But surprisingly no such sculptural remains to the Mahayanic and Vajrayanic period
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were noticed here. On the top of the Hillock the remains of a stupa was noticed which was
partially disturbed due to natural and manmade agencies. It was constructed in square plan,
measuring 60 x 60 ft. Dressed laterite blocks were used in the lower portion of the stupa and
burnt bricks of 20 x 10 x 3 inches, 19 x 10 x 3 inches, 16 x 8 x 3 inches and 9 x 9 x 3 inches
sizes were used in the upper and top (harmika) levels. The site yielded 28 railing pillars, 12 cross
bars and 18 coping stones. The interesting rock-cut remains of the hill is a double storied cave
near the stupa. The cave is also devoid of any decorations. The other explored sites contain
similar type of rock-cut caves are Neulpur, kantigadia, Panturi in the Dharmasala area of Jajpur
district45.
Vamsadhara-Nagavali Valley/North-East Andhra Pradesh
The antiquities of early historical archaeological remains of Kalingan region, which starts
from Tamralipti in the north uninterruptedly continued upto Dantapura in the south. The major
fortified urban centers from north to south are Tamralipti, Durgadevi, Ranasahi, Radhanagar,
Sisupalgarh, Talapada, Jaugarh, Lathi and ends at Dantapura in the Srikakulam district of
Andhra Pradesh in the Kalingan coasts. In between these urban centers, numerous rural sites are
also discovered during the recent years. Another Buddhist cluster which flourished during the
early part of the Christian era in the Kalingan territory are the Buddhist remains of
Vamshadhara-Nagavali valley. The major Buddhist sites of this region are Kalingapatanam,
Salihundam, Dantapuram, Kottur, Bhavikonda, Thotalkonda, Pavuralkonda and Sankaram.
However the early Buddhist remains are not found in vertically as compare to early historical
remains. Similar to the Buddhist remains of Brahmani-Mahanadi valley, the VamshadharaNagavalley valley Buddhist remains are also found in clusters. The remains are mainly located in
two archaeological zones such as Kalingapattanam-Salihundam-Dantapura and BhavikondaThotalkonda-Kottur-Sankaram.
Kalingapatnam, the ancient port city of Kalinga, is situated on the mouth of the river
Vamsadhara. The excavations in the stupa mound between 1977-78 and 1979-80 brought to light
a wheel plan stupa, megalithic Black and Red Ware, micaceous Black Ware etc; and also
included a number of Gupta period gold coins46. Pre-stupa occupation of Kalingapatnam has
been dated to 300 BC. Scholars are of the opinion that the sea washed out Kalingapatnam and
some remains can be noticed near shore region while the rest has been silted up over the years.
Another early Buddhist site, Salihundam is situated on the right bank of the River Vamsadhara at
a distance of 5 Kilometers west of Kalingapatnam. During excavations, relic caskets, four stupas,
a Chaityagriha, structural temples and a number of sculptures reflecting the three phases of
Buddhism - Theravada, Mahayana and Vajrayana were found dating back to 2nd century BCE to
12th century CE47. Early inscriptions unearthed from Salihundam include one inscribed pot shred
of Kushana period. The language of the inscriptions is Prakrit and the script is Brahmi of 2nd c.
A.D. The inscription reads as Hamkundayika-rattavalaka-vochhiyanam-kattaharama48.
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The name Hamkundiya may be a donotary inscription for the Monastery. Another slab bearing
the inscription near the mahachaitya in Salihundam reads as Dhamma rano Asokasirino49
(Dharmarajasya Asokasri). On palaeographical grounds, it is assigned to a period between the
2nd and 1st c. BCE Dantapura the fortified Buddhist settlement yielded Buddhist antiquities
during excavations is situated on the right banks of river Vamsadhara approximately 6 kms. from
Srikakulam Road Railway Station. Dasntapur was referred by Ptolemy and various Jataka
stories. S. Levi mentions that Dantapura was a trade centre having contacts with other ports of
India and Persia during the 6th century BCE. Excavations by the Department of Archaeology,
Andhra Pradesh in 1994 revealed a row of Buddhist stupas and ruins of brick structures as well
as an earthen rampart surrounding the site50. The pottery include Northern Black Polished Ware
(NBP), Rouletted Ware, Grey Ware, Dull Red Ware, Red Slipped Ware and Knobbed Ware
showing the trade contacts of Dantapura with other parts of India. All the above three sites
flourished during the early part of the Christian Era. It clearly indicates that all these sites are
grown simultaneously with the early Buddhist culture of Brahmani-Mahanadi valley.
In the Buddhist sites of North-East Andhra Pradesh, rock-cut monuments are found at
Pavuralkonda, Thotalkonda, Bhavikonda, Kottur and Sankaram. Pavurallakonda is the local
name of the hill, popularly known as Narasimhaswamy Konda, near Bheemunipatnam about
25 kms. towards north of Visakhapatnam city on the right bank of river Gosthani. It is located at
a height of about 150 meters above MSL. Pavurallakonda consists of a ruined hill top Buddhist
monastic complex probably witnessed human habitation from 3rd century BCE to 2nd century
CE51. Excavation of this site yielded Brahmi inscriptions, Viharas, apsidal Chaityas, votive
stupas etc. Nearly Sixteen rock-cut cisterns are carved on the hill for the storage of rain water.
Thotlakonda Buddhist site is situated close to Bhavikonda about 128 meters above MSL,
overlooking the Bay of Bengal. Thotlakonda came to light during an aerial survey by the Indian
Navy for setting up a Naval Base. After its discovery, major excavations have been conducted by
the Andhra Pradesh State Archaeology Department during 1988 - 1993. The excavation revealed
Viharas, Chaityas, stupas and several other Buddhist antiquities. Thotalkonda flourished in
between c.3rd BCE to c. 2nd – 3rd CE52. To the south of the complex there is a tank which might
be served as a water source for the inhabitants of the monastery. The excavations revealed
Satavahana period lead and Roman silver coins, indicating foreign trade; terracotta tiles, stucco
decorative pieces, sculptured panels miniature stupa models in stone etc. were also found. The
excavations also yielded 12 Brahmi inscriptions. On the basis of the inscriptions, it appears that
the hill might have been known as Senagiri. "Sena" in Pali means elder, superior. Thotlakonda
witnessed peak activity in between the 2nd century BCE – 2nd century CE. It came into existence
along with nearby sites in Visakhapatnam district like Bavikonda and Pavurallakonda.
Thotlakonda declined by the end of 3rd Century CE, which could be due to the decline in
maritime trade as indicated in the Kalingapatanam excavations. Bavikonda Buddhist site is
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situated 16 kms. north of Vishakhapatnam. The term Bavikonda in Telugu means a hill of wells.
As per its name, Bavikonda is a hill which has rock-cut cisterns for the collection of rain water.
Bavikonda Monastery dates back to the 3rd century BCE53. The most notable features of the site
are the large number of rock-cut cisterns.
Sankaram54, a small village, is situated about a mile to the east of Anakapalli in the
Visakhapatnam district of Andhra Pradesh. Within a short distance to the north of the village are
two hills, one on the east called Bojjannakonda and the other on the west called Lingalakonda,
contain numerous monolithic stupas, rock-cut caves, chaityas and monasteries forming one of
the most remarkable Buddhist establishments in North-east Andhra Pradesh. Bojjannakonda is
the eastern hill covered with a large group of monolithic stupas surrounding the rock-cut
platforms of the Maha stupa. The dome of the stupa is found constructed of brick. Groups of
rock-cut and brick stupas and small chaityas surround this stupa. In two of the brick stupas, stone
relic caskets in the form of miniature stupas were found. In all, on this hill, there are six rock-cut
caves of which some have sculptured panels. In general, each panel consists of a seated Buddha
and attendants. There are also terraced Chaitya Griha's located towards north of the Maha Stupa.
The apsidal structure and stupa are located at the top of the hill. The bases of the structures are
rock-cut, with the super structures constructed of bricks. Several rock-cut votive stupas also
mark the hill near the apsidal structure. Lingalakonda, the western hill of the site is covered with
a large number of rock-cut small stupas form the shape of a ridge. Numerous antiquities were
recovered during the excavations conducted in 1907-08 by Mr. Alexander Rea, on both the hills.
During excavations from this area pottery, coins of gold copper and lead; seals, terracotta
inscribed tablets, terracotta beads, and terracotta figures and varieties of coins were recovered.
These rock-cut votive stupas are very much similar with the rock-cut votive stupas of Langudi.
On the western slope of the hill, rock-cut caves are found near the votive stupa panels. Inside the
center of one cave a rock-cut stupa was noticed. However in the rock-cut caves of Brahmani
valley, the caves are devoid of any Buddhist antiquities. Another nearby excavated Buddhist site
Kottur is 17 kms. away from Sankaram on the left bank of river Sarada, contains spoke and
wheel method stupa and rock-cut caves. The original stupa might be enlarged two times, similar
to Kalingapattanam stupa. The site flourished in between c. 2nd BCE to c. 2nd CE55.
Discussion and Conclusion
1.

The single banded rock-cut votive stupas of Langudi and Lingankonda are architecturally
similar to each other.

2.

Similar types of cisterns are found from Aragarh, Bhavikonda, whereas the stepped
cisterns of Thotalkonda are somehow different from the above sites.

3.

The rock-cut caves devoid of any decorations are found from Langudi, Tarapur, Deuli,
Neulpur and Sankaram. Only in center of one cave rock-cut stupa has been noticed in
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Sankaram. Whether these cave are meant for Varshavasa or meditation or pre Monastic
establishment for the Monks?
4.

As indicated from the cultural sequence these rock-cut structural activities might be started
from Langudi hill Buddhist site.

5.

Whether these rock-cut architecture are a product of a separate school of architecture
(Kalingan) in comparison to western India.

6.

During the 3rd century BCE fortified sites like Sisupalgarh, Jaugarh, Radhanagar-Kankia,
yielded Buddhist antiquities. Dhauli, which bears the Asokan MRE, was also a Buddhist
site as per the previous work by different scholars. Pre Asokan Stupa also unearthed
outside the fortification area of Sisupalgarh during the further excavations by Deccan
College, Pune and similar structures was also exposed during the 1954-55 excavations by
B. K. Thapar.

7.

During the 2nd century BCE, Buddhist antiquities are found from Lalitagiri, Salihundam,
Bavikonda and recently excavated Aragarh.

8.

The Buddhism was spreading throughout Odisha during 3rd century CE as evident in
various inscriptions, including the Bhadrak stone inscription of Maharaja Gana.
Nagarjunikonda inscription of the 14th regnal year of the Iksvaku king Virapurusadatta
(second half of the 3rd century CE) refers to Sri Lankan monks preaching in Tosali.

9.

The excavations of the fortified settlement of Dantapur near Salihundam on the left bank of
Vamsadhara, by State Department of Archaeology, Andhra Pradesh also unearthed the
remains of early period brick stupas. From Tramralipti on Rupnarayan river (Hugli) in north
to Sankaram on Nagavali in the south, Kalingan coast is dotted with Buddhist sites in each
and every river valley ranging from 3rd century BCE to late medieval period.

10. Like Rajgriha and its surrounding Buddhist sites like Nalanda, Gridhakuta hill, etc.,
Radhanagar-Kankia, Sisupalgarh and Dantapura also surrounded by early Buddhist sites
Kalingapatanam and Salihundam. Radhanagar is surrounded by early Buddhist sites like
Kayama, Deuli, Tarapur, Langudi, Vajragiri etc. The above structural remains clearly
indicate that during the 3rd century BCE to 3rd century CE, Kalinga was a Buddhist hub as
compared to Magadha or North India.
11. All these Buddhist hubs are developed near the major river mouths i.e. Brahmani valley,
Mahanadi-Kathajodi Delta, Rushikulya and Vamsadhara – Nagavali valley. All these rivers
are the main source of transportation for traders to the hinterland. It indicates towards that
all these Buddhist sites might be patronized by the traders.
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All the above archaeological remains found from the cultural levels of excavated sites. All
the Buddhist sites are dating back to 3rd – 2nd c. BCE and continued up to the early medieval
period. The sites are also rich in the monumental remains such as Stupas, Chaityas, Monasteries
and Images. The significant sites are Radhanagar-Kankia, a fortified Buddhist settlement,
Lalitagiri and Langudi, in one cluster and Dhauli, Aragarh, Kurkimundia in Daya valley. The
post Asokan period is significantly marked in these sites together with Salihundam, Dantapur,
Kottur, Kalingapatnam in the north east Andhra Pradesh. The rock-cut monuments and Buddhist
antiquities as discussed throws new light on the richness of Buddhism and the visit of the monks
and pilgrims, traders, constructions of Viharas (Monasteries) and even carry the name of Asoka.
Since Kalinga was an important geographical entity during the early historic period, the life and
culture of the area could be known from these Buddhist sites more so from the discovered
monumental remains.
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Rajo, The Swing Festival of Kalinga (India)
Dr. Deepak Bhattacharya2
Introduction
In this communication we discuss one cultural festival of Oḍiṣā (erstwhile Kaliṇga
heartland) namely the Rajo which is ethnic and unique to her[1], We try to evaluate few select
aspects vis-a-vis the vernacular Luni calendar, which in turn is moored to the Madalā Pānji (Śri
Jagaṇnāth Temple Almanac). Never before to us, was such perspective ever set before the
reader(s). The Rajo in Oḍiṣā, the eastern province of India is held with full fervor, gaiety by one
and all (cross cast-profession spectrum); is even associated with official leave. We use the term
Kaliṇga to establish a mental tele-connection with history and geography as part of our
considered view that the term Kaliṇga is of antiquity and is also associated with variety;
researched sparsely; and also because the Hindu lexicons [2] indicate the meaning and scope of
the term ‘kaliṇga’ as ‘cleaver & intelligent\cunning’. It is possible that a cleaver society may
have (i) intelligent reasons to have a exclusive swing festival for explicit reasons and/or for
exclusive sub-populations (ii) reasons to have public display (iii) hence may have it preserved in
archaeology (apart from oral & literary traditions), which has not been brought to light. The
Kaliṇga(s) abounds in archaeological remains.

Fig.1

A Rajo doli, in full play motion, U-Tube-WWW with
thanks. Shows 3 girls in one sledge. The standing figure is providing
the pengā. Behind is the gate of a Govt. residential quarter.

2

The Rajo (menstruation) is a
three day deemed ‘menstrual period’
for the mother earth. It is a date in the
solar calendar coincident with Gemini
asterism (mithūna). Astronomically, in
relation to the geo-space of 170 49’ to
22 0 34’ N and 81 0 29’ to 87 0 29’E
(Oḍiṣā), the Gemini asterism and the
Sun get co-incident annually. It
heralds the Rajo. The 1 st day of
observance is known as Paheli Rajo
(1st menstruation-biological view pointterrestrial locus) and whereas, it is the
day of 1st contact of the ecliptic (Sun)
with Gemini asterism in the night sky.
The 2nd day is Saṇkāṇti (full contact),
and is the main day of the swing
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festival of the three day celebrations. The term mithūna means courtship/love making/coitus.
During this period all farm implements are put aside or are offered on worship and no earth
related activity is done, women do not cook, they put on new dress and take to the swing (3
days). Śesa Rajo is last contact of the asterism. From astro-climatologic angle Rajo marks the
beginning of the wet season (pre-Monsoon along the eastern shore board of the Indian
peninsula). On such date, meteorologically, the country side is breezeless, cloud covered, hot and
moist (semi-entropy like condition). Sweat and body odor are very conspicuous. A swing
provides great relief by increasing the evapo-transpiration from the body resulting in drive away
of unearned fatigue.
In historical Kaliṇga-Ùtkala-Oḍra-Oḍiṣā-et.al., (various synonyms) since c.11th A.D., there
is current a very ultra wide cum deep consciousness about Śri Viṣnū-Śri-Kriṣna. And whereas, in
the same country the tithi (annual date) of the Full moon of the Spring Equinox is called “Dola
Poornimā” (swing-full moon). A tithi, whence all the Hindu deities (vaiṣnava in particular) in
temples; monasteries; or in private houses and even demised and living divine personalities
(alike Śāi Bābā) are put on and/or are envisaged on swings. The Dola Poornimā is a religion
related cultural practice. Śiddhāṇtically (astronomically) to the naked eye, the full moon of the
Dola Poornimā seem to be visually aligned with the 200N latitude (runs though the mid of
Oḍiṣā), and often at perigee cum syzygy. Post this tithi, every selenic phase seem to experience
swing (even extreme swings) in trajectory in relation to +200 Latitude. This has thrown asunder
the attempted selenic-trajectory pre-calculations by the ancient Hindu astronomers (known as
ṣiddhāṇtims) and saints (Riṣis) about the (would be) trajectory. They failed inspite of being the
brightest mathematician / astronomers on cognate period basis - globally. They have therefore
(almost in unison including the Jagatguroo Adi Sankaracharya), ended up comparing the moon’s
trajectory with that of the ‘mind and/or attitude of a damsel’ ! Meteorologically, for the human
mind-body a invigorating salubrious sea breeze of the order 10-30knots picks up to stay put for a
month or more all along the eastern sea board of India (Kaliṇga in particular). Colloquially it is
known as Caity pabana (gaiety breezy), and as chaitra māsa (gaiety month) on the Hindu luni
calendar, respectively. We cannot discount such discussion.
Whereas, post Rajo, all types of farming activity starts. We know, Oḍiṣā depends on rain
fed sustenance type agriculture (mono crop). Agriculture provides employment, food and hence
Rajo is a social festival (ṣāmājik ūtṣav i.e., social function) that has a strong component of
applied tradition (vyāvahārik prathā) which invites the next (bountyfull) cropping season.
Therefore, Rajo is also a festival of the women of the farming communities. It comes
approximately 45 days before khudūrkuni oṣā and 60 days pre Ganeṣa vrata. The Mādalā Paṇji
is the temple ephemeris of Sri Jagaṇnāth Dhām (heritage zone). It is based on the lunar cycle(s).
Almost all ādivāsis (original inhabitants) of India follow the solar calendar (supporting
information). Rajo too is entirely moored to the solar calendar. Is observed mostly by the female
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folks. Is not observed inside any of the great shrines of Oḍiṣā. So, the Rajo can be argued as to
be older to or independent off the ephemeric traditions and practices of that great Hindu temple
genic culture/practices(note-i). The term Saṇkrānti literary and technically means (being
collinear with the ecliptic). It is a Sanskrit technical phone. Rajo is a Prākrit phone comprised of
only two consonants of the Oḍiyā vernacular as alike in Prākrit. The Oḍiyā lingua of the
commoner and that of the dictionary are embellished with phones comprised of two consonants
and/or more(note-ii). Vowels being conspicuous by absence (as in Prākrit & Pāli). The term
prākrit means ‘natural-naturale’ and tacitly connotes ‘palli’ i.e. rural. Kaliṇga was ‘mlechha
deṣa’, i.e., a country of non-Sanskrit speech [3,4]. So Prākrit & Pāli was the main stay (see
author’s various publications). This suggests two-way assimilation cum up-take between
Brāhmanic and non-Brāhmanic ways and means, by & by. The Rajo to our mind is a candidate
which has undergone such assimilation/cross cast uptake mechanics.
India has numerous swing festivals in her regional cultures. In her well-to-do homes
(afghan/mughal/christian included) in the rural/urban locations the swing is part of the furniture.
However, it is conspicuous by absence among the Buddhists of all orders. Among the poor and
the displaced (due to urbanization / developmental processes) the swing takes the shape of a ‘U’
shaped hammock, slung from tree-branch or from any rafter available any where. It is alike a
pendulum. This unique ‘U’ shape configuration is got by tying the two ends of the sāree alias
‘wrapper’, which is a unique stitch less female mono wear. In it, the infant/child gets the feel of
the mother’s lap and sleeps and lies still, with the gentle swing. It is relevant to relate that almost
the entire stock of able bodied ladies of the Indian farming community seasonally go out to the
field to work in roster (some works viz. rice-sapling transplantation being specially done by
them). Interestingly, such sāree make hammock (from its locus from under the cool-dense shade
of the tropical flora) goes indoor during monsoon and virtually vanishes during the winter.
Again, from another perspective, in some regions such as the Ganga-Jamuna river valley-plains,
almost in all cases, the swing is associated with Lord Śri Kriṣna and/or with Śri Rādhā et.al.,
[Rādhā= peerless tip-toer ?] and or with harvest or whiling (time pass) or relaxing. In the Hindi
speaking belt of India, the groom is referred to as Dulhā (swing inducer) and the bride to as
Dulhan (swinger). Stemmatics suggest that either have their stems in the parent phone ‘doli’
(palanquin/swing). Dulhā is a phone of masculine gender, while dulhaṇ is of feminine gender.
Phonetically either form a compatible pair that deliver onto the user and hearer a soft-supple-feel
of a would be couple (nuptial engagement). In Bengal, the said device is termed as Dolnā (an
abstract verb of present continuous usage; neither masculine nor feminine). So, if we change our
perspective the transpiration alters. So also if we change geographical locations (within India)
the perspective changes. In the Indian panoramic view the swing is an un-ubiquitous member to
the non-discerning eye. Often, a dirty device of time pass; of vacant mind and or lassitude. To
the discerning, it is talkative.
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The swing is shown in few murals in the temple art
of Oḍiṣā dated to between c.9th – 15th A.D., which
bespeaks of the involvement of the commoner, the
divinity and the royalty. Fig-2 is from the bāma dvāra
baṇdha (left door sill) of Śri Mukteṣwar (correct name
being Siddheṣwar) [5]. The door sill has an upward
creeping flora, at every bend of which is shown a ṣevāit
(servitor) of certain niyoga (guild) signaling his service
trait. The creeper is imaginary kriyā-kalpa-latā[6] that is
symbolic of the various types of services / guilds starting
with youths and terminating with vaya-brdha jaṭā
dhārees (old aged having matted locks) and pujā-viṣeka;
et.al. Here we can see a grown up man, having jāṭā
(matted locks), mustache and a pair of hāra (necklace),
sitting on a rope-swing (a type~very popular in the local
country side). This posture in the locale is called peṇgā
(ping). It is a mode of doing sit-ups while on a swing. The
sit-ups provide the driver potential for the swing device to
pick up speed ~ large oscillation. The artifact is made of
fine grained deep red type sand stone of the Rāni-pathara
(red stone) of the Aṭhagaḍa series. This artifact is dated to
between c.800-899 A.D.; size being miniature.

F-3

F-2

Fig-3 is that of the world famous Mukeṣtvar
toraña (arch) located affront the shrine in the inner
of which we note Fig.2 (the visible door frame is
that of the jagamohana. Beyond is another door way
leading to the garva grihā / womb room on which is
drawn Fig-2). The actual name of the shrine is
Śiddheṣvar (the ASI had misnamed it). This is a
Makara toraña (reptilian arch) has slots for setting
up the royal swing and for (maṣāla) flaming torches.
The indentures are that of secular (non-religious)
and is clearly associated with dance/drama and
public enactment of entertainment shows. The
royalty as the chief patron (possibly) used to sit in
the swing and enjoy the performing arts. It is an
engineering marvel apart from being an architectural
one. The faces (inscribed within a suggestive lunar
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ring) are that of juvenile male and a mid aged lady (mother Kolāvati & her prince son Ùdyot
Keṣari alias Enterprising Lion - a metaphor). Is made of fine grained rich orange-brown type
Rāni pathara. Globally peerless.
Fig.-4 is that of Makara toraña
located at Teeni-mūṇdiā junction on the
Baḍa danḍa (big thoroughfare) at
Bhubaneswar. Here we note the faces are
that of a male and a female (king &
queen, inscribed in characteristic
ṣomavaṇsi full-moon medallion form as
in Fig.-3. Hook type appendages are
there for affixing a swing. The art
indentures differ much, although few
common items alike rudrāksa māla
(garland of aeleo carpus genitrus); aṇga
ṣikhara (symbolic appended spires-as if
this too is an apex temple); muktāvali
(pearl necklace – signifying royalty) are
noted. The apex members are that of a
Pūrna kūmbha (full pot) atop a pagoda
type shrine being ferried by aṣṭa-keṣaris
(lion-octane), who all are straining
towards as many direction, conjointly
F-4
signifies Dharmapravartana (faith
propagation) aspect, and a pair of Thoṇṭa
modā mayūra (nape twisted peacock). It represents the demise of Maūrya dynasty that used to
provide state patronage to Buddhism and used to call it Dharma (the faith). Below it is a
Kirtimūkha (builder’s face); and an elaborate nāga siṇkūli (snake chain) terminating on either
side as the Nāga King & Queen. It signifies the intimate association of all the ṣaivas, as because
Nāga gotra (mega group) formed (yet forms) the largest segment of the gotra based subpopulation among the Hindus. The whole style is that of late c.10th A.D. The haṇṣa dhāḍi (swan
procession) is very rare & significant. They theriopomorphically represent the scholars
(Brahmanas) who all are oriented towards the state/political head (who would sit on a swing
under the arch). The haṇṣa dhāḍi symbolizes fillip to Brahmanatva. Our considered view is that
this arch is the contribution of the mighty Māhāṣivagupta Dharmaratha (c.960-995 A.D.) alias
Paraṣūrām of the Śomavaṇsi dynasty; who was also a darling of the Brahmins [7]. Moreover, it
is located in the vicinity of the Brahmana sāhi (scholar’s settlement); and an erstwhile Taṇtra
maṇdira (esoteric shrine – seen as the back drop); others. So, the royal pair would sit in a swing
and enjoy the Ratha yātra (car festival) of Mahaprvoo Śri Liṇgarāj as he astride his giant
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wooden chariot annually passes by in his
Tripurāṇṭaka rūpa (victor of the three worlds) on
Asoka-Asṭami tithi (April-8th Waxing phase) and
also play Holi (festival of colours) along with the
servitors guilds on Dola poornimā. Asoka-Asṭami is
also considered as the coronation day of emperor
Asoka the maurya and/or his birth day (made more
popular during Harsha Vardhan’s period,c.7th
A.D.). Celebrating a Ratha yātra in Tripurāṇṭaka
rūpa alludes to resurgence of Brahmanic
scholarship and hence is the anti-thesis to concept
of state sponsorship to the Buddhist order (to
Avadāna scholarship). It may be noted that the
term ‘Brahmana’ means ‘scholar’. The rich tone is
topically applied – terracotta. There has been
significant amount of earth work done, hence the
height of the bedi has got lowered. Apart art,
between Fig-3 & 4 the architecture and engineering
also differ much.

F- 5

Fig.-5 is that of another select specimen
of Makara toraña; is built on a high podium
(7-8 feet above erstwhile ground level); is also
the biggest (H15’xW8’). It is located in Tala
Bazār at Old Bhubaneswar, and is popularly
known as Dola Bedi (swing podium). Lord Śri
LiÉgarāj’s (indication royale) brass make
calañti pratimā (mobile image) comes to this
podium on the occasion of Dola Poornimā. A
swing is set up and rituals are conducted. We
may note that it has large solar devices
emblazoned on it. It may allude to Śuryavaṇsi
patronage (c.14-15th A.D.). It has no royal
insignia on it. It is a podium exclusively for
religious rituals. This device is experiencing
encroachment and dilapidation of serious
nature. Dola ūtṣav at this site as yet remains a
state sponsored function.

F-6
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F-7

Fig.-7 is that of another toraña erected affront a Śiva temple and it
Fig.-6 faces Fig.-5 (opposite located). This toraña has a pair of bust of crowned Lions with
frowning countenances atop, as the crowning members. It represents the Narasimha (lion among
men) aspect i.e., the then state’s insignia. The term ‘narasimha’ is a popular respectful metaphor
denoting the kaliñgiya sovereign. This is the dola bedi of the royalty. They would sit here and
observe the festivities (including onset of Ratha Yātra). This is a secular structure. This too has
solar devices and can tentatively be grouped with the datum of Fig.5. This Śiva shrine is very
rare as it faces north towards star Kratū / Dhūbe (Cintāmani i.e., boon bestower aspect).
Normally, the state/ sovereign has historically been the boon bestower (in all places in all times).
So the Dola Bedi as in Fig.5 is that of the divinity and the Dola Bedi as in Fig.6 is that of the
political head. Fig-7 is that of specimen from the outskirts of a village at the south-eastern fringe
of the Chilikā lake (near Palur canal), in the district of Gaṇjām. We can see that it is quite away
from any tenements. Numerous villages have similar Dola Bedis located in the central business
district of the village (specially if it be a fully Brahmin village known as Śāsani Brahmana Gaon
(administering scholar’s settlement). Fig.-2 is that of Makara toraña located in an ampi-theatre.
Fig.3-7 are select members of Makara toraña(s) having high alter type vedis (podiums). All in
mūtāngana (open air), for ṣarvaṣādārana (public purposes). All, swing fit. In the case of the
ampi-theater the swing, the occupants in the swing and the artist/performers all would be in the
well of the theater, while the viewers would all be on high ground only on three sides. In the case
of the high-alter devices the scheme is reversed. So, a see-saw happened historically between
c.9th-16th A.D., in the design and engineering of the base structures. The swing remained.
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Fig.-8 is that of an artifact from the
archaeological gallery of the National
Museum, New Delhi. It shows the youth
emperor sitting in āḍapa (pomp) in lalitāsana
(lovely posture) on a swing throne under a
piḍhā chatri (stepped canopy) in court with
plethora of courtiers, with a wide blade large
bare sword laid across his lap, in right order.
The citra kathā (hieroglyphics) is quite
eloquent that (i) power/stability grows out
from the blade of the sword (ii) this young
emperor is ever-ready to join battle (iii) he was
left hemispheric (right handed/normal). This
apex person is a samarthā (capable). Faith
based stability harbingers a swing-full life.
Across Kaliṇga are dola bedis (swing podium),
which all are associated with (similar) mobile
thrones (specimen, F-8). Noteworthy are the
look-out lions and the centrally placed purna
kuïbha as the crowning insignias. The snarling,
ready-to-jab leos are adult male, and represent
the narasimha aspect of Kaliṇga cinta-o-cetanā
(thought & consciousness).

F- 8

The mayura (pavo cristatus) is
abundantly available even in numerous tracts of
F-8 : is that of Emperor Narasimha Dev I, National
Odisha. Even a large district is called
Museum, New Delhi. Non boulevard type. Swing
Mayurbhanja (peacock-dispellers i.e., antithrone under Makara toraña. Jalsā is on.
maurya). The term ‘bhaṇja’ is a rare indigenous
oḍiā acronym. Interestingly, since the battle of Dhauli the mayura art was never appended to
anything that was associated with apex royalty and/or divinity (pre c.1560). In this study we shall
see later that it is the parakeet (ring necked, psittacula kramer) and not the peacock that was
associated with Kaliṇgiya rāj dutta kirtis. The pavo is a hunter. The psittacula is a love bird. The
purna kuïbha denotes fulsomeness in the domain of this sovereign. The piḍhā chatri is beautifully
scaled suggestive of stones/tiles. It is also suggestive of deula (abode), of mukhasālā (front
porch) cum vazramastaka (thundering head) in tri-ratha saili (tripartite style). It rests on khaïbas
(pillars) that tapper in ballooning fashion, while spreading out at the top. Angled pilasters calls
for mathematico-engineering calculations in load transfer to attain structural stability. To its front
is the typical double stepped makara-toraña (reptilian arch) comprised of parabola triplets. Only
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F- 9

F-9 : Throne’s canopy. Is piḍha (stepped) roof, tri-ratha, purna kuïbha protected by jhapaṭ kesari (jabbing
snarling Lions) pair. Below is the makara toraña (reptilian arch), triple parabola are indigenous to kaliṇgiya
school of architecture. Pan-globally, peerless on datum (mono arch at Siddhesvara, see www Rajo Doli).

of modern learning we (now) know that such design transposes the horizontal component of the
thrust on the pillars efficiently (a) partly on to the pillars (b) cancels partly at apex (c) elongates
the vectored path (d) while a significant component is transposed/slung into the free atmosphere.
In the top-centre is an ṭhikiri (diamond). It signifies the status of the throne and its occupant. The
chatri and the toraña have tapering,segmented, rotundus khaïbas (khaïbas are tapering and
hexagonal). The emperor sits on a mattress the corner of which dangles out in front suggesting it
to be expensive and flowing (this type also has its forerunner in the art of Śri Liṇgarāj temple,
c.1010-1030A.D). It too is a style statement. He has an enticing physique. His ornaments are
unique, novel, native yet leave lot much of his youthful body bare. Even his balā (shin ornament)
is effusive about being mañi-ïandita (jewel beset) with tri-ratna (tri-jems). Its design has
similarity with that of Siïba flower (Dolichos lablab) that has close call with the clitoris. Intake
imparts excellent vaginal tone and clitoral tenor (historical-cultural medicinal food. Siïba is also
anti-leprosy). In Oḍiṣā even to this date, khaṇḍāits are also considered as ‘qualified’ and hence
wear the ‘pavita’ (knowledgeable person’s appendage). Śri Nrasimha too wears a tri-stringed
pavitā. It denotes vidyādhara aspect i.e., repository of societal intellectual property. Brahmins
wear 6+3 strings [8]. His mañi mekhalā (jeweled waist girdle) has triple rows. His lower garment
is body hugging with delicate fine embroidery. His swing-seat is footed and is raised by iron
chains. The swing being induced by gorgeous damsels from either side. His eminence is further
suggested on to the beholder by the upwardly billowing Field Marshal’s drapery and the balā (as
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in other icons of Koñarak). Discussing iconology of Śurya (Sun) the immortal J. N. Bannerjee
[9] has suggested that ‘uḍikā’ means in-flight attire. Swinging is flight like motion. Narasimha is
tacitly alluded to as Śurya (who is also the presiding deity of Konarak). This is 2-in-1 aspect. His
mother, Śusree Kasturi Devi is possibly the corner crowned face to the viewer’s right (elderly
countenance). To his hind are a male valet and a sevāit (male attendant). Ladies out-number. At
his feat are attractive ladies of his hārem (bird cage) who are playing various musical instruments
and also have the cāmara (sable hair breezer). A lady is fondly caressing his dangled out feet. A
jalsā (musical soiree) is in progress. All this in Urdu can be intonated as diwan-e-khās (special
audience). In the museum nationale, there are other variants of thrones. A throne with a swing is
a great idea and a gem of an engineering. Pan globally, singular on datum.
Whereas, the Gaṇga specimen (F-8) presents wide arches, more spaces, a shift from
compaction to free spaces; from circular to polygonal roof styles and load distribution methods
including angled stilts (as in present day ultra modern front façade designs of multi storied
commercially designed structures), resulting in ‘space engineering’ with more of ‘air/head
space’. The angled stilts also suggests ‘suspension’ of the load in air (as in advanced design
engineering). The interlocking iron chain is uncenated adjacent to the point where the curved
bridge (load) lands on the inclined pillar (inset, F-8). The chain is loaded. The seat provides the
lowest point of the centre of gravity. This offsets some of the load and forms a supplementary
stay. This additionally leads to structural stability. It reminiscences the mechanics of the modern
slung bridge designs (Golden Gate/Rabindra/ Vidyasagar bridges), while the swing teases the
mind with lessons in ‘simple harmonic motion’. The structures are also set in a kaleidoscopic
manner accentuated by 3D bold, in-motion presentation. There is so much more than that meets
the eye. It may suffice to say, that, in the company of concommital damsels the swing selectively
relaxes the mind and many an involuntary youthful muscles. The appendages leap to the fore as
talkative vital components. The contents of these motifs, their placements jointly and severally
impart rare articulation with perfect brevity. To the indulgent they signal victory and sound
security. Such ethos is unputdownable. Studying and correlating them have provided years of
unbounded joy. Conclusion is pectoris to pen.
We go back. The traditions and practices relating to Rajo doli (menstrual swing) is precultivation, pre-tilling and is basically a female gender centric festival. A festival of the masses
and the ordinary. Whereas, our cited members of the archaeology of dola vedis are that of the
divinity and the royalty. The art indentures are nidarsana mūlaka (suggestive) and include signs,
signatures and devices of various sects, orders, servitors, dynasties and about the proper patron.
Nothing is noted about Śri Ganeṣa. In the very same Kaliṇga, My Lord Ganeṣa (the man-tusker
therianthropomorphic icon) is seen holding paddy (dhāna beni) in the temple art dated to
between c.650 - 1050 A.D., and in her vernacular (Oḍiyā) literature of between c.16th-20th, is
indicated as (choice) boon-bestower. Both Śri Gajapati & Śri Ganeṣa in public are known as
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Gajarāja (tusker-lord). Yet My Lord Ganeṣa does not take to the swing. The doli is feminine.
My Lord Śri Ganeṣa in Kaliṇga was a generalissimo (nāyaka) and the (composite) iconic
representation (in therianthropomorphic form of later period c.15-16th A.D.) of the super
sovereign Gajapati. Hence, (possible-theory) Generalissimo Śri Māhāvināyak (Great
extraordinary leader) kept self off the swing and in turn the artisan refrained from depicting him
in/on or around a swing, in the historical art of Kaliṇga of all periods. In our desideratum [10]
we have further averred that Śri Ganeṣa in Oḍiṣā was the lord of the Khanḍāits (filial swords
men↔native martial class). Belligerent and recalcitrant as were the vināyakas (sentinels)-so too
be the Khaṇḍāits till date- were an independent lot, who (either – vinayakas of the past &
Khanḍāits of the present) however, love/d and respect/ed benign pratipālakas (overlords /
maintainers) and propitiation (jācibā). World over, in all civilisations past, and societies present,
a sentinel never takes to the swing. ‘He stand/sits either at ease or in attention or in shoulderarms’. So too, in ‘kaliṇga-oḍra dese ca Oḍiṣā; …iti Māhāvināyak kathā’. So, when decked up,
the swing gets to be associated with VIPs, otherwise is at ease, as pedant. Is never associated
with sentries & sentinels. Ever present. In which land did the swing germinate ? Surely, multi
lateral cum multi-disciplinary research is warranted.

F- 10

At Śri Gajannāth Temple, on the Kūruma Beḍā [11,12] (turtle limit/fortification-note-iii ),
beside the eastern gate (to viewer’s right) we can see the mighty Kaliṇgiya sovereign on a swing
which is slung from a canopy which in turn is fixed on a raised pedestal on a large ship which is in
sailing mode. Fig-10 is a hand drawn sketch (Cameras and every other form of optical/electronic
recording instruments/devices are prohibited). The precinct is also out of bounds for non Hindus.
The canopy rests on 4 ornate pillars sculptured in the form of young female-facing the seat. There
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are few more females standing towards the stern (each holding either an item of service or in
reverent pose). We can see Śri Gajapati (Lord of Tuskers) is sitting under a canopy on a swing (flat
base) that is pendulumed from the four corners by long (top tapering) indentures that have rings
and hooks at either end to enable disbandling and re-fixing. The combination of ring ↔ hook &
solid bar type pendulums (also) allow induction of mini swings in all the axis. This allows the
platform to remain horizontal. Why ? Because, swings when permitted (free play) in all axis leads
to cancellation of generation of swings of wide pitch (long wave length). Induction of forces by the
roll & pitch of the floatsam gets fractionated = cancellation (at joint/hook points). It permits easy
sitting posture and also down turns nausea/sea sickness. Two vessels have been jointed to make a
large barge. The emperor is facing the Star Board side alias ‘Senior side’ and five oars men are
visible of which four are in full flexed state; each holding long oars. The fifth stands at ease at the
bow. He could be a ‘step-in’, for any human or technical exigency. The vessel seems to be made of
rows of planks. The stern is very smart as alike in modern (navy) frigates. They have a vertices.
The top side being horizontal and the bottom side being angled at about 30-450 to the horizontal
(towards water surface~visual assessment). The bow rises vertically upwards with a prominent
bulge. The bulge is the point /locus where the forward thrust peaks and also meets the opposing
force (waves/water). Therefore, enlargement of surface is called for, which is effectively provided
by the curvature. Why ? The (dormant) energy in the waves that splash on to the bow (as the vessel
fjords forward) become kinetic (active). Such opposing kinetic force is played out on the larger
surface (thinning of water leads to fractionation and dissipation of the wave inflicted
thrust/energy). The adsorbed component of the thrust/energy is then efficiently countered by the
lines of forces (from the stern towards the bow) arising out of velocity. The bow is the locus of
meeting of the opposing forces (in a moving vessel in any given fluid field). The higher is the
specific gravity of the fluid field and or the heavier is the laden load (dead weight ~ represented as
‘DWT’ in modern times. T= tonnage) the curvature/surface area of the bow will be
commensurately larger. The opposing forces (are then) jointly and efficiently vectored towards the
tip of the bow; some of it dissipating into the air from the tip (enstrophy point). Enstrophy imparts
lift. Frontal lift results in higher speed. High-cum-wide bow is an energy vectoring/cancellation
design. This adds buoyancy to the front segment of the ship, resulting in lift tendency and greater
efficiency in displacement. In Fig.-8 the bow is high as alike in modern day cargo vessels/oil
tankers\air craft carriers of ultra heavy ‘Dead Weight’. Such high bow would also have assisted
entrapment of breeze and consequently in the genesis of driver potential (generating at the bow
sans addition of any dead weight). In other words, such design allow conversion of wind energy
into acceleration/automation. The 30-450 angulation of the stern helps in its jutting out – hovering
over the float media. Inertia loads the vertices (tip) of the stern with part of the deflected weight of
the vessel, which due design function is consequently transposed in an angled form onto the fluid
body and acts as an lever (Class-III type) and as an angled thrust collinear to the direction of
displacement of the vessel. It too is preferred design.
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Regarding Star Board side, we may quote ‘Wikipedia’, as follows. “The starboard side of
most naval vessels the world over is designated as the "senior" side. The officer’s gangway or sea
ladder is shipped on this side and this side of the quarterdeck is reserved for the captain. The flag
or pennant of the ship's captain or senior officer in command is generally hoist on the starboard
yard. Nocturnally it is also marked by ‘Red light” [13,14]. On its abacus (Fig-10) are drawn wave
like design. The barge is evidently in ‘fast-forward’ motion, which is why, the emperor with his
right arm has to hold on to a strap that is slung from the roof (on the opposite side of the
motion/due inertia). On the sides of the barge are shown a line of designer buffers that allow
smooth/crash less docking. The emperor strikes lalitāsana (beautiful/lovely pose), with left hand in
kaṭi haṣta bhaṇgi (hand on hip) and with the right arm he grips the strip. The Hindu literature
(specially the regional recessions) talk much about jala-kiḍā (water sports) and about naū-vānijya
(maritime trade). The designer buffers also prompt the beholder to think of ‘royal barge’. Inter-alai
in relation to our topic and model which means, the sculpture represents the average of some
regular or that of a very special event. In relation to the presence of ladies on a fast-forward royal
barge decorated by the presence of an emperor of and in a maritime power/state, we may profit to
relate that historians tell us that when Julius Caesar had marched onto Cleopatra’s Egypt, she had
welcomed/met the conqueror, coming in on a royal barge piloted/deck managed by ladies. So
ladies on a royal barge is no new thing. The swing seems to be unique.
The term Rajo is a metaphor. One of the
underlying ethos (so far not discussed by any
scholar) is that a ship swings on the water
surface, and in turn induces motion onto the
swing\doli via a delayed action mechanism. The
flotilla and the swing oscillate variably across the
imaginary line drawn from bow-to-stern. So, to
the person perched on a ‘fast-forward’ floatsam
can be unsettling. When on a swing all this gets
negated and also it is a matter of show business.
Our considered view is that Śri Gajapati the
Supreme commander is so relaxed because of his
F- 11
naval might and able mariners ! (?). Hence, in
modern times ‘Fleet Review’ is only done by the
Supreme Commander of a Maritime Super Powers i.e., a Blue Sea Navy. This mural (F-10) also
embeds useful lessons of Physics pertaining to simple harmonic motion(s). A well loaded large
swing on a ship deck will also tend to cancel roll (side to side undulating motion of the vessel,
which induces sea sickness) and in turn impart stability to the floatsam as well, precisely due to
delayed action mechanism allowing smooth sailing [15].
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Beside the emperor is a banner. It is not a Chattā (umbrella) as is associated with peace
time institutions; enterprises; Jani & Jatras (sojourns & fairs) of the Gajapati and the Holy
Trinity at Śri Khetra Pūri and with Tripurāṇṭaka Māhādev Śri Liṇgarāj as at Bhubaneswar. It is
that of a Thāṭṭa [16] (Regiment). Historically, sans variation, the Chattā either have flat or
parabolic top architecture (they are plentily depicted in the stone art of Oḍiṣā from onwards
c.650 A.D. ~ and not the type as in Fig-8 & 9). In Fig.-11 we see stepped parallelogram type
(inverted ‘U’). These types even to this day are associated with the various jāgā gharas (watch &
ward houses). The jāgās are erstwhile regimental centers and till day (at Pūri alias Śri Khetra)
preserve and practice martial arts as their sole games. Each jāgā has a unique banner, having
unique colours, which all morphologically are identical to that of the standard depicted in Fig-10
& 11. The jāgā(s) revere each and every standard profoundly, while take immense pride in that
which is their own (alike modern day regimental affinity). Hence, our Fig.-9 are that of
regimental banner(s) being carried in an army column. This artifact is displayed (in the out) in
the Oḍiṣā State Museum, Bhubaneswar, and is variously dated to between the period c.1000 –
1400 A.D. The artifact is not an import. Alike our other specimens it is a native member. We are
of the considered view that the device beside the emperor on the royal barge (F-8) is that of an
standard of an erstwhile naval command ! On board is the supreme commander majestically
conducting a Fleet Review (from Star Board side). Therefore, this artifact (because of its internal
value) has been selected for conservation at one of the most secured Hindu heritage site namely
Śri Maṇdira (a perspective), and given prime placement. The Bhoga maṇḍapa has an lower date
of c.14th A.D., and upper dt. of c. 15th A.D. It is another engineering marvel (separate
communication). This mural is part of mankind’s heritage. To the beholder it provides a
samūcita drisya (composite pictograph i.e., has numerous sub-themes) with an unique window
into the levels of maritime science in India - datum basis. Let us visit it. Alike our other
specimens it is eloquent to the indulgent, more to the diligent, and most to the informed. A soft
copy of this article is also available on the WWW[17].
We have discussed all these (seemingly) disparate aspects in relation to Rajo in order to
arm the reader with a ṣamūcita driṣya (composite picture) in tune with age old universal practice
of citra kathā (story telling via hieroglyphics), in our attempt to drive home the point that rajo
does not stand in isolation. It stands tall in a swing-full society. Such perspective and model of
ours will help the scholars to research the topic further. Meanwhile, let us salute the
conservatives who endeavored to preserve. But for them we would have been at loss.
Acknowledgment :
This Mss., got delayed to conspiracy by Basanti & Pradeep and physical attacks (on me & my
late wife) by Swapna & Lipika. The transaction is dedicated to my wife Susree Mamata
Bhattacharya who loved the swing (who passed away on 07-02-2019).
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The Madala Panji (resonating ephemeris) is overall in tune with pan-indian ephemeris.
It is a pair of Odiya phone, Madala being of prakrit etiology. Panji is a all-india usage.

note- ii Meaningful prakrit phones comprised only of consonants (apart Odiya dialect & script)
are also noted in profuse use among the Singhalese (leonids) of khandait pedigree, who
in general seem to be the ruling class and occupy almost all the ecclesiastical ranks of
the Buddhist order in that (lovely) Island nation. Points in the direction of being
erstwhile kalingiyas.
note- iii Even the nebulous poet Gunadhya (author of Vrata Katha comprised of 100,000
couplets in Non Sanskrit /later on Sanskrit (?) – “The story of the Vow”; c.1st B.C.), in
his prelude/introduction mentions his Pratipalak (political patron) as King Kalinga Sena
and Queen Padmavati. The bench mark of 100,000 couplet work remains unsurpassed
till date. Further, all dynasties of all the Rajgirs of present day Odisa and erstwhile
Kalinga/Utkala/Odra/Tosala, etc., have numerous female members named ‘padmavati’.
Alike the term padmavati , the composite phone Kalinga Sena too is a metaphor. It is a
tradition. Alike the swish of the swing (?).
note-iv This Mss was submitted to South East Asian review sometime in 2011. It was
welcomed and taken via the Bangkok Uni (Prof. Bogart). Due to personal issues the mss
was relegated with scant respect to the author’s sentiments. Hence, it is withdrawn and
handed over to OHRJ.
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Reference Gopalji Temple of Sambalpur
A Repository of Arts
Dr. Dadhibaman Mishra1
Puspita. R. Behera
An overview
Art and Architecture of the Viṣṇuite shrines of Sambalpur town are a class by themselves
in so far as some of these differ in style from those of the coastal zone of Odisha which are built
strictly according to canons of temple-making and iconography as enshrined in what is called
Śilpa-Śātra as well as those of other temple-towns like Sonepur, Barpali and Patnagarh of
Western region of Odisha. Ancient temples and sculptures (Viṣṇuite) are non-existent, while
those of medieval time (cir.1550-1850 A.D.) are numerous. That period was the reign-time of the
Cauhāṇas who were followers and patrons of Viṣṇuism. Of late, in the last fifty years, a number
of shrines, both gigantic and miniature, have been erected and, some of these are in the process
of making.
Different manifestations of Lord Viṣṇu or Nārāyaṇa are found in the temples. Those are
Jagannātha-Subhadrā-Balabhadra Trinity or, only Jagannātha called Dadhivāmana (of Kaṁsāri
paḍā) Patitapāvana (e.g. Dhiṅgrā Paḍā), Rāma-Lakṣmaṇa-Sītā of the Ramjee temple of Kamali
Bazar and Raghunatha temple of Bhatra, Varāha mandira popularly known as Berihā guḍi of
Jhāḍuā Paḍā, a miniature temple, containing Ananta Mahaprabhu, i.e., Anantasayi or Lord Visnu
reclining on the serpent Ananta in a huge pond of Rani Matha of Bhatra and another gigantic
temple called Anantasayyā at Kamali Bazār and, last but not the least, are the Rādhā-Kṛṣṇa
temples or images which abound in Samblpur town in different names, forms and shrines. There
are a number of temples known by different names where Rādhā-Kṛṣṇa images are worshipped.
One such is Gopāljī where Rādhā and Kṛṣṇa are worshipped in a shrine and Jagannātha in
another complex, is a landmark in the gamut of such temples. It is located in Kamali Bazār, so
called in popular parlance, after the name of the then Deputy commissioner A.B. Cumberlege of
Sambalpur (1864-66) who is said to have set up a weekly market (Bazār) above the Mahānadi’s
left bank. Two more Gopālji temples exist- one at Dhanupāli and the other at Khetrājpur.

I.

Gopāljī Temple

(a)

Connotation of Nomenclature
The Gopāljī temple of Kamali Bazār contains the metalled images of Rādhā and Kṛṣṇa in
the sanctum cella. These two images (Yugala-mūrtti) are said to be the Cosmic Lover and the
Beloved or the Superself and the Self or the Mundane and the Puissant Force. The latter stands
1

“Vagisvari” Lane-R-3, J.M Colony Sambalpur (Odisha)
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for the hub of power and the former the medium to channelize the power for creation,
maintenance and dissolution of the world. It is said that without Him She does not exist, without
Her He is unmanifested. Further the word Gopāla which literally means a cowherd or one who
tends cattle was brought up in Vraja or Vṛndāvana. But the two words go (sense organs or
indriyas) and (pāla), that is, controller of indriyas(sense organs) constitute the word. He is the
regulator of sense-organs. The suffix ji is a honorific term used usually for deities and revered
personages.
(b) Epigraphic References
The solitary allusion to Lord Hari (Viṣṇu) as Gopāla is found in an inscription inscribed on
the Gopāljī temple of Sonepur assignable to the first part 20th century A.D. The temple is
contemporaneous to that of Sambalpur of about the latter half of the 17th century A.D.
Further both these temples at Sonepur and Sambalpur were built under the patronage of the
same personage Vaṁsi Gopāla, of Sambalpur kingdom the renunciant-prince of Nimbārka order
of Vaisnavism. He was the son of Rājā Madhukar Sāi of Sambalpur who ruled in the second half
of 17th century A.D. In the inscription, which has been invisible because of coats of lime plaster,
it is written
Āsit –tena suramya mandiraṁ-idaṁ
sanmaṇḍamālakritam /
Nirmmayātram-supūjit-opi vidhane
Gopāla rupi Hari //
(He, i.e. king Vīramitrodaya Singh) of Sonepur caused construction of this very charming temple
where Lord Hari was worshipped, in due procedure, Lord Hari in the guise of Gopāla.)
In a niche on the northern side of the exterior wall of the Jagannātha temple in the
compound of the Gopāljī temple, there is an standing image, counting beads of a rosary, of
Vaṁsi Gopāl. Below the image on the pedestal, there is an inscription containing the following
words in Oḍiā characters and Hindi language as follows :
Madhukar Sāi ka beta Vaṁsigopāla Deva.
It indicates, first, that Vaṁsi Gopāla was the son of Madhukara Sāi, the king of Sambalpur
Cauhāṇa dynasty. So the construction style of temple architecture and iconography of images
may be assigned to mid-17th century A.D. the period of reign of Madhukara. Secondly it
indicates that Hindi language was in vogue, may be among the elite or royal people, while Oḍiā
script was used for writing.
It may be apposite to point out that the Stambheśvarī and the Narasiṁhanātha temple
inscriptions, the former of 1268 and the latter of 1413 AD of Sonepur and Paikmal (Bargarh
Districts) respectively are the first known two Oḍiā inscriptions of Western part of Odisha
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engraved in Oḍiā script and language. It is really interesting to note that the inscription under
reference has Oḍiā characters but Hindi language. It is only one of its kind in the entire gamut
lithic epigraphy of Odisha.
(c)

Structural Design of Gopalji Matha Complex
The Gopāljī Maṭha (Monastery) of Kamali Bazār has a sprawling complex. It has been set
up in Saṁvat 1716 or 1659 A.D. It is divided into almost two equal halves by a partition wall
running from north to south, with an entrance between the two. The eastern half is an open
ground with a few dilapidated rooms which probably served the purpose of a Sanskrit school,
and an Aruṇa Stambha (a pillar for Aruna, the charioteer of the sun-god), which is a feature of all
Viṣṇuite shrines, at the farthest east.
The other half comprises the Gopāljī shrine on its west, the Jagannātha temple in front of
Gopāljī Temple on the southern side, a cluster rooms on the northern side called Māusi Mā
maṇḍapa which probably served or serves the purpose of temporary residence of gods of the two
temples in times of repair, rejuvenation and lime work. The accommodation of the Mahanta
(ecclesiastic head) of the Matha, a well by its southern side and a few rooms behind the Gopāljī
temple are also there in the complex.

The Gopālji temple proper has three parts, namely, a small, square-sized and four –pillared
structure topped by a discus (cakra) and a banner in the front. Below the discus (cakra) is a
water jar (kalasa). Discus (cakra) is the emblem of a Viṣṇuite temple. Below the pitcher there
are three āmalakas in gradually increasing sizes from top to bottom. A beki (neck part) comes
under the last and biggest āmalaka. The beki has three single inverted lotus flowers in gradually
increased sizes from bottom to top. It is built in a peculiar style unknown in this part of Odishā.
It has a small pillared structure of a square size locally called vimāna or palanquin. Some others
have named it as Mukhaśālā or view-chamber wherefrom one may take a glimpse of the deity
who is placed in a straight line in the sanctorum. It forms the entrance into the Jagamohana
(audience-chamber). It is open on the other three sides-east, north and south. It has arches on
these three sides. The structure is almost common to all temples of Sambalpur.
The porch is a long but less wide structure and finally, there is a sanctum sanctorum of a
comparatively small size. The ceiling of the building comprising the porch and the sanctum has a
khākharā type ceiling which is a little elevated in the middle and slopes downwards on both
sides. The borders have parapets in three layers of gradually receding sizes, one behind the other.
It is shaped as strings of petals of lotus. The sanctum cella is a small rectangular camera in which
the deities sit on a raised platform. The spire of the sanctum is exactly the same as those
described above. Pitchers (kalasa) and banner (dhvaja) are placed on the top. The style is unique
and said to have been imported from Central India or Rajasthan.
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(d) Sculptural Programme of the exterior wall of Jagamohana
(i) Image of Jalandhara-vadha (Naṭarāja)
In the corpus of art forms of the temple, an exquisitely charming piece of art is an image
on the right side of the exterior wall of the jagamohana. It is a ten-armed image with beatific
smile on a charming countenance. It has a well- set pair of lips and a long and thin moustache
raised at both of its ends. An aquiline nose which is fully rounded with prominent bumps and
pleasantly suppressed humps add to a handsome face. The fang of a snake and a crescent on its
head, matted hair is flowing dishevelled on both the sides of the head, heavy and round ear-studs
(kuṇḍalas) adorn the elongated ears. Armlets and bracelets are put on all the hands. Chains of
tinkling beads are on the waist and the two legs. The two eye-brows are chiselled as beautifully
groomed bow–shaped and the almond-shaped open eyes enhance the charm to a great extent.
The image has an extra eye, the third eye, which is symbolic of profound wisdom.
The ten hands of the image are so symmetrically set that in addition to the well-formed
body and charming countenance, those make the body look as if it were in the flesh and blood of
a human being-so alive. Moving clock–wise from right lowermost hand which is in abhaya
mudrā (protection posture) to the lower left hand which holds a bow-the other hand hold a
paraśu (battle-axe), an arrow (śara or tīra), a trident (tri-śūla), the tail of the snake who stays on
its head, a bi-facial mini-drum(dambaru), an antelope, goad (aṅkuśa).
Further the image is adorned with a necklace on the throat and two on the chest. A snake is
worn as the sacred thread (yajño-pavita). Two snakes have hung from both sides of his shoulder
and meet, one with its fang shown to front and the other’s fang has subsided towards the thigh of
the figure. Interestingly, the figure has two comparatively small figures on both of its sides. On
the left, there is the image of Brahmā, with four hands and four heads.
The other image on the right is the image of lord Viṣṇu who is well bedecked with various
ornaments like crown, ear-studs, necklaces, bracelets, armlets, anklets, decorated lower
garments. It holds a conch-shell in left lower hand and a discus in right lower hand while the two
upper hands play on a pair cymbals.
The figures of Brahmā and Viṣṇu show that they are in joyous mood while performing
music. The reason is not difficult to make out. Their joy is due to the ten-armed figure’s dance
on the body of a royal personage lying below. It wears a crown, ear-studs, pearl-necklaces, a
well decorated piece of cloth covering from waist to thigh, two protective covers used during
war on both of his hands which have joined in a folded manner made during salutation. Every
inch of the figure expresses a royal demeanour.
Thus, the art historians have described the ten-handed figure as Natarāja or Śiva in cosmic
dance which, in fact, may not be true in the present case. On searching for such a description, it
came to the notice in the Kārttika Mahāmtya (Canto-14) of Mahādeva Dāsa in Oḍiā (Cuttack),
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which is cited from the Padma Purāṇa, that the royal personage was the demon Jalandhara
whom Siva in his Naṭarāja form killed.
The story goes that Lord Viṣṇu abused the chastity of Jalandhara’s queen Vṛndāvati in the
guise of Jalandhara. The latter became angry and attacked Kapilāsa the abode of Śiva where the
gods are hiding themselves. The gods took refuge there and each of them handed over his
weapon to Śiva to fight against the demon.
Śiva jumped over Jalandhar’s body and started the cosmic dance till the death of the
demon. So, the Naṭarāja image may be considered as his Jalandhara vadha image (mūrtti) like
those of Andhakāsura vadha, Tripurāsura vadha etc. Since, the event is related to Viṣṇu and his
consort Vrindā it may be said to have been appositely placed on the wall of the Gopāljī temple.
(ii) Image of Hanumān
On the left side of the exterior wall of the Jagamohana in a niche is a fine and unique piece
of image of the monkey-god (Hanumāna) who has a beautiful round face with a tiara on his
forehead, matted hair on his head, two ear studs, a mace (gadā) held in right hand pressed to
chest, and a hill in his raised left hand. Unlike other sculptural representations of the Lord
elsewhere the image has four necklaces, two bracelets and two armlets which dangle below with
tassels. He has a waist band tied with a band of tinkling beads. His loin cloth is tied by two
pieces of cloth between his two thighs. He is in the pose of flying which may be related to the
episode of bringing the Gandhamārdana hill with the life-saving herb (sañjivanī) to make
Lakṣmaṇa who fell unconscious, hit by the weapon of Indrajeet, the son of Rāvana of Laṅkā
(Rāmāyaṇa).
In all types of Viṣṇuite temples the placement of Hanumāna somewhere in front or a side
or a corner is found.
(iii) Image of Flute-playing Kṛṣṇa
Another very finely sculpted image of Lord Kṛṣṇa is in a niche of the exterior wall of the
Jagamohana. Lord Kṛṣṇa is under a Kadamba tree (Neola marckia) holding a flute in both of his
hands. He has put on a tiara on his forehead and a sandal paste mark extending from between the
eyebrows to the tiara, two huge ear studs (kuṇḍalas), his two lotus-petal shaped eyes sparkling.
A prominent nose and two beautiful well-set lips enhance the charm of the image. He has worn
two broad armlets from which come three strands with tassels at the ends on both the sides of his
back.
The image has been ornamented with two garlands of Kadamba flowers extending from
neck to fibulae. Kṛṣṇa in the garlands has a spiritual significance of its own. In the auspicious
hymn of Hindu rituals, it is chanted
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Atasī kusuma Śyama Padmākṣaṁ Pitavāsasam ǀ
Kadamba mālinaḥ Kṛṣṇa dhyātāṁ nastih-durgatim ǀǀ
(Kṛṣṇa who is of the complexion of atasī flower (linum usitissimum),(yellow-apparelled,
lotus-eyed ) who wears the garland of kadamba is the dispeller of adversities when one meditates
on him.)
The image stands in tribhaṅga (three bends) pose slanted a little at neck which is tilted to
one side, the second at waist and the third on legs twisted one above the other. In fact, the image
is a superbly artistic creation from the chisel of the artisan. The Lord justifies his name Gopāla
from the representations of two cows one on each side of the inverted–lotus pedestal on which
He stands. The Lord has been portrayed in an attractive body-language which has a pleasing and
smiling countenance that is capable of drawing the attention of any onlooker. He has a wide
chest and slender waist line with well-proportioned features of the body.
(iv) Image of Mahiṣamardinī
Mahiṣamardini is yet another pleasant and charming piece of art on the same wall. She has
a crown on head, a discus in right upper hand and a conch-shell in left upper hand. In the two
lower hands, she holds a trident which has struck the demon Mahiṣa which is portrayed as a
king. His left leg has come out from the frontal part of a buffalo while right leg is raised up to the
knee. The goddess’s left leg is on the animal while her right leg in on the lion, the vehicle of
goddess. Interestingly, the image is bedecked with two types of armlets on each of her four arms
as worn by rural and tribal womenfolk of West Odishā (called tāda and bāhāsutā). One tassel
has come from each of tāḍa. She puts on four bangles on each of her hands, with two bandariās
(two heavy and rounded ornaments with small spike like projection on outerside, usually made
of silver) on both sides of the bangles. She wears four rings on four fingers on each of her hands.
Her loin cloth is tied by a waist band which itself has four tassels. Importantly, the different
features of the deity are proportionate to each other making an eye-pleasing integrated whole
countenance radiating an extraordinary glaze. The neck is a bit slanted towards left, which is
known as jñāna mudrā (posture of wisdom). The two breasts are rounded, moderate in size and
well-shaped. The standing pose symbolises alidha mudrā (heroic pose).
(v) Image of Nṛsiṁha
On the exterior of the western wall of the sanctum sanctorum in a niche is another piece of
Nṛsiṁha image tearing bowels of the demon Hiranyakasipu, who is placed on the lap of the god,
with long nails of his two lower hands. He holds a discus in his right and a conch in his left
upper hands. As in other jambs, there are the images of the demon’s queen-consort on the right
and the prince to his left side. The deity wears a crown. He has a ferocious-looking face in which
the two open eyes have bulged out, the tongue has come out in full length and the denture is
shown clearly. He has a long moustache. He has worn necklaces, well designed two armlets and
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two huge bracelets. The demon is in full royal attire, lies on the lap of the lord. His queen on the
right and son on the left pray to the lord in folded hands. It is interesting to note that the queen is
covered in typically Sambalpuri fashion. Her face resembles that of a Sambalpuri lady, a little
big eyes, flat nose, long and broad lips. More interestingly, she wears armlets which is called
bāhāsutās and a few pieces of broad bangles, anklets resembling what is painri called in
Sambalpur region, which are still in use,ear-ornaments passing behind the ear-lobes what is
called karnna-phula (flower of the ear) adorn the ears of the deity. Still more interestingly, she
wears a piece of cloth, which unlike the gorgeous and ornamental female wear of the images, is a
simple piece of cloth called kaptā in Sambalpur regions, worn in characteristic simple rural
Sambalpuri style.
(e)

Sculptural Programme on the lintel and jambs of Jagamaohana
The lintel and the jambs of the audience chamber (jagamohana) are embellished with very
charming miniature representations of divinities, faunal and floral patterns.
(i) The erotic couple
The lintel has two lines of figures. The first one of the upper line contains a couple in precoital stage as suggested by the deportment of the figures. The upper hand of the male embraces
the neck of the female from behind her neck. The other hand is just below the left breast. The
lady’s left leg is on the right thigh of the male, while her left hand is pressing the bed on which
they sit. Both of them have a round pillow behind them. The sitting position of both of them
seems to be pre-coital. What is charming are the beautiful faces with beatific smile when their
faces are close to each other without one’s lips touching the other’s.
(ii) Gaja-Lakṣmī
The image of a Gaja-Lakṣmī is carved in a niche below the erotic couple. Two elephants,
one on each side of the goddess pour water on the head of the goddess. Two more elephants are
below the lotus-seat of the goddess. She is four-armed.
(iii) Kṛṣṇa suppressing Kāliya serpent
The next panel contains the image of Lord Kṛṣṇa standing on the hoods of a serpent named
Kāliya in Purānic lore whose tail encompasses the figure of the Lord from right to left. On the
right side of the serpent the queen of Kāliya prays to the Lord in folded hands while on the left is
the figure of a companion cow-herd boy. (Gopāla)
(iv) Gaṇeśa
To its left is a niche containing Gaṇeśa in a well depicted frame on top of which are two
lions, facing in opposite directions. Below them are two parrots also facing in opposite
directions. The vehicle mouse is below the seat of Lord. The Lord has an big protruded belly. He
holds goad (aṅkuśa), noose (paśa) and a rosary (akśa mālā) in right upper, left upper and right
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lower hands respectively; while his left lower hand is in abhaya mudrā (the pose of granting
protection from fear).
(v) Swan panel
To the left of the image of Gaṇeśa in a medallion of a 14-petalled lotus are the figures of
two swans.
(vi) Nṛsiṁha image
In the last panel of the lintel is carved the image of Nṛsiṁha with a discus in right upper
and a conch-shell in left upper hand. The lower two hands are in the posture of (Vyākhyāna
Mudrā). To his left on a pillar a figure of lady prays the Lord.
(vii) Rādhā-Kṛṣṇa in sexual union
Below the image of Nṛsiṁha on the left pillar of the jamb is a half medallion of a lotus
under a decorated canopy and floral designs. On both sides stand the twin images of fluteplaying Kṛṣṇa and Rādhā in the pose of sexual union. The genital of Kṛṣṇa has entered into that
of Rādhā. It is, in fact, a rare image in the gamut of Viṣṇuite images. The flute is held on the
chest of Kṛṣṇa by his right hand and left hand of Rādhā ; Rādhā has lifted her leg upto her knee
while Kṛṣṇa stands straight on his two legs. The lower half of the images are totally nude, while
the upper garment (Uttariya) of Kṛṣṇa flows behind him. His left hand holds Rādhā in embrace
and his lips kiss Rādhā on her forehead.
(viii) Panel of two lions
Below the panel are carved two lions facing opposite directions. Each of these has raised
its front right leg.
(ix) Jagannāth
Below it in a square medallion of floral design is the representation of a two armed
Jagannātha image holding discuss (cakra) in right and conch-shell (Śaṅkha) in left hand. It has a
crown (mukuta) on its head. He has a garland on his body. A lady is doing fly-whisk service on
its right side and, on left a man is beating a gong (ghaṇtā)
(x) Vijaya, the sentinel
Below him in a panel is the image of Vijaya the sentinel deity of the Lord holding a discuss
(cakra) in his right, a conch-shell (Śaṅkha) in his left upper hands and a mace (gadā) in his two
lower hands.
(xi) The Animals
Two animals a lion and an elephant come one after another after Vijaya on the left side of
the jamb.
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(xii) Yamunā, the river goddess
The last figure on this side is that of Yamunā standing on a tortoise and carrying a pitcher
(kalasa) in her right hand and a lotus in the left.
(xiii) Mahiṣamardinī
On the right jamb, below the Gaja-Lakṣmī is a medallion in half-lotus form and with some
floral designs. There is the image of an eight-armed Mahiṣāmardinī in a frame bordered in
flowers. Her right uppermost hand holds a discuss, the next hand below holds an arrow and the
third hand holds a knife while the left side hands from top to below serially holds a conch-shell,
a bow, the third hand an indistinct object while the lower most two hands of both sides pierce the
demon Mahisa who is in half-human and half buffalo form. The goddess stands in a pose of
wisdom (jñāna mudrā) while killing the demon. She has worn a fillet.
(xiv) Jaya, the sentinel
The medallion of Jaya which comes below next is in the same form as that of Vijaya
described earlier.
(xv) Animals
Then there are the figures of a lion, a rhinoceros and an elephant each standing in a square
niche.
(xvi) Gaṅgā, the river goddess
The lowermost-niche exhibits the image of Gaṅgā standing on a crocodile which is
presented like a caparisoned elephant with upraised trunk and small legs.
(f) Entrance into the Main Sanctuary
(i) Anantaśayyā
The stone entrance of the sanctum cella, like that of Jagamohana of artistic merit. The
lintel contains an image of Lord Viṣṇu reclining on a seven-hooded serpent. The image of
Lakṣmī (two armed) is shown massaging his right leg with both of her hands, while his left leg is
on the lap of Lakṣmī. Sarasvati is playing with lute (vinā) in her two upper hands, holding a lotus
in her lower right hand raised above and a book (pustaka) in her left lower hand. Brahmā, known
of having four faces, has emerged from the navel of lord Viṣṇu by a cord of a lotus and sits a
little above the Lord. Such figure is known as Ananataśāyī or śeṣa śāyī in Purānic mythology.
People of Sambalpur call such images “Ananta śājyyā” (bed of Ananta) the gigantic snake,
which literally means as having no end. Such figures are found in the lintels and sanctums of
some temples as the presiding deity. Significantly a grand and majestic temple contains the
image as the main deity in Sambalpur in a temple called Anantaśayyā. The Lord places his upper
right hand below his head. He holds a lotus bud in his lower right hand, a conch-shell (Śaṅkha)
in his upper left hand and a mace (gadā) in his lower left hand. In fact it is an exquisite piece of
art.
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Moving clockwise from the lowermost one on the south, the image an old man who is
counting beads of rosary in his hand, above it is the image of a nude ascetic. Next niche’s object
is indistinct. The next nine images are male figures standing in folded hands and finally comes a
figure a of nude ascetic.
Each of the two sides of the jambs contains seven niches from top to bottom. On the jamb
of the right side, there is a representation of Śiva with one devotee on each of his side, his hair
dishevelled, Gangā flowing down from his matted hair. He is sitting on a couchant Nandi (bull).
A female figure is praying.
Below it comes the images of the Tortoise incarnation of Lord Viṣṇu- the upper half of
which is a human body and the lower half is the shell of a tortoise. The human part holds a
discuss, a conch, a lotus and a mace in his upper right, upper left, lower left and lower right
hands respectively. He also wears a garland.
(ii) Śiva
On the right jamb, on the top square niche is carved the image Lord Śiva with two devotees
one on each side. Siva has sat on the bull vehicle. His matted hair flows dishevelled in six
strands, three on each side of his face. On the left side of the image is a crescent (ardhacandra)
and on the right flows the Gangā from the top of his matted hair downwards.
(iii) Tortoise incarnation (Kacchapa avatāra)
Below in another square niche is the representation of the Tortoise incarnation of Lord
Viṣṇu. The upper half is in human form and the lower half is that of a tortoise. He holds a
conchshell and a discus (chakra), a mace (gadā) and a lotus (padma) in his upper left, upper
right, lower right and lower left hands respectively.
(iv) Boar incarnation (Varāhaavatāra)
The next lower niche has the image of the Boar Incarnation with a human body and a
boar’s head. It holds discus in right upper hand. The goddess of Earth a female figure, in the pose
of salutation with folded hands sits on his left elbow. Manu the law giver is rescued from the
water by gripping in his right lower hand and a lotus in his lower left hand.
(v) Paraśurāma (The Lord of battle-axe) Incarnation
The incarnation of Paraśurāma, a two-armed image with battle axe (paraśu) in right upper
hand, a bow in left upper hand and a garland on his neck is carved in the next niche.
(vi) Rāma (The Bow- holder Incarnation)
Below in a niche is the figure of Lord Rāma which holds an arrow on his right hand and a
bow in his left hand.
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(vii) Kalkī (Slayer of the Wicked) Incarnation
The Kalkī Incarnation of Viṣṇu is carved in the next lower niche. The Lord, in human
form, rides on a horse with two swords, one held in each hand.
(viii) Fish-Incarnation
The last niche contains the first incarnation of Lord Viṣṇu. The human male forms the
upper part with two hands the left hand holds a pitcher (kalasa) which is covered by the palm of
the right hand. The lower part is the body of a fish from whose mouth the human figure emerges.
(ix) Kṛṣṇa lifting a mount
On the left jamb, at the topmost niche is portrayed an image of a two armed dancing Kṛṣṇa
with a flute in right hand. He has lifted a mount called (Govardhana-giri) in the left hand. It is
described in the Bhāgavata Purāṇa that when people of Vraja (Vṛndāban) worshipped Kṛṣṇa
instead of Indra the king of gods, the latter poured incessant downpour for a week. Kṛṣṇa saved
all cowherd boys, people of Vraja and the cattle by keeping them under the mountain by raising
it.
(x) Fish Incarnation
In the next lower niche is carved the Fish Incarnation (Matsya Avatara) of Lord Viṣṇu. His
upper half is in human form with the attributes of a discus, a conch shell, a lotus and a mace in
upper right, upper left, lower left and right lowers hands respectively. The lower half is the body
of a fish. The incarnation is said to have restored the Vedas which were stolen by a demon
according to Hindu mythology.
(xi) The Man-Lion God
In the next lower niche is carved the image of Nṛsiṁha (Man-Lion) incarnation of Lord
Viṣṇu. His upper right hand holds a discus and left hand a conch-shell while the two lower hands
are in the pose of tearing the bowels of the demon Hiranyakasipu. A figure of a lady, probably
the demon’s queen is portrayed with folded hands in prayer to his right while a small figure in
royal costume probably the demon’s son Prahallada on the left side, also prays the lord with
folded hands.
(xii) The Dwarf Incarnation
The Incarnation of Vāmana (Dwarf) is sculpted in the next lower niche. In his left hand he
holds an umbrella and a water pitcher (kamandalu) in his right hand. On the right side of the
image is a male figure in royal attire and crown with hands folded in salutation. It is evidently
king Bali who reveres the Lord and accepts his begging of three-foot of land. It is described in
the Purānas. The Lord is also known as Trivikrama.
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(xiii) The plough-Man Incarnation
The next lower niche’s image is that of Balarāma holding a plough in left hand and a mace
in right hand.
(xiv) Jagannātha Image
In the next lower niche is found a two-armed standing figure of Lord Jagannāth (or
Buddha-avatāra). Two male figures-one on the right performs fly-whisk service to the Lord
while his other hand shakes a small metal bell (ghanti) and the other figure on the left beats a
gong (ghanta).
(xv) A mermaid
The lowermost niche contains an image of a figure which has a lady’s upper part and a
fish’s lower part of the body. It is a mermaid.
(g) Sculptures on Exterior walls of sanctum
(i) Kṛṣṇa image
On the exterior of the northern wall of the sanctum sanctorum is a charming piece of image
of Lord Kṛṣṇa under a kadamba tree with a flute in his two hands with fillet on his head, armlet,
bracelets, royal costume worn with waist band and a long garland of kadamba flowers. The
female companions are on each side of the Lord also stand on pedestals. Each pedestal contains
the representation of a cow. This is the Gopāla form of the Lord.
(ii) Image of Mahiṣamardinī
Another unique depiction is a superbly chiselled image of Mahisāmardinī on the same side.
It is four-armed. Her upper right hand holds a discus and the left a conch, while the two lower
hands with a trident pierce the demon whose front is depicted in a male human form with a
buffalo standing close behind him. The goddess’s vehicle lion has leaped on the demon. The
image puts on a crown on head, two big sized ear-studs on both ears, a necklace, two armlets,
bunch of bangles on both the hands. Two quivers adorn the backside one on each side of her
shoulders. The end–part of a bow is visible on the right shoulder.
(iii) Dancing Gaṇeśa image
Probably, the most superb, artistically excellent in the corpus of Gaṇeśa images is that on
the exterior southern wall of the temple. It is a six-armed dancing (nṛtta) image with a snake
raising his hood on the head of the image. The image wears a garland of rudrākṣa. He holds a
snake’s tail in right upper hand, a bi-facial tiny drum (dambaru) is in his left upper hand, an goad
(aṅkuśa) in right middle hand, a cake of sweetmeat (modaka) in left middle hand, the lowermost
or third right hand holds a rosary (akśamālā) and the same hand in the left is found holding a
trident (triśula).
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The eyes exhibit a state of bliss. He wears ear-studs of a particular design locally called
phāsiā. His right tusk is well adorned with strings of beads while the left one is broken (bhagna).
For this reason, he is called Ekadanta and Bhagnadanta. He is bedecked with two very heavy
and beautiful necklaces, armlets, bracelets. He wears a dancer’s loin cloth between waist and
thigh tide by a waist band of jingling bells. A small mouse looks at the Lord. Its neck is
bedecked with a bunch of necklaces with a bell. The image wears a snake, with its fang to the
front, as the sacred-thread (Yajñopavīta). Indeed, this is an excellent artistic creation and
probably rare in Sambalpur.

II.

Māusī Mā Mandira

On the northern side of the Gopāljī temple complex there is a row of a few cameras
consisting of a few rooms, which is called Māusī Mā Maṇḍapa. The entrance faces to south. A
long verandah with a row of the pillars runs from west to east, passing through the entrance. The
entrance has also a vimāna with two parapets in its front on the ceiling and capped by a
rudimentary tri-ratha structure of four vertical moulding in gradually receding from bottom to
top. Then comes a beki which is capped by an amalaka with the āyudha of a discus. Two such
miniature structures are placed on the roof to the west.
(i)

Five images on the lintel of Jagamohana
The lintel of the entrance of the porch hall (jagamohana) contains five divinities on its
lintel. From the left to right are a divinity mounted on an elephant (not identified), Brahmā,
Gaṇeśa, Indra and Indrāni, an elephant and Sūrya. Brahmā, riding on a swan, has four faces. He
holds the Vedas in his left lower hand, his two upper hands are in the pose of salutation.
Probably two of his consorts are seen on the swan behind the figure of Brahmā.
A four-armed Gaṇeśa with his vehicle mouse comes in the next niche. The right upper
hand holds a goad (aṅkuśa) while the left hand has a noose (pāśa). The right lower hand is in
boon-giving pose.
On a caparisoned huge-sized elephant (Airāvatā) are the images of Indra and Indrāṇī. The
two upper hands of Indra are in the pose of salutation while the left lower hand holds a vajra.
The right lower hand holds a goad (aṅkuśa). Indrani is sitting in front of Indra in the same pose
of salutation. The elephant carries a flower, probably Pārijāta grown in the celestial garden
(Nandanavana) of Indra evidently for worship of Lord Gopāla.
The fifth niche contains a figure of Sūrya (sun God). His upper two hands are also in the
posture of salutation, while the objects of the other two lower hands are in distinct. He is carved
as riding on a chariot whose five wheels of a side and two horses in racing manner drawing the
chariot are exhibited. Below the wheel like chariot is Rāhu, a planet of Hindu mythology who is
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the arch enemy of Sun-god. On the left side of the god is the figure of his consort Chhāya who is
also in the pose of salutation, with both the hands folded. The god is in standing position.
(ii)

Kṛṣṇa image
On the ceiling of the veṛandah, above the five images, facing downwards is an image of
Lord Kṛṣṇa standing under a kadamba tree and playing with a flute in both of his hands. He is
bedecked with a tiara, a pair of makara kundala (ear-stud) necklace, bracelets, armlets, anklet
with garland of kadamba flowers, he is accompanied by a gopī on each of his side. The Lord’s
well-shaped pair of lips are very attractive. He stands in tribhaṅga mudrā ( the posture of
standing with three flexes of the body-one at the ankles, the other in the waist and the third at the
neck).

In the lintel of the camera of the western end of the row is found a depiction of an
Anantaśāyi Viṣṇu lying on the coils of a snake called śeṣa or Ananta with seven hoods. His
hands, as usual is found elsewhere in the temple. The figure holds a śaṅkha in his upper left hand
while his right upper hand is supporting his crowned head. It is well-decorated with the usual
ornaments-armlet, anklet and bracelets. His consort Laksṁī massages his leg in her right hand
while the other leg is in her lap. A umbilical cord goes up to a little above the reclining Lord, at
the other end of which on a lotus sits the four-headed Brahma on the top, Sarasvati plays vinā on
the side of his head. Wavy lines have been drawn on the stone slabs representing the Ocean of
milk (ksira samudra) in which lies the snake-bed of Ananta śesa, the serpent.
(iii) Hari-Hara image
On the exterior northern wall of the Māusī Mā temple in a niche is carved a composite
image of Hari-Hara. The right side of the image represents Viṣṇu with a discus in his upper hand
and a conch in his lower hand. The left side’s upper hand holds a small bi-facial drum (dambaru)
and the lower hand holds a trident (triśula). The image wears a crown on his head, hair lies
disheavelled on both sides of his head, two big ear-studs, and two necklaces one of which is of
pearl. A tiger’s skin’s loin on the waist and a well decorated piece of cloth hangs from below his
waist. His armlets are comparatively big and well decorated. Two armlets are on each hand and
he wears a sacred thread (Yajñopavita). He sits in Padmāsana on a pedestal. Laksṁī sits on his
right thigh and Pārvati on the left. On the pedestal are the images of Garuda the bird-vehicle of
Viṣṇu, on the right and Nandi, the bull-vehicle of Siva on the left.
(iv) Kalki Incarnation
On the next-niche towards east of Hari–Hara image, is the image of Kalki incarnation of
Viṣṇu. He is depicted as riding a running horse. In his right upper hand he blows a conch, while
the left upper hand holds the discus. Further a sword is seen in his right lower hand, while his left
lower hand holds the reins of a horse.
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III.

Jagannātha Temple
The Jagannātha Temple in the Gopālji temple complex is a majestic temple with a tall
tower with horizontal bends on the exterior wall of sanctum cella with an audience-chamber
(jagamohana) to its east and a circumambulatory path around the sanctum sanctorum.The
exterior walls of the sanctum and the interior walls of the jagamohana and full of images of
Purānic descriptions.
(i) Three images on the lintel of jagamohana
On the lintel of the entrance of the jagamohana are the three images of Rāma,Nṛsiṁha and
a four-armed female deity. Rāma is depicted with a bow in his left hand and a quiver (tūnira) in
his right hand. In the middle, the image of Nṛsimha is in sitting posture (mudrā), holding a discus
in right upper hand and a conch is in left upper hand. The two lower hands are in pose of
discourse (vyākhyāna mudrā).
To its left lies the figure of a Viṣṇu holding a discus in his upper right hand, a conch-shell
in his upper left hand and an indistinct object in the left. The right lower hand is in boon-giving
(Varada mudrā). He is found sitting in lotus-posture(Padmāsana).
(ii) Figures on Jambs of the Entrance of Jagamohana
On the two jambs of the door below the lintel are designs of flowering creepers. At the
basement of which lies the image of Gaṅgā standing on her vehicle crocodile holding a pitcher
(kalasa) in her right hand and a flower in the left. She wears tiara like crown on her head, armlets
and bangles in her hands, anklets in her legs, ear studs and necklaces.
The left jamb has the image of Yamunā standing on her vehicle tortoise holding the same
attributes as those of Gangā.
(iii) Images on the interior walls of Jagamohana
On the northern interior wall of the jagamohana are depicted eight images, all about eight
inches in size. Proceeding from west to east serially come the incarnations of Viṣṇu-Fish,
Tortoise, Boar, Man-lion, Dwarf, Parśurama, Rāma and Kalki with their attributes.
On the southern interior wall of the jagamohana are the pictures of Indra (broken) riding
on an elephant, Brahmā on his vehicle swan, Viṣṇu holding his usual attributes of with mace,
lotus, conch and discus in his four hands. Probably He is sitting on his bird vehicle Garuḍa
whose two legs are visible to the outside.
The next portrayal of the panel is a peculiar form of Siva, with five faces and eight hands.
He is riding on a bull. His attributes in the other six hands, from lower right to lower left hand,
when describing in a clockwise manner, are a scimitar, a trident, a small bi-facial drum
(dambaru), a goad, an antelope and an object which is indistinct and palms of upper right and
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left hands are joined in the form of salutation. The next panel depicts Indra with folded hands
sitting on his vehicle elephant.
The next image of the panel is a deity sitting on a couchant human figure. It is evidently
the image of Kubera, the Lord of wealth and the king of Yakṣa ( a kind of demigods) as
described in Indian mythology. He has been portrayed with two hands, His two palms are joined
in the form of salutation.
On left interior wall there is a panel of six figures. The extreme left one is broken, only an
elephant is visiable. It appears that the broken images is that Indra whose vehicle is an elephant,
known Airāvata in Hindu Purānic lore.
The next figure,i.e. second from the left,is the image of Brahmā whose three faces are
exhibited to the onlooker. He has sat on a swan. He is depicted with four hands, palms and the
upper two hands are joined together in a posture of salutation.
Five figures of divinities –out of six, Indra, Brahmā,Śiva, Indra again and Kuvera are in the
poses of salutation. Viṣṇu is alone without the pose. It shows that all the five are in prayer to the
greatest of the divinities, that is Lord Viṣṇu who has been regarded as the Supreme deity in a
Viṣṇuite temple. The presence of an image of Viṣṇu amidst the gods make all of themselves
subordinate to Viṣṇu.
On the right side of the exterior eastern wall of the jagamohana are depicted nine images
from left to right in a panel are the incarnations of Viṣṇu-the Buddha, Kṛṣṇa playing flute in his
right hand and lifting the Govardhana mount in his left hand. The next image is that of Nārāyāna
with a discus (cakra) in his right upper and a conch (śaṅkha) in left upper hand. The right lower
hand exhibits posture of boon-giving (Varada) and the left lower is in the posture of protection
from fear (abhaya mudrā). Then next one is the image of one with folded hands. The next image
is that of Nṛsiṁha tearing the bowel of the demon Hiranya Kasipu. Thereafter comes the image
of winged Garuda in folded hands.
The image of Lord Rāma holding bow in the left and arrow in the right is carved next.
There is the image of an unidentified figure of a divinity while holds two indistinct objects in his
two hands. The last item of the panel is the image of the four-handed Boar incarnation. He holds
discus in his right upper hand and the elbow of the lower left hand is raised probably to lift the
goddess of earth while right lower hand is hanging below.
On the left side of the exterior wall of Jagamohana is a panel of a scene from the
Rāmāyaṇa. Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa are sitting with their monkeys and a male figure behind them
and four monkeys stand facing Rāma. On the other side four palanquin bearers are standing near
with a palanquin.
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(iv) Images on the lintel of the sanctum
The lintel of the entrance into the main sanctuary has a panel containing ten images. Four
of them to the right and three on the left are the figures of monkey-god (Hanumān) and other
monkey heroes. A figure on the left side is that of Jāmbavāna, the bear–adviser of Lord Rāma
while the two middle figures are those of Rāma and Lakṣmaṇa.
On the top of left side of the jamb is a small panel containing an image of Kṛṣṇa dancing
on serpent Kāliya. He holds the snake’s tail which moves from right to left encompassing the
figure of Lord Kṛṣṇa. The queen of the serpent is presented in the form of a half-human in the
upper half of the body and half snake in the lower half. She prays to the Lord with folded hands.
The right jamb on its top contains a niche which houses the figure of either Rāma or
Lakṣmaṇa. It seems that a bow is in the left hand and an arrow in the right hand. An inverted
lotus is below the niche.
(v) Images on the exterior wall of the sanctum
On the northern wall of the Jagannātha temple of Gopālji matha there is an image of Prince
Vaṁśi Gopāl Deva looking like a saint, holding a rosary in his right hand. He is portrayed in
bare body with a simple lower garment and wears a upavita (sacred thread). One can see one line
inscription is written in Oriya script and in Hindi language below the feet of king Vaṁśi Gopāl
Deva.
The image of Nṛsiṁha with four arms killing demon Hiranya Kaśipu on his lap comes after
the above on the left. He holds a discus (cakra) in his right upper hand while in his left upper
hand he holds a conch (śaṅkha). The two lower hands are in a position of tearing bowels of the
demon. On the right side of the God, a lady image is found (below His feet) while on the other
side one can see an image of a young boy. Perhaps he is the son of demon Hiranya Kaśipu.
There is a composite image consisting of three incarnations – Rāma, Kṛṣṇa and Paraśurāma
of Lord Viṣṇu. It is a rarely found image. It is a very charming piece in the gamut of sculptures
of not only Gopālji temple but also of Sambalpur. The image has six hands standing on two feet
in tri-bhanga pose. The upper hands represents Rāma with a bow in the left one and an arrow on
the right. The middle two hands holds a flute which lies just below the chin. It is the
manifestation of Lord Kṛṣṇa. The lower two hands are those of Lord Paraśurāma- in the left he
holds a pitcher (kamaṇḍalu) and on the right a battle-axe (paraśu). The image stands on a
pedestal incised with an eight-pettaled lotus. It has an extraordinary facial expression, which
exudes an uncomparable charm. The parts of the body are in symmetry. He wears a fillet on a
head, two comparatively big ear-studds and a necklace. In fact, it is the figure of Lord Kṛṣṇa on
which are Superimpose those of Rāma and Paraśurāma. In fact, the combination of the three
figures are symbolic of the three qualities- tamas, rajas and sattva or sat, chit and ānanda.
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Other Gopalji Temples
There are as many as three Gopālji temples in Sambalpur town, including the main temple
at Kamali Bazār discussed above. The other two are located at Khetrājpur and Dhanupāli.
(a) Gopālji Temple of Khetrājapur
(i) Images of the main temple
A new temple was constructed in place of the old one which has a small square sanctum
and a wide circumambulatory path. It is built in curvilinear style. Originally it had three parts
namely a sanctuary, a porch and a dancing hall. Later on the last two were made one by
removing the wall separating the two. The main temple at present contains the images of
Jagannātha, Balabhadra and Subhadrā as well as an image of Kṛṣṇa made in eight metals and that
of Rādha in brass. A sitting human figure with a wing on each side of shoulder and with folded
hands is seen, as usual in Viṣṇuite temples, is placed on the top of a pillar. It is facing to the main
sanctuary. It is the image of the bird–vehicle of Lord Viṣṇu named Garuda. In the complex lies
an old dilapidated temple containing an attractive image of great artistic merit.
A four armed image of Viṣṇu with his four attributes of a conch-shell (śaṅkha), in left
upper, a discus (Cakra) in right upper, mace (Gadā) in right lower and a lotus (Padma) in left
lower hand is sitting on the shoulder of his vehicle Garuda. It is a wonderful image in a
dilapidated temple under a banyan tree. It is the only surviving image of mediaeval time.
Gopālaji Temple of Dhanupāli
The Gopālji temple of Dhanupāli locality of Sambalpur town is a very beautiful and
elegant shrine. An inscription has been discovered by the author Dr.D.B. Mishra from the
jagamohana wall which signifies the date or time period and builder of the temple-cum-matha.

(b)

There is a bi-lingual inscription on left side of the entrance of the main temple. The first
four lines are in Sanskrit language Odia script and the next eight lines are in Hindi language and
Devanāgiri script Text.
It consists of a sanctum sactorum,a jagamohana and a small pidhāmundi deula attached to
it. One rectangular pillared maṇḍapa is also attached which seems to be a later addition. The
rectangular pillared maṇḍapa has been used for prayer,bhajan,kirtan etc. At the end of the
rectangular hall, there is a small pidhā-mundi structure miniature temple where Bajrangvali or
monkey-God Hanumāna is enshrined. Then comes the Garuda stambha. All the structures are
standing in the same alignment.
The main temple is tri-ratha in plan with curvilinear spire from bottom to top. The top
portion of the main temple is designed by beki, āmalaka śilā,kalasa,cakra and āyudha.
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There are a few images on different walls of the temple. Those are two Anantasāyi panels
one on the right of the entrance of Gopālji sanctuary and the other pasted on the wall of a Śiva
shrine in the temple complex.
Inside Śiva temple are found three images.
(i) Ganeśa –Pārvati behind Śiva Linga
(ii) Image of the sun god
(iii) Image of Jaya-Vijaya on both sides of the temple
All the above images made in sand stone are rather crude, though these are of some artistic
beauty which has been erased with passage of time. In the Garbhagriha there are the Jagannāth
trinity and the Rāma trinity and the twin images of Kṛṣṇa and Rādhā are being worshipped along
with Gopālaji. Of course the stone image of Gopālaji, the presiding deity of the temple is a
unique one. It is placed on a stone pedestal in which the lower parts of his legs are buried.
Though a small image of about one and half feet height and coated with black colour without any
work of chisel on the body of the image yet it is an attractive image.
There are other images like Goddess Durgā and Lord Śiva in the form of lingam are being
worshipped in the Gopālaji temple adjacent to the Gopālaji shrine
Inscription on the entrance of the main temple
1.

Kha sāgara vasu candra ha(a)yane Śālivāne

2.

Māgha māsi site pakṣe trayodaśyā Bhṛgodine

3.

Śrī Gopālāvidhāna ca sitaṁ karmuka patane

4.

vaya rāmeṇa mahatā saṁstāpitaṁ ca mandira sa

5.

yaha Śrī Gopālajīka mandir

6.

pūjya Śrī Bajaraṅgī Dāsajī

7.

Śrī Sumaraṇ Dāsaji aur Śrī Ṣ(Ś)tṛghne

8.

Dāsajī ke smṛti svarūpe

9.

san 1949 tā 11/2 Māgha pā kṛtyod

10.

------nirmāṇa kārakara pratiṣṭhā kiyā

11.

Evaṁ Dhanupāli grāmame virajit purātan

12.

Śrī Gopālji ko padhrāya Ta
11/2/1949

The inscription is incised on a small piece of soap stone which is pasted on the wall of
entrance of the main temple. It is bi-lingual- the first four lines are in Sanskrit language and
Oriya script and the next eight lines are in Hindi language and Devanāgarī script.
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Thee first two and the ninth
n
line contain
c
thee date of construction
c
n of the temple and
installatioon of the im
mage. The mention off the year is
i in the firrst line, thee lunar day
y is in the
second annd the English date is in
i line nine.. Again the date is giveen after twelfth line at the
t end of
the inscriiption. The first line reads
r
as Khha, Sāgara, Vasu, Candra Sālivāhhana ayanee. It is the
Hindu claassical systeem of reckooning numbbers by word
ds these reppresent and making thee numbers
move froom right to left ( aṅkāānām Vāmaato gati) to fix the daate. Here inn the inscrip
ption Kha
stands forr Sky i.e. 1, Sāgara meaning Seass stands forr 7, Vasu- a variety of demi-gods which are
8 in numbber and Canndra (moonn) for 1.
Thuus, the num
mber will be 1781. Wheen it is mad
de to move from
f
right tto left it willl be 1871
of Śalivahhana i.e. Śaaka era. i.e 1871+78=1
1
949 A.D.
Thee month waas Māgha, the lunar tiithi trayoda
aśī of the bright fortnight and thee day was
Friday. Itt was 11 Febbruary of 19949 as writtten at the en
nd. The tem
mple was consecrated on
o the date
in the meemory of thhree Saints of
o a Rāmāitte order- Baajaraṅgi Dāāsa, Sumaraan Dāsa and
d Śatṛghna
Dāsa. Thhe image off Gopālji was
w then shhifted from a house off Dhanupālii where he has been
worshippped to the prresent templle.
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Gopalji Temple (front) and Mausi Ma Mandapa (Right)

Jalandhara Vadha, Gopalji Temple

Krishna, Gopalji Temple
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Mahisamardini Durga, Gopalji Temple

Nrusimha, Gopalji Temple

Dancing Ganesha, Gopalji Temple

Harihara Image, Mausi Ma Mandapa)
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Kalki Imagee of Mausi Maa Mandapa

Krishhna, jagannathha Temple

Five imagees Panel, linteel of Jagamohaana, Mausi Ma
M Mandapa

Panel off incarnations of Lord Vishn
nu, Jagannathaa Temple
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Image of Vamsi Gopal,
Jagannatha Temple

Image of Sadhabhuja Gouranga,
Jagannatha Temple

Image of Mahisamardini Durga,
Jagannatha Temple

Image of Garudasina Vishnu,
Gopalji Matha, Khetrajpur
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Jagannatha Temple (Goplaji Matha)

Gopalji Matha (Dhanupali)

Image of Gopalji,
Gopalji Matha, Dhanupali
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Status of Women in the Inscriptions of
Early Medieval Bengal
Brijesh Kumar Singh*
The beginning of the early medieval period may be said to be 700 A.E. in the history of
Bengal, the second half of 8th century C.E. is being make as the rise of the imperial dynasty of
the Palas. The history of early medieval Bengal is important due to many promising and
interesting features. This period is the rise of many powerful dynasties such as Palas, Candras
and Senas and some other minor dynasties.1 Bengal under the Palas, Candras and Senas became
a centre of religion, literature, arts and learning. The social life evolved during this period was
influenced by these features. The sources for drawing a picture of the social life and structure of
early medieval Bengali women may be explained under these proved topics :
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Material Remains
Inscriptions
Literary works and
Illustrated Manuscripts

By analyzing these remains we may know about the everyday life of the people of Bengal
such as dress, coiffure, ornaments of the women folk, the articles they used in their everyday life
and their religious beliefs.
The status of women as revealed in inscriptions is an important topic in the social history
of ancient Bengal. But we cannot draw a complete picture of the social life of women
exclusively from epigraphic source. It is needless to say, these epigraphic materials are
corroborated by contemporary literary data. A few analogous information drawn from the
contemporary of Assam are also referred to here to have a clear picture if status and the position
of women.
Women played an important role in the settlement of marriages, management of household
affairs, proprietary rights, and education and in the progress of the arts etc.
Most of the social custom in the society of ancient Bengal were almost like present day’s
custom. Being the source of all family relation marriage is the most important Samskaras of
Indian social life. It is instrumental in propagating human race, perpetuating family life and
regulating sex relations.2 The wife was considered to be man’s half without whom he was not
admitted to the privilege of performing sacrifices.
*
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Matrimonial relationship was generally formed within the same cast and rank but normally
not within the same gotras. The ethnic term like Parasava, Ugra, Candela, Nisada and Svapca,
which denote the offspring produced out of inter-caste unions3 testify to the prevalence of intercaste marriage at that period. There are evidence from literary and epigraphic sources which
show that such marriages actually places.
At the time of Sena period in Bengal Polygamy was prevalent due to the evils of Kulinism.
It refers to only the highest class of Brahmana in Bengal as classified by Vallalasena. They used
to marry many wives. But we should be not be carried away, however, by the notion that
marrying many wives was either very common or was not looked down upon.4
Instances of widowhood are also not rare in the inscriptions or old Bengali literature,
Widow hood was one of the tragic incident in the life of a married women in Hindu society,
After the death of their husbands the wife had to live ion complete chastity and to avoid all kind
of luxury and exiting food such as meat, fish etc.5
Mention may, however, be made in this connection from the literary data about the wiping
out of vermilion marks of the wives of the enemies by the kings.
In the Adbhutasagara6 which is ascribes to Vallalasena it is stated that the heads of the
enemies wives out of vermilion marks were wiped out by the Kings.
Govardhana acharya7 the court poet of Laksmanasena, also speak of the hair on the heads
of the lady giving the idea of a heart rent in twine by the vermilion mark.
There is a eulogy in respect of royal women in the inscriptions of our period. Yosodevi
was referred to as the great queen of Hemantasena as referred to in the inscription.8 Due to her
devotion to her husband she acquired extensive eternal and bright fame. She also gained the
hearts of the three worlds (Tribhuvana) by her (beautiful) form.
Several Inscriptions further enlighten us about the performance of charitable works in
which women do not appear to have lagged behind in the ancient days of Bengal. The offerings
of charity on the eleventh lunar day(Ekadasi) or the last day of the month (Samkranti ) was
considered as pious of the religious merit and glory of her son and daughter as the case might be.
Women of ancient Bengal were also interested in taking initiation and were also found to
have been engaged themselves in occult religions practices. The Charyapadas, the earliest
Bengali literature bear an interesting instance of practicing Tantric Buddism in Bengal.
Seclusion of women from public life is also referred to in the literature and inscription of
Bengal. It appears from Dhoyi’s description in the Pavanduta9 that women of Vijayapura were
not much accustomed to use purdah as a curtain. Pandit Gouri Sankar Ojha 10 says that the
Purdah system was not in vogue before the coming of the Muslim.
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But in the inscriptions was find that respectable ladies were carried on a litter while going
from one place to another, and were not exposed before the passersby in the public thoroughfare.
So the Edilpur Copper-Plate Inscription of Kesavasena. Informs that the king Vallalasena carried
away fortune Goddess of his enemies on Palanquins supported by the staff made of elephant’s
tusk from the battle field. The inscription further tells us that as Kesavasena passed through the
city, the ladies saw him and behaved in a coquettish manner and was casting amorous glance at
him. They gazed at him from the top of the sky-scraping houses.
A Study of the position of women of this period would be incomplete without a reference
to songs and dance. It will appear from the account of the consecration of divine images that
along with the sounding of musical instruments singing and dancing had also come to be
regarded as necessary adjuncts of image worship. It may be presumed that singing and dancing
and other festive observances were recommended for warding off the evil results from divine
portraits. This indicates that the practice of engaging dancing girls (called Devadasi) in the
temple had come into existence.11 They also formed a musical choir. In this connection we may
refer to the employment of devadasi’s or female attendants in the shrines. The so called dancing
girls were used to be engaged in the service of the deity of temple.
The Edilpur Copper-plate Inscription of Kesavasena12 mentions the prevalence of dancing
and music in ancient Bengal. It is stated also in the Calcutta Sahitya Parisat Inscription of
Visvarupasena13 that the dulcet music arising from the anklets worn by courtesans in the evening
was heard.
The cultivation of classical music attained the highest degree of excellence in the period.
Wonderful musical feats are also ascribed to the female artists of Bengal in the work of
Seksubhodaya. In the of the verses of Saduktikarnamrta Vidyuprabh, daughter-in-law of know
actor Gangoka was renowned in the society for her musical feats in the royal court of
Laksmanasena.
We may refer to another female artist Padmavati in the Court of Laksmanasena. She was
the wife of Jayadeva Misra the author of Gita Gobinda. We may also refer to Budhana Misra, the
celebrated musician of Orissa, who challenged Jayadeva and wife Padmavati in the Musical
competition in the court of Laksamansena.14
From the study of these source it appears that women held a very responsible position in
the royal household. Unfortunately the inscriptions are silent regarding the position of the
women belonging to the common folk. Thus inscription provide us only with a single window to
understand the social position of women in our ascribed period.
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TRIBAL FREEDOM FIGHTERS OF ODISHA
Rabi Sankar Rath*
Odisha has traditionally excelled in the socio-economic and political spheres right from the
days of king Kharavela down to the reigns of Bhaumakara, Somavanshi and Ganga dynasties.
That golden period ended in 1540 with the death of the Suryavamshi king Pratap Rudra Deva. In
1568, Suleman Karrani, the Afghan ruler of Bengal defeated KingMukunda Deva in a battle
which signalled the end of independent Hindu rule in Odisha and the beginning of Muslim Rule.
With its victory over Nawab Siraj-Ud-Daulahin Battle of Plassey in 1757, the British East
India Company occupied Bengal. This resulted in strengthening of the Company’s influence
which gradually expanded to the rest of India over the next hundred years.The annexation
policies, oppressive colonial rule of the British rulers caused dissatisfaction among the people of
India. So many revolts and armed rebellions broke out all over the sub-continent for the freedom
of the nation.
In the process of movements and uprisings, there were many tribal who had contributed
enormously for India’s freedom while a good number of tribal leaders sacrificed their life in the
hands of British rulers. In Odisha many tribal movements and uprisings had taken place during
the British regime against the rulers for granting the independence.
In 1759 the English forces of East India Company entered Ganjam upon the invitation of
Narayan Deo – the Zamindar of Parlakhemundi- and drove out the French. They finally took
possession of Ganjam in1766. During that period the territory of Ganjam was confined within
the estates of Parlakhemundi, Ghumsar and Kandhamal.In 1767 when the British officers entered
Paralakhemundi, the zamindar of parlakhemundi Narayan Deo refused to submit to their
authority. The British defeated him in 1768 and sent him to exile.
Many other Zamindars of Ganjam also refused to obey the British, who found it very
difficult to collect tributes from them.They had to use military forces to accomplish the
task.InGhumsarKissanBhanj, the Raja of Ghumsar died in 1773 and he was succeeded by his
second son Bikram Bhanj who revolted against the foreign rulers for a very long time and his
post was given to his elder brother, LaxmanBhanj in 1782. LaxmanBhanj died in 1788 and he
was succeeded by his son SrikaraBhanj. who and his son Dhananjay Bhanj later gave a lot of
trouble to the British.
The office of the Collector, Ganjam was established in 1794.Many of the Zamindars of the
Ganjam district participated in the struggle against the British. More over the residents of
*
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Ganjam refused to accept the British rule. Ganjam became a melting pot of political turmoil due
to the revolt of Zamindars against the British authorities which continued till 1836.
The Zamindars collectively had 34 forts and an army of about 32,000 un-organized
soldiers. SrikaraBhanj, the Zamindar of Ghumsar instigated by the zamindars of Parlakhemundi
and Jalantara refused to pay tax to the British government. The tax used to be collected by the
money lenders and contractors which made them influential and rich. SrikaraBhanj disliked the
existing system. Eventually he gave up his zamindari to his son Dhananjay and left for
pilgrimage. Bhanj returned in 1795 and resumed his zamindari. He refused to pay tax to the
Company from 1797 to 1800.
The British attacked Ghumsar and captured it on 9 May 1801. They also announced an
award of Rs. 10 thousand on SrikaraBhanj. They did not succeed in stalling the revolution and
decided to drive a wedge between son and father. In October, 1801, the British removed
SrikaraBhanj from zamindari and handed it over to his son Dhananjay Bhanj. The farmers of
Ganjam including the tribals however continued their revolt against the British.
More over the residents of Ganjam and Ghumusar could not accept the British and joined
the zamindars in their revolt. The British attacked Ghumsar and captured it on 9 May 1801. The
farmers of Ganjam and Ghumsarincluding thetribals however continued their fight against the
British.
In 1803, the British East India company, during the Governor-Generalship of Lord
Wellesley, occupied coastal Odisha after breaking down the feeble Maratha resistance. The
kingdom of Khurda plunged into a rebellion in 1804 under the leadership of JayeeRajguru,the
powerful reagent of King MukundaDev II who was a minor. Consequently, JayeeRajguru was
brutally executed in 1806 by the British.
The defective land revenue system and the administrative vagaries of the British rulers
continued to cause discontent among the people of Odisha. As a result, there broke out an armed
rebellion in 1817 known as Paika Rebellion of Khurda, under the leadership of
BuxiJagabandhuBidyadhar Mahapatra.
About 400 tribalKandhas from Ghumusar entered Khurda and joined the rebellious
Dalbeheras and Paikas under Jagabandhu’s leadership. They plundered Banpur and adjoining
areas, reducing the Government buildings and Police Stations to ashes. From Banpur the
insurgents proceeded towards Khurda where office buildings were set on fire and the treasury
was looted. But the Britishers were successful in quelling the rebellion.
The Kandhas of Odisha were the firsttribe who raised their arms against the British in the
Paik rebellion of 1817. But it was the 2ndKandha rebellion of 1835 which brought to the forefront
the first tribal freedom fighter of Odisha in the form of Dora Bisoyi.
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Annexation of Ghumsar zamindari, removal of the local feudal aristocracy from power and
position; introduction of new administration; introduction of new land revenue system;
imposition of new taxes; activities of Christian missionaries; arbitrary incursion into some of
their age –old customs likeMeriah (human sacrifice) and female infanticide & exploitation of
intermediaries and moneylenders provoked the Kandhas to rise in revolt against the British
Government.
It was one of the early movements in India against the British which continued for a long
time in which both Rajas and ethnic tribals like the Kandhas fought in tandem against the foreign
rule.
Kamala Lochan Dora Bisoyi popularly known as Dora Bisoyi was a BenniahKandha born
in Binjigiri village, located near Kullad of the lower Ghumsararea. Raja Dhananjay Bhanj
conferred on him the title of ‘BirabaraPatro’ and appointed him as the ‘MaliahBisoyi’ or the
‘Head Agent’ to represent theMaliahKandhas of his estate. The Raja also appointed him as the
‘Commander-in-Chief’ of the Ghumsar army conferring on him the title of ‘BahadurBakshi’.
Under his leadership, the Kandha uprising started in September, 1835 and continued till
February 1837.The Kandhas became violent and attacked a British detachment between
GhumsarUdaygiri and Durgaprasad village. In that encounter, thirteen soldiers (sepoys) and two
European officers, Lieutenant Broomly and Ensign Gibbon were killed.
In order to capture Dora Bisoyi and his supporters, a vigorous military operation was
undertaken by the British and most of them were either shot dead or hung from trees. Martial law
was imposed but the rebellion could not be extinguished. Dora Bisoyi escaped from Ghumsur
and took shelter in Angul.
The rebellion was suppressed for a while, but the authorities could not catch hold of Dora
Bisoyi in spite of having announced a reward of 5000/- rupees for his capture. At the instigation
of Henry Ricketts, the Commissioner of Odisha, Raja Somnath Singh Jagadev of Angul handed
over Dora Bisoi to the British forces in 1837 when Dora visited him to seek military assistance.
He was arrested and sent to prison in “Ooty” near Madras. There he died in 1846 as a state
prisoner, leaving behind a glorious legacy of brave and resolute struggle against the British.
After the arrest of his uncle Dora Bisoyi, ChakraBisoyi began to nourish a desire to revive
the Kandha resistance against the British rule. He knew that the rebellious spirit of the Kandhas
had not died in spite of the suppression of earlier revolts. He could also see the development of
fresh complications in the wake of the suppression of Meriah by the British and the appointment
of Captain S.C. Macpherson as the Meriah Agent. The excesses committed by Macpherson in
punishing the culprits of Meriah created a strong resentment among the Kandhas. Chakra Bisoyi
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took advantage of the situation. He posed himself as the “Champion of Meriah." andthe Kandhas
rallied round him.
Since the end of the Kandha rebellion under Dora Bisoyi, there had been no improvement
in their economic conditions. On the contrary there had been more and more economic
exploitation and their liberties had been curtailed. Being politically backward, these Kandhas
resented any encroachment on their liberty. Chakra Bisoyimade use of this discontent.
Captain Macpherson captured and liberated 170 Meriah victims within a week in February,
1846. It was provocation enough for the Kandhas to revolt. Chakra Bisoyi came to the forefront
and organised secret councils. Under his leadership the rebellious Kandhas assembled before
Macpherson's camp at Bisipara on March 14, I846 and demanded the release of the victims.
Macpherson had to yield to their demand. This emboldened the Kandhas who attacked
Macpherson's camp for the second time. He could do nothing to counteract them. So, he had to
return to his headquarters in the wake of the rainy season. After the rains, Macpherson with his
troops returned in November 1846 and burnt down some Kandha villages in Boudh area.
This humiliation inspired Chakra Bisoyi to organise theKandhas living around Boudh,
Daspallha, Kandhmal, Ghumsar and adjoining areas. A massive Kandha revolt erupted in
Ghumsar area towards the end of 1846, under the leadership of Chakra Bisoyi. He was supported
by the ChakapaadaPaikas and Bisoyis, the Kandhas of the western Muthas including the
Kandhas of Boudh and the Paikas of Ghumsar. The British brought in General Dyce to
successfully quell the rebellion, but Chakra Bisoyi could not be captured.
Campbell, who succeeded Macpherson in April 1847 followed, by and large, a conciliatory
policy towards the Kandhas and prevailed in his attempts to rescue many Meriah victims
tactfully. However, he could not bring Chakra Bisoyi to surrender. The British authorities
believed that the Raja of Angul, SomanathSingh, extended secret help to Chakra Bisoyi and
NabaghanaKanhara of Ratabira, who had led the Kandha uprising in the Boudh region. Raja
Somnath Singh was deposed in 1848 and Angul was brought under the direct administration of
the British Government.
Adopting guerrilla warfare, Chakra Bisoi went on harassing the British from time to time,
which worried the then Governor-General, Lord Dalhousie. A reward of three thousand rupees
was declared by the Government of Bengal for Chakra’s capture. Chakra Bisoyi remained
underground in the Kandhamalas from 1949 to 1955.
NabaghanaKanhara as a tribal leader took the commanding charge of Kandha uprising in
Boudh from 1837 to 1846. The rebellion spread like wild-fire in the entire Boudh region. Under
his leadership, the Kandhas opposed the tax system of ‘Raja of Boudh. They resented the
exploitative and oppressive behaviour of British authority and raised their voice against the
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abolition ofMeriah(human sacrifice). The main irritation of the Kandhas of Boudh-Kandhamal to
revolt against the Britishers were the defective land revenue policyand the interference of the
British in their socio-cultural activities and religious rituals.
Nabaghana supported and organised the Kandhas of Ghumsar, Dasapalla and Banpur
against Raja and British. He received support and cooperation from the Kandha rebel leaders
Dora Bisoyi and Chakra Bisoyi and Somnath Singh, the King of Angul. On account of the
organisational skill of Dora Bisoyi and NabaghanKanhar, the uprising had assumed a gigantic
proportion in the Kandha inhabited areas. Hence the British government had to requisition
military forces from Madras, Nagpur and Bengal Divisions to quell the Kandha rising.
Nabaghana also could not be apprehended although they managed to arrest his brother
MadhabaKanhar and two sonsBira and Maheswar. Nabaghan continued his rebellion with the
help from‘Raja of Angul’. However, his two years revolt came to an end due to the conspiracy of
Sam Bisoyi, a British supporter, who handed over some Ghumsar insurgents to the British, who
had taken shelter under him. The British later captured the rebels and their leader Nabaghan.
After the British captured Kalahandi, the Kings and Zamindars of Kalahandi collected tax
from the Kandhas and their age-old tradition of Meriah sacrifice was banned. The
aggrievedKandhas rose in revolt against the foreign rulers and their leader was Rindo Majhi,
who was born at Urladani, in a tribal family.
A.C. Macneill who succeeded John Campbell as the Meriah Agent arrested
theBorikiyaKandha leader Rindo Majhi and his son PalasoMajhi in 1853 and kept them in Jail at
Russellkonda without trial.
In December, 1855, during his annual tour of the Kalahandi State, the Meriah Agent,
paraded the prisoner, Rindo Majhi, in chains from village to village tocreate fear among the
Kandha leaders with a view to warn them against Meriah by this deterrent example.The
BorikiyaKandhas could not stand this humiliation hurled on their chief by the British agent.On
10th December, 1855 they attacked the camp of Lt. Colonel Macneill. However, the attack was
repulsed with some casualties on both the sides.
Two or three days later, the KutiaKandhasof Kandhmal area joined the BorikiyaKandhas,
and they together made the second attack on the Agent’s camp. It was due to the wisdom and
help of Dinabandhu Patnaik, the Tahsildar, that Macneill could escape to Russelkonda.
Superintendent, Samuells believed that Chakra Bisoyi was responsible for uniting the two
tribes. After this incident he retreated from Madanpur. The Superintendent of the Tributary
Mahal was requested by E.A. Samuells to order the Zamindar of Madanpur to deliver the rebel
chief. The Zamindar of Madanpur expressed his ignorance of Chakra Bisoyi's presence.
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In March, 1856 he was reported to be hiding in Athagaon in Patna State under the shelter
ofMajhi Dharam Singh Mandhata, the Zamindar of Athagaon. To arrest him Dinabandhu Patnaik
marched to Athagaon with a force of seventy soldiers. Chakra Bisoyi, however, managed to
escape, but his principal assistant, BhutiaSardar and many other followers with their families
were captured. Dharam Singh Mandhata, languished in prison.
All attempts to arrest Chakra Bisoyi proved futile. Nothing was heard of the great Kandha
leader, Chakra, after October 1856. Mysteriously, he disappeared into oblivion sometime before
the beginning of the Great Revolt of 1857.
The uprising in Mayurbhanj Tributary mahal in 1857 under the “Dharua tribal leader”,
‘DayanidhiDharua’ was another important movement in the history of modern Odisha. The
unjust revenue policy of Raja and the oppressive disposition of theAmalas(government
officials)prompted the tribal people to launch rebellion against Raja. The administration tried to
suppress the revolt and captured some leaders, but they could not quash it completely which
continued till 1866.
Towards the end of April 1868, the BhuyanSardars revolted in Keonjhar under the
leadership of ‘Ratan Naik´ against the newly appointed King of Keonjhar‘DhanurjayBhanja´,
and the British. The main causes of the dissatisfaction were: Breaking up of the tradition of
participation of Bhuyan people in the Keonjhar King’s coronation ceremony; Engagement of
non-Bhuyan people as revenue collectors; Collection of revenue in shape of cash instead of
crops; Withdrawal of royal patronage from the Bhuyan people; engagement of Non-Bhuyan
people for work in the kingdom and Imposition of compulsoryand unjustified taxes. The town of
Keonjhar was besieged and the oppressive Dewan, Nanda Dhal along with some of his associates
were abducted. ‘Ratan Naik was captured by the Paikas of Pallahara on 15th August, 1868. The
rebellion was suppressed with a strong hand and most of the Bhuyan Sardars surrendered.The
captured rebels, were sent for trial. Ravenshaw, the British Administrator tried the case
atKeonjhar. Among them Ratan Naik and six others were sentenced to death and the rest to
imprisonment.Ratan Naik was hanged by the British authority on 30th November, 1878.
The second phase of Keonjhar uprising began in 1890 and lasted for five years under the
leadership of Dharanidhar Nayak, a literate young Bhuyan. The immediate cause of the
rebellion was the construction of a canal known as “MachhakandanaJora” from BararaonPahar
(hillock) to Keonjhargarh which would carry the stream water to the capital. The cutting of stone
was done completely by the “bethi” (free labour) system in which the Bhuyans were required to
render inhuman physical labour. DharanidharNayak fought against slavery for the tribal
communities. And hestrongly instigated the Bhuyans and other tribals like Juang, Bathudi, Kolha
and Saunti to risein revolt against the tyrannical rule of the Raja. He led the tribal people against
British oppression and dominance. The Bhuyans looted the granaries and procured guns and
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cannons to wage war. The revolt of the Bhuyans took a violent turn.But at last he was arrested by
Downsonand imprisoned for 7 years in Cuttack jail. He was released in 1897 and led the life of a
Sanyasi (saint).
A strong protest also surfaced among the tribes of Malkangiri against the annexation policy
and oppressive revenue system of the British. The last Queen of Malkangiri, BangaruDevi,
defeated King Ramachandra Deva III of Jeypore with her powerful and extra–ordinarily large
Koya army. She fought bravely against the mighty British. But she could not be successful and
finally was deposed in 1872. There was complete accession of Malkangiri state into the Madras
Presidency. QueenBangaruDevi fought unsuccessfully for another 8 years. Finally, she lost her
life at the age of 70 in 1885, after a prolonged illness of 5 years.
At this juncture a brave Koya young man Tama Dora ofKondapalli village of Padia Block
in Malkangiri district who had emerged as a revolutionary in Champakhari war in 1860 and
Rampa revolution in 1862 against the unjust and oppressive policies of the feudal chiefs and
British rulers, now took command of the tribal people of Malkangiri district especially theKoya
tribe against British maladministration as well as economic exploitation and demanded justice
for his people from the king and the British.
Leading the Koya troops,Tama Dora defeated the British Police of Malkangiri in 1880 and
declared himself as the ruler of Podia and Motu in Malkangiri district. In this incident, one
Inspector and six policemen of Podia Police Station were killed. This incident is known as the
‘Koya Revolution’ and had a great impact throughout the country. Colonel Macqoid of
Hyderabad contingent marched with 100 men but was confronted with a severe attack by the
Koya Army, under the leadership of Tama Dora. However, the efforts of this brave young man
came to an end when he was brutally killed in the Rampa Forests near Motu on 28/07/1880 by
the Military Police of Hyderabad and then the Koya Army was fragmented in the absence of a
dynamic leader.
Gangapur, one of the biggest princely states of Odisha, experienced a violent uprising of
tribal peasants in 1897. The new revenue settlement which was introduced by King Raghunath
Sekhar Deo led to a tribal uprising.
Born in 1848, MadriKalo, a tribal Gauntia or village headman of Kureibaga village of
Sundargarh, Odisha. organized this movement against the king of Gangapur, who was being
supported by the British. This movement is known as “GauntiaMeli”.MadriKalo operated from
Mahabir Hill of Bargaon which was the nerve centre of the rebellion from where he directed his
operations. Despite all efforts, it became difficult on the part of the Durbar administration to nab
the rebels who took shelter in the inaccessible hills and forests of the region.
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The British Government deputed a contingent of troops under the command of the Deputy
Commissioner ofSinghbhum to assist the Gangpurstate police in suppressing this rebellion. But it
was difficult to apprehend MadriKalo and his followers who continued their depredatory
operations from their hideouts in the remote hills and forests. Hence the state administration
resorted to diplomacy and with the assistance of his reliable friend the Gauntia of Kuranga
succeeded in arresting MadriKalo in 1900. He was sentenced to 10 years of imprisonment of
which he spent 6 years in Sundargarh Jail and the rest in Ranchi. He was released in 1910. Four
years after his release, he breathed his last in 1914 in the village Lamboi near Rajgangpur.
The general complaint in the state of Gangpur was mostly related to the exorbitant land
rent.The tribals of Gangpur appealed against the abnormal increase, but no relief was granted. It
gave rise to popular discontent. The tribals started a no-rent campaign. The agitation spread all
over the state, village Dahijira being the centre of the storm. The movement was strengthened
with the inclusion of the Munda Christians of the Lutheran mission; the Oraons,;the Hindus and
alsohad the support of the tribal leaders and pleaders of Ranchi.
The administration took coercive measures for the recovery of arrear rents. Criminal cases
were instituted against the leaders of the agitation. But the arrests were opposed by the people
who were armed with indigenous weapons. And in early 1939, the state almost found it
impossible to collect the land revenue from the peasants.
Consequently, the Queen Regent announced certain very minor concessions, which were
not acceptable to the people. The No-Rent campaign continued. On 9th February, 1939, the
Maharani convened a meeting at Sergipalli to listen to the grievances of the people and to induce
them to make payment. Around four to five thousand people from 30 villages attended and
presented a charter of demands. The popular demands included not only restitution of the land
rent and forest rights of 1910 settlement but also abolition of “Choukidari Tax” and monopoly
on the hides. Total abolition of “Bethi, Bheti, Rasad and Magan” was demanded. Introduction of
responsible government was also asked for in which the people could exercise the right to
vote.But the Queen paid no heed to the demands.
Born in 1893 in a gauntia family of Bartoli village of Biramitrapur in Sundergarh district
of Odisha Nirmal Munda emerged as the leader of the munda uprising and intensified the
agitation in the princely State of Gangpur.The tribals continued their agitation under the
leadership of Nirmal Munda. Finding the situation difficult, the state administration requisitioned
joint police force to apprehend the leaders. Few of them were arrested.
On 25thApril, 1939, two platoons of armed forces along with the Assistant Political Agent,
the SDO etc. were sent to the village AMKO-SIMKO ofSundergarh district, to arrest Nirmal
Munda on the grounds of holding seditious meetings and assaulting a village chowkidar. But, a
crowd of around five hundred defiant tribal people armed with lathis, axes and other crude
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weapons resisted the arrest of their leader. Consequently, scuffles broke out and the police
resorted to firing. Thirty-Nine people felt dead and Fifty wounded.Nirmal Munda and some of
his associates were arrested. He was sentenced to six years of imprisonment in Sundargarh and
Sambalpur. He was released from Jail on 15th August, 1947.
The Munda uprising in the State of Gangpur under the leadership of Nirmal Munda´ was
very significant not only in the history of resistance movement in Odisha but also in the freedom
movement of India. Nirmal Munda, a converted Christian and a brave tribal leader of Gangpur
led the aggrieved tribals against land revenue system in 1934 and demanded a revision of the
land settlement. His prime aim was to achieve economic freedom. Under his leadership the rebel
Mundas openly revolted against the Queen of Gangpur and British and started No-rent
Campaign. ´ Dahijiri village became the nerve-centre of the agitation and non-Christian tribal
leaders joined hand with Nirmal Munda. His father’s name was Murha Munda and mother’s
name was Gomi. He studied up to High School. After independence, he was elected as MLA in
1957 from Birsa Constituency in Sundargarh. He died on 2nd January, 1973.
Inspired by Gandhiji’s call of Quit India Movement, hundreds of tribals of undivided
Koraput district participated in the freedom struggle. Several rallies were organised in support of
Congress during that period. On 2nd August, 1942, the district Congress Committee met in full
session and decided to start a movement on the lines of Civil Disobedience Movement under the
guidance of Mahatma Gandhi. But the government declared the Congress partyas unlawful and
arrested all leaders as a result of which there was a spontaneous outbreak of violence throughout
the region. Several movements erupted in places like Umerkote, Raighar, Gunupur, Padwa,
Nandapur, Nabarangpur, Jeypore and Malkangiri.
The tribals of Nabarangpur sub division gathered on 24 August,1942 to discuss the future
course ofaction. While proceeding, a big crowd was intercepted at Turi river bridge near
Papadahandi. The crowd could not escape the unprovoked lathi charge and the indiscriminate
firing by the British police which led to the death of 19 people while several others were injured.
Hundreds were arrested and manywere washed away in the flood waters of the river.
Malkangiri attracted the national attentionwhen Laxman Naikof Bhumia tribe,born
atTentuliguma village led the tribals in a movement against the British. Laxman Naik was deeply
influenced by the National Movement, and the message of Congress.He managed to mobilise the
tribal people for various development works like construction of roads, building bridges and
establishing schools. He asked the villagers not to pay any taxes. He spearheaded the fight
against oppression, sufferings and exploitation. He used nonviolence as the main weapon against
colonial power. The tribal people called him “Gandhi of Malkangiri”.
The tribal movement created an unprecedented public awakening in Koraput. The message
of Quit India Movement was circulated among the people. The Bonda tribes of this region
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became violent. On August 21, 1942 tribals from different villages moved towards Mathili, led
by Laxman Naik,holding Congress flags, chanting 'Ramdhun'. They managed to enter the
compound of police station and tried to hoist the flag. Laxman Naik was not allowed to do that,
as the Magistrate Mujibur Rahman ordered 'Lathi' charge on the demonstrators. As the police
opened fire, 5 persons died on spot and 17 were injured.The demonstrators killed were Nakula
Pujari, Samara Nayak, NarasinghaBhumia, LingaBhumia along with a forest guard named
G.Ramaya. The injured Laxman was thrown into the ditch near the compound. It was a blessing
in disguise for the police to accuse Laxman in a murder case of forest guard G. Rammaya.
The trial continued for four months and on 13th November, 1942, the then Sessions Judge
V. Ramanathan handed out the death sentence to Laxman naik. On November 16,1942, he was
then sent to Berhampur Jail for execution.
Advocate Radha Charan Das of Berhampur and famous freedom fighter Uma
CharanPattnaik of Berhampur went to Patna High Court for an appeal, which was finally
rejected. On 29th March, 1943, the life of Sri Laxman Naik came to an end when he was hanged
to death in Berhampur jail.
When his execution date drew near, all the inmates of Berhampur jail offered prayers. His
fellow prisoners wept throughout night of March 28,1943. At the break of the dawn on March
29, 1943 by 5.30 a.m., Laxman Naik gallantly marched towards the Gallows. He proclaimed
cheerfully these few words:
"If the sun is true, and so is the moon,
it is then equally true that
mother India shall be independent."
Rammurty, the Zamadar of jail pulled the lever bringing the iron plate under his feet down.
Thus, ended his life, and he was buried inside the jail compound.
In the early years of British Raj, no other community in India offered such heroic
resistance to British rule or faced such tragic consequences as did the numerous tribal
communities of Odisha. Simple, hardworking, and peace-loving folks who lived mainly off their
agricultural land or forests, these communities rebelled fiercely against the land grabbing and
economic exploitation that came with colonial rule. Though these revolts were
often unsuccessful in uprooting the British, they could prepare the ground for the struggle that
ultimately led to independence.
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Maternal Health Care Centres in Orissa :
Witnessing Modernity through WelfareMeasures, 1900-60
Dr. Samuel Limma*
Summary
This study is trying to illustratethrough the various initiativesabout the condition of
maternal and new-born health in Orissa specifically in the first six decades of the twentieth
century, while drawing up the scenario of them, midwifery is playing a decisive role for the
changing scenario of maternal and newborn health. This paper also trying to probe about the
vital aspects like how the maternal and child welfare centres established and multiplied in
various parts of the province/state, what was the role of the midwives or the so called indigenous
‘Dais’ in the welfare centres and at the homes of the parturients. Also dealing with the training of
the midwives 1 at the various training centres of Orissa. In this context, I must mention the
initiative which had taken by Dr Ottmann 2 to establish a clinic for women and children at
Berhampur in 1900 was first of its kind, in latter period it converted into a hospital named as
Christian Hospital for Women and Children. In this study which addressing how the scenario of
the maternal and newborn health had been changing through midwifery3 particularly through the
various maternal centres, their services and training systems4 in Orissa as a whole was moving.
Establishment of Maternal Health Care centres
To serve the poor and the needy irrespective of caste, creed and religion. Dr Nina Ottmann
a British Baptist missionary opened a clinic at old Brahmapur in the year 1900. The clinic was
later converted to the Christian Hospital for Women and Children and started functioning in its
own building from 1907from that year also a school to train nurses started functioning in the
hospital which got government recognition in 1930.5
The hospital was managed by the Eastern Regional Board of Health Services, Church of
North India (CNI). The source of income of the hospital was derived from the fees collected
from patients and the grant from the Eastern Regional Board of Health Services, Church of
North India. In the later period the hospital developed and in the 1980s, the hospital have had
four doctors, 2 pharmacists, 2 laboratory technicians, 2 bible women, 7 administrative staff, one
tutor, one operation theatre attendant and other Class III and Class IV staff in the hospital. The
total number of beds in the hospital was 166 out of which 80 were for females and 86 for
children. Facilities for the treatment of all types of diseases relating to women and children were
available in this hospital. 6
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The light of knowledge had at last been turned upon the terrible conditions which
ignorance and superstition had imposed upon maternity and infancy in this country. Initiated by
Her Excellency Lady Reading maternity and child welfare work had received great impetus in
this province from the efforts of Lady Wheeler. At Cuttack a maternity and child welfare centre
was opened in 1924 in charge of a nurse. Balasore had received grants from the Lady Dufferin
Fund for the same purpose. 7The provincial committee of the Lady Dufferin Fund gave grants to
wards the pay of the lady doctors at different hospitals of 3,800/- rupees in 1923, in 1924 there
was 5,955 and 7,280 rupees in 1925. 8
Maternity and child welfare work commenced in Great Britain during the war as a
voluntary movement. The wastage of war had a very direct effect on the population but it was
apparent from statistics that this wastage was much less than the constant drain on the population
due to high infant mortality. A National Council was formed to prevent this needless sacrifice of
the life and health of the infant population. With the formation of a Ministry of Health, official
support to the movement was accorded and its activities rapidly extended. The aims of the
Council include not only the care of the infant in its early life but the care of the mother during
pregnancy, confinement and lactation and instruction to both parents of their duties towards their
infants.9
The movement extended to India and was enthusiastically supported by Her Excellency
Lady Reading. Provincial Councils were formed and celebrations of baby week occurred all over
the country. In this province baby week celebrations were held at Cuttack, Balasore, Bhadrak in
1924. Funds were collected and maternity and child welfare clinics started in Cuttack. The
importance of the work that was being done greatly appreciated by the people and the attendance
at these clinics steadily increased.10
The Bihar and Orissa Maternity and Child Welfare Society was another body, which since
its inception in 1928 has done much for the relief of women in the province. In its Maternity and
Child Welfare work it had the support of the local government, the Provincial Branch of the Red
Cross Society, some of the local bodies and the missions which devote a good part of their
activity to the provision of medical aid for women. In 1934, there were two child welfare centres
in Orissa, one was in Cuttack and another was in Balasore.11
Child welfare and maternity work and all activities connected therewith were controlled by
the Provincial Child Welfare and Maternity Society and the Public Health Department. In the
year 1936, the province had no central society of its own formed at the headquarters, but the
Bihar and Orissa Child Welfare and Maternity Society continued to function in office in north
Orissa. The society sanctioned a grant of 2100 rupees to the two centres at Cuttack and Balasore,
an amount which is equal to the contribution the Orissa government made to the Bihar and
Orissa Society for the year 1936-37.12
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Special forms and registers have been prescribed by the Bihar and Orissa Child Welfare
and Maternity Society which each centre was required to maintain and periodical returns in the
forms prescribed for the purpose were regularly submitted to the office of the Director of Health
and Prisons Services showing the amount and progress of work done by the staff. 13
In 1936, the province had four important centres at which maternity and child welfare
work was carried on in an organized way. These centres were at Cuttack, Balasore, Sambalpur
and Berhampur. They were each managed through a local committee formed for the purpose and
maintained by funds collected through contributions received from the local bodies, Bihar and
Orissa Maternity and Child Welfare Society and public donations. Whole-time Maternity and
Child Welfare Society and public donations. Whole-time maternity supervisors with medical
qualifications had been appointed for centres at Cuttack and Berhampur. At Sambalpur and
Balasore the work was supervised by the lady doctors attached to the sadar hospitals. The whole
work had been done under the general supervision of the Civil Surgeon. The total number of
labour cases, attended both at home and at the hospital by the midwives and the maternity
supervisors at the above four centres was 1,261. Only abnormal cases were sent to the hospitals.
There were also maternity wards attached to all the sadar hospitals provided with beds which
received maternity cases, both ante-natal and post-natal.14
Besides the above four centres, these were also two small centres at Puri and Parlakimedi.
They were maintaining at the cost of the municipalities concerned. In the rural areas, however,
no organised effort had been made to start child welfare and maternity centres. There were only
two such centres—one at Chatrapur in Ganjam district and the other at Khurda in Puri district.15
For the year 1938, an account of the activities of the Maternity and Child Welfare Centres
established in the different districts of the province with particular reference to their financial
bearings, the authority entrusted with their management and the relation of the Society with such
management is furnished as follows.
Cuttack District
The Maternity and Child Welfare Centre at Cuttack was the only centre in the district in
1938. The Centre was started in December 1923, with a grant of 6,000/- rupees from the Bihar
and Orissa Provincial Branch of the Indian Red Cross Society. This Society sanctioned grants
amounting to 3000, 4000 and 2000 rupees respectively in the years 1925, 1926 and 1927 towards
the upkeep of the Centre but discontinued the payment of any grant since the year 1928. Since
then the Centre was being managed with annual contributions from the Maternity and Child
Welfare Society, Victoria Memorial Scholarship Fund 16 , Cuttack District Board, Cuttack
Municipality and subscriptions collected from the general public and fees realized from well to
do patients who come for treatment in the Cuttack General Hospital.17
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The Centre was in charge of a qualified Lady Medical Officer designated Maternity
Supervisor since the 10th September 1929. The Supervisor was getting a pay of 150 rupees and
thirty rupees as conveyance allowance and thirty rupees as house rent allowance. Her entire pay
and allowances were paid by the Provincial Government and she was under the immediate
control of the Civil Surgeon, Cuttack. The town of Cuttack had been divided into 5 parts for the
sake of facilitating its activities. Each such part was called a Centre and was in charge of a
qualified Dai whose work was properly supervised by the Maternity Supervisor. The Dai in
charge of a Centre was regularly visiting houses where any ante-natal and post-natal cases were
found and for which her services were requisitioned. On an average the Dais employed by the
Cuttack Centre was attending monthly—maternity cases about 50, ante-natal cases about 60 and
house visiting about 220.18
The Centre finances the training of 8 indigenous Dai pupils in a year. They were trained by
the Supervisor for 9 months and thereafter at the Cuttack General Hospital for 3 months, for their
practical training. The course prescribed by the Victoria Memorial Scholarship Fund was
followed in training for the Dai pupils. 19 The Centre was functioning by a local working
committee of which the Civil Surgeon was the Honorary President, and the Chairman and the
Health Officer of Cuttack Municipality and the Vice-Chairman of the Cuttack District Board
were members among others. 20
Ganjam District
There was in 1938, three Child Welfare Centres in the district situated at Berhampur,
Russelkonda and Parlakimedi. At Berhampur Centre, it was revived in the year 1930 by the
raising local subscriptions, mostly from the zamindars of the district and with a contribution
from the government of Madras. The Centre was located in a suitable building. An executive
committee consisting of 10 members of purely representative character was responsible for the
management of the Centre. The Berhampur Municipality was the only local body which was
connected with the Centre. The Centre was financed from the sources noted below. Mrs. F R
Steele, a local lady, was the President of the Executive Committee and had taken keen interest in
the affairs of the Centre. Contribution from the Berhampur Municipality was 1000 rupees per
annum, local subscriptions—approximately 250 rupees, interest on deposit approximately 175
rupees.21
In Berhampur during 1938-39, the Centre had gotten provision for 5 maternity cases of
normal nature. The average Daily attendance at the Centre was 40 mothers and their children.
Treatment for minor ailments was given and mild feeds were issued twice Daily at the Centre.
Prenatal and ante-natal work was carrying out by the midwife22 attached to the Centre who visits
homes of the expectant mothers twice a week. 23
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At Paralakimedi (Paralakhemundi), the Child Welfare Centre was situated in a private
rented building in the town. It was managed by a local committee. The Centre was financed with
a contribution of 25 rupees per annum from the local municipality and a monthly subscription of
2.80 rupees from the public. The Dai employed by the Municipality carried on the work of the
Centre. The Daily attendance of babies at the centre was about 15. Each baby was attending the
clinic was getting milk and was given a bath, but in 1938 and then, the financial condition of the
Centre was most unsatisfactory for which reason it could not extend its scope of activities.24
During 1948 to 1950, to cater to the needs of the expectant and nursing mothers and
children under five year of age, all the District Headquarters Hospitals and some important subdivisional hospitals in the state were provided with adequate facilities. Besides, maternity and
child welfare services were rendered exclusively in some centres in the state and the number of
such centres exiting in each year of the triennium. In 1948, there were five Maternity Child
Welfare Centres in urban areas as in Balasore, Berhampur, Cuttack, Puri and Sambalpur. And
the very next year in 1949, it remained same, no new centre had been established. In 1950, there
were 8 maternity and child welfare centres in the state. Three new centres’ had been established
as in Sundargarh, Dhenkanal and Keonjhar.25
Conclusion
However, it has been aptly observed that though infantile and maternal welfare was the
most important necessity and though there was a great scope in the sphere of such work, the part
which could have been played by an efficient and comprehensive service for promoting the
health and welfare of mothers and infants was not sufficiently realized. The Public Health
Department only took an indirect interest in maternity and child welfare service, its activities
being mainly confined to giving of grants for dai training to the local authorities and to some
voluntary organizations. It was also deplorable that the government’s contribution to the overall
expenditure on maternal and child welfare work was quite limited thereby betraying its low
priority to an otherwise significant domain of public health activities.
The assessment of maternal welfare measures between 1900 and 1960 in Orissa reveals that;
(1) through the colonial public health system, not only the colonialists but also a vast majority of
the native people ultimately benefitted; (2) during the first six decades in the twentieth century, the
maternal death rate began to decline because of the colonial interventions in the health matter; (3)
governmental initiatives towards the establishment of maternity and child welfare centres reveals
that, the colonial officials partially able to succeeded not to the larger proportions; (4) the
implementation of modern ways of birthing practices or midwifery proves that, though the system
became better than before but it was mainly urban based and had less impact in the forgotten
corner in the remotest areas. In the end, despite the different types of constraints, this study overall
proving the gradual improvement of the condition of maternal health in Orissa due to the colonial
interventions in the healthcare system during the period under study.
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Vyāla (Vidāla) motifs in the decorative programme
of Odishan Temples
Chitta Ranjan Jena
Temple in Odisha is a cohesive unit, consisting of component features like architecture and
sculpture, both religious and secular, and a variety of decorations both abstract and figurative.
The Odishan temples are highly decorated, not an inch of space was left without decoration. The
medieval Silpa text, Silpa Prakāsh, while discussing the importance of decoration on the
temples, mentioned that, “without making ornamental work the temple will remain mediocre.
That temple, in which every part is covered with decorations is always called the highest type.
The temple shorn of any decoration is definitely the lowest type”.1 Under this assumption the
ancient temple builders systematically arranged all the elements, both architectural and
sculptural, to increase the beauty and elegance of the temple. While describing the artistic
excellence of Odishan temple builders, J. Fergusson, rightly said,” It is perhaps, not an
exaggeration to say that if it would take a sum say a lakh of rupees or pounds to erect such a
building as this, Lingaraj temple, Bhubaneswar, it would take three lakhs to carve it as this one is
carved.”2
The Medieval Odishan temples are a mosaic of rich and varied figural motifs, which not
only shows the excellence of the Odishan artists but also their imaginative temper at its highest.
These decorative motifs in addition to beautifying the structure serve symbolically as
auspicious images to protect the temple from real or imaginary evils. None of the carvings, in
fact is merely decorative, each has its meaning at its proper place and is an image or symbol.3
The Odishan silpa texts mentioned four types of lions like Virāja, Jāgrata, Udyata, and
GajaKranta. The text further described that out of these four lions the Virāja also known as
Vyālas, Virālas or Vidālas is considered to be of the best type of lions. This popular motif is a
composite leonine creature with the body of a lion or cat having the head of a tiger, elephant,
bird or human. The representation of this type of composite animals with the features of lion is
also known as Leo gryph.
In ancient and medieval Vastu texts Vyāla is also referred to as Varāla(ka), virāla and
Virālika which was favoured as a decorative element in Indian art.4 V.S. Agrawala opined that,”
Vyāla is based on deformity of normal human and animal forms. In its widest sense Vyāla
signifies the ‘Grotesque’, which is often called Vakra or Vikata in Indian literature. It is made
synonymous with the ganas, pramatha, bhuta, rakshasas in Puranas. It is described as Rudrasrishti or creation of Rudra.”5
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The ancient Indian literature provides an abundance of information on Vyālas and their
various types. Medieval text Aparājita Prichchhā of Bhanudeva describes the names of 16 types
of Vyālas like, Simha, Gaja, Asva, Nara, Vrisha,Mesha, Suka, Sukra, Mahisha, Musaka, Kita,
Vānara, Kukuta, Mayura, Aja and Sarpa.6 Samaranganasutradharā also provide a list of 16
Vyālas like Simha, Sardula, Vikra,Svana, Mesha, Gandaki, Kroda, Mahisha, Gaja, Asva, Khara,
Harina, Aja, Markata, Gridhaka, Suka, Kukuta. 7 Another important texts which provides
information on the types and forms of Vyāla include Rūpamālā.8
The Vyālas occupy an important position in the overall decoration of the temples of Odisha
(ancient Kalinga). The early temples of the 7th and 8th century A.D., did not show the use of
vyāla motifs as a decorative element on the temple walls. But with the introduction of two story
jangha in the 11th century temples this motifs became a regular feature on the decorative aspect
of the temples and was placed in the lower jangha replacing the naga stambhas. The Vyāla
figures were placed in the Viśrāntimandala or Khandi of the Anurāhā recesses between each
śikhara(Vimānikā), and pāga or projections of the temple walls. The whole sculpture is called
Virala stamba and is divided into four parts9 i.e. the figure; the animal or demon on which the
figure stands; the thick shrubs and the last part is the base. The figures were placed over a floral
pedestal known as VirālaPindi. The earliest examples of Vyālas are found in the tala jangha
recesses of the 10th and 11th century temples at Bhubaneswar like Rājā rāni, Brahmeshwara,
Kedāresvara, and Lingarāja etc. Of the 12th and 13th century temples Konārk, Ananta Vāsudeva
and Sāri deul provides examples of Vyālas as a decorative element on the temple walls. The later
temples of 14th century shows a degeneration of style and design of Vyāla figures in Odishan
Temples.
Medieval Odishan texts on architecture like Silpa prakāsha, 10 Silpasārini 11 ,
Silparatnakosha12 provides information on the types and style of Vyālas with certain variations
among them. The Silpasārini called it Kautuhala 13 ( a combination of the following five
creatures : elephant, lion, deer, man and makara). This motif is shown frequently in combat with
humans or pouncing upon an elephant or some prostrate body. Most of the time the Vyāla is
shown as standing on his hind legs and looking towards the back in a fierce face looks like a
fantastic monsters having leafy horns, pointed ears, beautiful manes and beaded tassel coming
out from the mouth. This majestically stylised motif had earned a distinct place in the decorative
programme of the temples of Odisha. The Vyālas on the Kalingan temples such as, Rājā rāni,
Brahmeshwara and Lingarāja at Bhubaneswar are composed, dignified and seem startlingly
alive a specific Kalinga trait not paralleled anywhere else in India.14The Odishan artist has been
credited with the development of several new features like bulging or protruding eyes, leafy ears,
flowing manes etc. in the iconography of the figures of Vyālas.
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Some of the prominent Vyālas depicted on the walls of Odishan temples includes:
Dharma Vyāla (Fig.1&2) :
This Vyāla motif has the head of a lion, elephant or human and body of a lion, usually seen
trampling on a demon.15 One of the hind legs was placed on the head of the demon of the
temple (Kīrttikaunapa) in crushing attitude, while the other hind leg was at the back. It
shows that the figure after defeating the demon wants to destroy it completely, while the
demon is shown in a retaliatory pose, but was forced to surrender. The whole
representation signifies the victory of Dharma or universal law over evil or Adharma. It is
presented here as the protector of dharma.16
Simha Vyāla (Fig.3) :
The magnificent animal has the head of a Lion, who is seen standing on a crouching
elephant and looks ferociously towards the back. His face resembles a Kirtimukha and in
some cases creepers hangs from its mouth, and the tails curves between his legs like a
snake. The animal is regarded as the protector of the Temple or Lord of the sacred ground
(kşetrapa)where the temple stand.17
Gaja Vyāla (Fig.4) :
Also known as Gaja Simha, it is one of the most popular Vyāla motifs. Here the animal has
the head of an elephant trampling over another elephant or a demon. It is shown as lifting
up an enemy warrior with its proboscis. It represent power and intelligence, and produce
Siddhis. 18 The earliest evidence of this motif is found in the Mukteswara temple at
Bhubaneswar.19
Nara Vyāla (Fig.5) :
A unique product of Odishan artist this motif is shown with the head of a human and body
of the lion. It stands on a prostrate demon or defeated warrior, without the head being
turned to the rear. In many cases a long tongue protrude from the mouth. It represents
power and knowledge; regarded as the protector of dharma or universal law.20 It is, as
O.C.Ganguly observes, “a predominating human conception with a benign and smiling
face, gently placing one of the paws on the head of the prostrate warrior at the feet, almost
in a gesture of benediction, the right hand being posed across the breast almost in an
equally amiable gesture of bestowing an asirvada”.21
Mŗga Vyāla (Fig.7) :
This motif has the body of a lion having deer’s (black buck) horn over his head. It stands
over an elephant with one of his hind legs placed on the head and the other leg on the back,
while the elephant looks to the front right side. The upper body part bends like a snake.
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The upper two legs were raised, while the head turned back. It represents power, swiftness
and penetrating thought representing Prajnā(wisdom).22
Sārdula Vyāla:
This animal is quite similar to the Simha Vyāla and mostly seen standing on an elephant or
prostrate body. The exception being that it have a normal facial expression just like a lion
in its natural form.
Svana Vyāla (Fig.8) :
This motif has the body of the lion and the head of a dog. Mostly seen standing on his hind
legs over a submissive elephant who was seen looking to the front, while the upper body
part is lifted in an attacking position. The tail coils between his legs like a snake, and his
tongue comes out of his mouth.
Bhalluka Vyāla (Fig.9) :
As the name suggest this type of Vyāla is a combination lion’s body and bear’s head. It
combines elegance with prowess. This figure is shown standing on both his over an
elephant who was shown looking to the side, and looks to the other side in a ferocious
facial expression.
It has been provided with a beautiful flowing manes on the neck area.
Mesha Vyāla(Fig.6):
This particular motif combines the lower body of a lion having the head of a sheep with
horns and several string of pearls dripping from its mouth. The motif is seen trampling
over a warrior on his hind legs, a rider sitting on its back holds the bridle in his right hand.
The earliest evidence of this Vyala is found from the Vaital Deul in Bhubaneswar. Here it
is shown flanking the Kirtimukha motif on both sides. 23
Aśva Vyāla(Fig.11):
In this motif the body of a lion is combined with the head of a horse stand on the back of
an elephant in such a position as if it is flying or is ready to jump. While the rider sitting on
its back holds the bridle in the left hand and the whip in the right hand. This particular
motif is known as chhidā-udā-gaja-simha (chhidā- standing, udā-flying) in local
terminology.24
Gandaki Vyāla(Fig.10):
The motif combined in it the head of a female rhinoceros with the body of a lion and is
provided with leafy horns. The animal is frequently shown standing over an elephant with
his hind legs. One of the legs was placed over the head of the elephant while the other leg
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is on the rear body. It twist the body to look towards the back. This is called
Simhāvlokana25 attitude or looking at the plight of the defeated elephant. Several variation
in the pose of the elephant is shown, which looks side or upwards or faces the front with an
innocent expression on its face. This type of motif is locally known as ulta gaja-virajasimha.26
Mārjāra Vyāla:
This type of Vyāla has the head of a cat and the body of a lion. The animal is frequently
shown standing over an elephant with his hind legs. One of the legs was placed over the
head of the elephant while the other leg is on the rear body.
Unidentified Vyāla(Fig.12):
Another curious figure was found on the walls of Muketeswar temple. This particular motif
had the head of a horse provided with trunk of elephant, while the lower body was that of
the lion. A female amazon was shown riding on its back, while the right hand wields a
weapon the left hand controls the bridle. It stands on both his hind legs and the upper body
is raised in an attacking manner. Below it was seen a warrior in a retaliating pose. No
reference is found about this particular type in any silpa texts.
These curious composite creatures popularly known as Vyālas played a significant role in
the decorative aspect of Odishan temples from the 11th century onwards. They provided a great
deal of opportunity to the architect and sculptors of ancient Odisha to represent their artistic
imagination at its best. Therefore, the silpa texts also gave them a place of importance not only
as a decorative element on the walls, but also as a protection for the temple from evil forces.
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PLATE - I

Fig.1: Dharma Vyāla

Fig.2: Dharma Vyāla

Fig.3:. Simha Vyāla(RājāRāni Temple)

Fig.4: Gaja Vyāla (Lingaraja Temple)
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PLATE - II

Fig.5: Nara Vyāla (Konārk Temple)

Fig.6: Mesha Vyāla (Vaitāla Temple)

Fig.7: Mriga Vyāla(Lingaraj Temple)

Fig.8: Svāna Vyāla(RājāRāni Temple)
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PLATE-III

Fig.9: Bhalluka Vyāla (RājāRāni Temple)

Fig.10: Gandaki Vyālas (Konārk temple)

Fig.11: Aśva Vyāla (Konārk Sun Temple)

Fig.12: Unidentified Vyāla (Mukteswar Temple)
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